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Foreword

The first book that I bought with the doctoral grant was the Italian edition of
Elinor Ostrom’s Governing the Commons. The first book that I read, instead, was
Jane Jacobs’ Death and Life of Great American Cities. The first journal article of
which I took notes in my copybook was David Harvey’s From Managerialism to
Entrepreneurialism: The Transformation in Urban Governance in Late Capitalism.
I wrote I bought Ostrom’s book, because in fact I have not read it until some years
later. Instead, I received an inevitable and bright inspiration from Jane Jacobs’
interest for the lived urban fabric, the importance of everyday people’s trajectories
through errands, strolls, street life. Then is when I confirmed my scale of inquiry to
the local, human dimension of everyday life.

For a considerable part of my postgraduate years, I continued my study of public
art, begun during my Master’s. But soon enough I realised that what is important
with public art are all the things that go on around it. Public outcry, controversy,
regeneration, gentrification, implications on the touristic trails: public art has a life
that exceeds the intrinsic value and the commissioners’ goals.

Living in Rome and then moving to Venice, two cities whose centres are considered
works of art as a whole, intensified my attention for what surrounds people in their
commuting and daily promenades, while walking the dog, or during their visits to
new cities. But I was neither interested in the material qualities of the local scale of
cities, nor in the study of the intrinsic features of art in public spaces. On top of
that, with the entrepreneurial turn in urban governance, as Harvey suggested, cities
were underpinning ventures with specific rationales, taking actions strategically and
competing with other cities.

What really caught my attention was the idea that people benefit from being
outside, walking on a street, making unplanned encounters, living random, ephemeral,
yet recurring experiences. Moreover, it seemed that people benefit from other people’s
presence too. There is more than strategy out there that makes a public art piece
loved or loathed. It took me some time to realise that the missing piece of this
puzzle were, simply, people.

So, while conducting a study about public art, I understood that it was necessary
to look at the bigger picture. Public art is part of something broader. It is part of
the urban built environment, it sits in public spaces, in a square, on the sidewalk, in
an intersection, on a waterfront. But it is also part of the variety of uses that people
do of such a built environment. It is part of the social life of public space, that seem
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to be very important to people.

At that stage of my research I attended a summer school about public space,
from a human geography perspective. The professor emphasised that pubic space is
a struggle. It is crucial to people because it is where we exercise the right to the
city and the right to a decent living. There is were the homeless finds a shelter,
where rights are claimed, where the lefebvrian “ongoing struggle” is carried on every
day (Mitchell 2017, 513). The professor also stressed the fact that public space is in
danger, and not just because of the rise of digital space-less public spaces such as
social media or technological arrangement as envisioned in Cyburbia (Sorkin 1992).
Public space faces a challenge also on a political layer, and Harvey came in handy
again to me, when gentrification evicts low-income residents and commodification
prevents assembling or expels the needy. The end of public space, as presented
by my professor, deals with “how public spaces are deployed socially, strategically,
ideologically, as well as how they are used by myriad publics—the ends to which
they are put” (Mitchell 2017, 503).

The struggle of public space is often, and especially in the geography circles,
attributed to the neoliberal1 turn that institutions and their representatives took.
Moreover, at that time I had already spent some months getting acquainted with
the ideas of the value based approach (Klamer 2016) and I could see a connection
between the two disciplines.

However one looks at the problems of public space, nowadays international
institutions recognise public space as an important pillar of a sustainable development
of cities and ultimately the well-being of their inhabitants. United Nation has
included attention to public spaces of cities among the Sustainable Development
Goals for 2030, aimed to Make cities inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable: “By
2030, provide universal access to safe, inclusive and accessible, green and public spaces,
in particular for women and children, older persons and persons with disabilities”
(United Nations, 2019).

In this context, the research questions acquired their definitive form. What
makes social life in public space so important? How is it produced, challenged, and
sustained? What can public art say about its functioning? The present doctoral
thesis is an endeavour in making sense of social life in public space. In hindsight,
the earliest purchase was prophetical. I found in the theory of commons a robust
framework to interpret social life in public space in a way that not only does justice
to the features of the object of my analysis, but one that also offers cues on how to
treat it with possibly no loss of meanings and values2 along the way.

1Following Foucault, neoliberalism “refers to the practice of governors (including civil servants)
who embrace the market approach as their policy. Neo-liberalism incorporates the logic of markets
in the logic of governance. In the neo-liberal perspective, politicians and especially civil servants
talk about the world as if it was one big market” (Klamer 2017, XII)

2Here a clear influence from the value based approach can be found. The idea of the neoliberalism’s
Weltanschauung as a big market in which individuals are consumers and in which the multiplicity
of values is only captured by the monetary value is, if not wrong, harbinger of considerable loss
of other value, lost and yet relevant. In this respect, theory of commons is a logical continuation
insofar it explains the, not always non-problematic, functioning of certain resources outside the
logic of the market.
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Introduction

The thesis presents, already in its title, the effort of conceptualising social life in
public space as a common resource. The nature of this theoretical exploration is
genuinely interdisciplinary and its contributions are multiple. It entails economics,
cultural economics, geography, sociology, history of art, and urban planning, with
respect to their attention for public space and its importance. One of the main
challenges of this work has been to understand the different approaches of the
disciplines that bear different interpretations of the same object of analysis, that
has already several layers of interpretation: the people, the politics, the control, the
governance, the finance.

Keeping the focus on the object of analysis and using adequately the fields of
knowledge involved, the main objective is to contribute to the theory of commons
and to offer a new perspective that is consistent with the contemporary debate. The
conceptualisation of social life in public space as a commons has natural implications
on public policy and urban governance. If we are serious in interpreting social life in
public space as a common resource, we should also start thinking how to manage it
as such.

A second objective concerns with public art, that is in this thesis used as an
opportunity to focus closely on certain aspects of social life in public space. This led
me to identify a new role of public art as an element of the resource system that
social life in public space constitutes, with consequent implications in terms of its
management.

The overarching endeavour of the present work is to contribute to an economics
debate that is getting increasing attention, of which the current popularity of
commons attests. This thesis participates in the conversation about the importance
of culture for the economy, a conversation whose aim is to overcome the ubiquitous
idea of homo oeconomicus, its pervasive instrumental reasoning, and the subsequent
reductive loss of meanings. This thesis takes very seriously, literally indeed, that
what happens from A to B matters.

The thesis consists of four sections, that respectively answer four sub-questions
that work as building blocks to answer the encompassing research question: What
makes social life in public space so important and how is it produced, challenged,
and sustained? Such a question opens to a theoretical examination that aims at
finding a satisfactory conceptualisation of social life in public space, once we have
acknowledged that it is important to people.
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The first section intends to answer the question: What is the most adequate
framework to analyse social life in public space from a cultural economics perspective?
The endeavour in setting an orientation starts acknowledging that economic theory
has for long time overlooked goods that are important to people and their economic
behaviours, relegating them either as anomalies, such as public goods, or excluding
them from the category of goods at all. At the same time, the section sets the ground
for the overarching objective of challenging the standard economics’ indifference to
crucial cultural aspects of life.

With regard to social life in public space, the section continues questioning the
adequacy of the economic notion of public goods, traditionally seen as non-rival
and non-excludable, because very little can be exerted about the demand for these
goods, notwithstanding demanded indeed, whereas the focus is mainly upon their
doom to provision failure. The notions of social goods and shared infrastructure
(Frischmann 2012) are an endeavour in overcoming the arid category of public goods
and highlight what motives the demand for goods that are more than just public,
and of which social life in public space is a part. Looking at the benefits exerted
by these goods, and looking at the way these benefits are produced and enjoyed,
enables us to frame them as common resources.

The section lingers on the possibility of drawing from the theory of commons.
Theory of commons has significantly developed3 since the publication of Hardin’s
tragedy (1968) and even more after the publication of Ostrom’s masterpiece (1990).
Theory of commons enlarged in volume and in scopes, and over time many branches of
theory emerged. From the traditional idea of a common resource as a non-excludable
and rival resource, cultural commons overcome the issue of rivalry, whereas the
doctrine of urban commons involved in the political and social struggles paradoxically
raising problems in terms of excludability. The section concludes that the reviewed
scholarship on the commons increasingly recognise the importance of the practice of
making commons but a clear relational approach to it still lurks.

The second section scrutinises the alleged resource of social life in public space.
Drawing from contributions in urban sociology, urban planning, and geography, it
clarifies what is social life and what is public space and argues that the specificity
of the two elements is actually their interconnectedness, therefore they should be
treated as a ‘system’, as it is the case of traditional commons too (cfr. Ostrom, 1990).
The endeavour in conceptualising such a system as a common resource is supported
by the distinctive traits of the functioning of social life in public space. Social life
in public space is then hermeneutically compared to Ostrom’s examination of the
common pool resources. People enjoy the presence and the actions of others, as well
as their absence. They make the public space. This means that social life has traits of
collective production and appropriation and that they tend to occur simultaneously.
Moreover, it is not always clear who is playing which role. Sometimes people benefit

3A research on Scopus shows a constant growth in published works containing
“commons” in their title, abstract, or keywords, with a peak in 2018 when 184.605
documents of this such were recorded (Scopus, n.d. last access: October 2019).
https://www.scopus.com/term/analyzer.uri?sid=d31c7b51d298fdf98b8311292ff53b26&
origin=resultslist&src=s&s=TITLE-ABS-KEY%28commons%29&sort=plf-f&sdt=b&sot=b&sl=22&
count=2770888&analyzeResults=Analyze+results&txGid=9748623d14769551ab106732d56e3791

https://www.scopus.com/term/analyzer.uri?sid=d31c7b51d298fdf98b8311292ff53b26&origin=resultslist&src=s&s=TITLE-ABS-KEY%28commons%29&sort=plf-f&sdt=b&sot=b&sl=22&count=2770888&analyzeResults=Analyze+results&txGid=9748623d14769551ab106732d56e3791
https://www.scopus.com/term/analyzer.uri?sid=d31c7b51d298fdf98b8311292ff53b26&origin=resultslist&src=s&s=TITLE-ABS-KEY%28commons%29&sort=plf-f&sdt=b&sot=b&sl=22&count=2770888&analyzeResults=Analyze+results&txGid=9748623d14769551ab106732d56e3791
https://www.scopus.com/term/analyzer.uri?sid=d31c7b51d298fdf98b8311292ff53b26&origin=resultslist&src=s&s=TITLE-ABS-KEY%28commons%29&sort=plf-f&sdt=b&sot=b&sl=22&count=2770888&analyzeResults=Analyze+results&txGid=9748623d14769551ab106732d56e3791
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from a designed entertainer, sometimes they genuinely converge where others are
(Whyte 1980). These aspects shed light on the crucial feature of interdependency.
Consequently, both subtractability and excludability are problematic features of the
resource, because the behaviour of people and at the same time the design of the
space challenges the possibility for anyone to use the space independently from the
other users. Problems of supply and appropriation, mostly in terms of decisions on
an institutionalised level and on the level of external arrangements challenge the just
functioning of the system, proving that institutions and public actions are essential
actors of the system (Ostrom 1990; Cassegård 2014; Borch and Kornberger 2016).

What emerges from the provisional application of the theory of common pool
resources to social life in public space is that it functions as a commons. However,
its resourcefulness cannot be explained following Ostrom blandly. Some differences
with the traditional framework and the new commons emerge. To address that and
to ultimately offer an interpretation of social life in public space that is enriching
both for theory and for practice, a new concept is formulated: relational commons.
This proves indispensable insofar the distinctive trait of the resource at hand is
precisely the bundle of relations and practices that constitute social life in public
space. In order to study in detail the resource, a concrete element of the system is
introduced, public art.

The third section presents public art as a case of social life in public space. It
poses the question: what is the role of public art with regard to social life in public
space? Two main reasons allow us to address public art in order to study social life
in public space: It is genuinely part of the urban fabric and it is, predominantly,
open access. Moreover, aspects of legal ownership or ways of financing can be left
out of this specific analysis. Public art is used as a ‘contrast agent’ that highlights a
part of the social life in public space around it.

A preliminary problem when studying public art is its definition. In order to
come to a pragmatic definition of public art, art historians, cultural economists, and
public art professionals take different positions. Other problems of public art deal
with its changing role over time and the issue of controversy. The understanding of
public art this work adopts is art in public space. This is possible because, on the
one hand, commentary on public art expands and stresses elements of its publicness
that, in one way or another, are embedded in the idea that this art sits in a public
space. On the other hand, since the main interest of this work is social life in public
space, seeing it as an urban node (Sennett 2018) really enables us to study what
happens around it.

The section concludes comparing the acknowledged definition of art in public
space to the notion of infrastructure as introduced in the first section. The most
interesting aspect of art in public space, if not of art in general, is that it has an
effect on who enjoys it – an economist would say: consumes it. But the scope of
impact of public art is less excludable, at least in principle, than art in museums.
Those who consume it are not audience, visitors, ticket payers. They are passers-by,
citizens, tourists, tax payers, if anything. Hence the effects of public art resembles
those of the infrastructural resources, that produce positive externalities that are
dynamic, since they evolve and invest also non-users.
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The fourth and last section furthers the analysis of public art bringing four
original experiences of art in public space. Based on the analysis carried out in
the previous sections, and adopting an understanding of public art as art in urban
public spaces, this section intends to answer the question: How does public art
function and what can it tell about social life in public space? The answer comes
with an empirical approach. Four recent experiences of art in public space in
different European cities are at the core of the analysis. The exploration is based on
three methods, chosen insofar adaptive to the features of the object of analysis: in
situ observation, grounded on Gehl Institute’s public life study toolkits; purposive
sampling and snowball interviews (Bryman 2012); and a comparison with media press
and press releases available on line and offline. The four experiences of public art are:
I am Queen Mary (2018), by Jannette Elhers and LaVaughn Belle in Copenhagen;
Carmela (2016), by Jaume Plensa in Barcelona; Triumphs and Laments (2016)
by William Kentridge in Rome; and Santa Claus (2005/2008), by Paul McCarthy
in Rotterdam. The section scrutinises the four public art pieces with the aim of
understanding the manner social life functions around them. Each location shows
distinctive traits in the ways the space is used and in the way the work of art has
been installed and the relative arrangements. The results can be analysed through
four variables: type of initiative, use of space, intrinsic features, and image. Each
experience teaches ‘a lesson’ about the role played by the artwork in the space and
among the people. The reader will find tales of clever adoption, public history,
creation of place, and of a space that works regardless other arrangements.

The last section sheds light on what it is that makes a space and makes it
desirable to people: the variety of relations that can take place here. Tourists,
residents, city users, and even pets find in public space something important to
them, and most of the time this happens by chance, a thing that is possible because
of the non-excludability of the resource system social life in public space. With this
regard, the concept of relational commons becomes concrete finally.

The dissertation concludes setting the ground for a new interpretation of social
life in public space, looking at what really makes it an important part of people’s
lives. Overcoming the category of public goods, and undertaking a demand and
value based analysis, the new concept of relational commons enables us to grasp
the real essence of the resourcefulness of social life in public space. Explaining it
through the notion of commons, and conceiving the relational commons can help
redistributing responsibilities to its actors and to redefine the rationales of urban
governance and its policies. But this concerns the future.

What the thesis offers today, in its conclusion, is a conceptualisation of social
life in public space that adds to the theory of commons. Scholarship on commons
currently engages in a recognition of the relational aspects of the commons as
fundamental, yet a serious conceptualisation is still missing. In addition, a lesson can
be learnt that concerns the functioning of public art, and the essential role played
by its recipients.

The present thesis is a theoretical work. However, it pursues its conceptual
objectives using an empirical approach to the case of public art. With this regard,
some limitations have been encountered during the process and some have remained
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in the final outcome. The first limitation deals with the constraints of temporal and
financial resources that entail every doctoral project. As far as the methodology, the
consequence of adopting a theoretical approach and enriching it with an empirical
section may be a perceived inadequacy of the latter, however contrasted by the
rationale of the choice. The empirical section is in fact tailored on the exigencies of
its purpose, that is to support an exploration, that aims to find out whether the
notion of relational commons is applicable and in what way.

Other limitations concern the definition of public art as art in public space, and
the array of practices in there. Both had to be confined. Public art is intended
in this work as a rather narrow cluster, compared to its many possibilities. The
cluster might look even narrower if we take into account also the potential of urban
design and architecture as art works in the city (Romano 2007). In fact, for the sake
of internal consistency, the thesis does not explore art in the digital realm and its
declination, as well as art in non-urban public spaces such as land art or earth art. It
also had to leave out artistic expressions in public space with an anti-establishment
connotation such as street art, graffiti, or other non-visual artistic expressions such
as performing art in public space (Bengtsen 2013).

As far as the practices in public space, the attention is drawn predominantly
on everyday activities. However, it is to be acknowledged that the uses of public
space can assume diverse connotations that could go under the umbrella definition
of those activities that challenge the resourcefulness of public space, that yet are
part of what this thesis calls a relation commons. Thus, the reader will not find
a specific focus on homelessness, demonstrations, and occupations, although these
topics are explicitly considered a part of the life in between buildings.

When concluding an intellectual journey such as this, it is easy to see all the
missing tiles that could have enriched the analysis, so that much more could have
been done. Sometimes, limitations seem to exceed the accomplishments. However,
it is also clear that without this imperfect journey, limitations would have not been
visible at all. This work aspires to take part to a conversation that rethinks public
space for people, and rethinks economics accordingly. Perhaps the journey was worth
it.
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Chapter 1

A Cultural economics
perspective on social life in
public space of cities

1.1 Introducing social life in public space

“Their story begins on ground level, with footsteps. They are myriad, but do not
compose a series. They cannot be counted because each unit has a qualitative

character: a style of tactile apprehension and kinesthetic appropriation. Their
swarming mass is an innumerable collection of singularities. Their intertwined

paths give their shape to spaces. They weave places together. In that respect,
pedestrian movements form one of these ’real systems whose existence in fact makes

up the city.’ They are not localized; it is rather they that spatialize.”
(de Certeau 1988, 97)

As urban dwellers, we experience a vast range of activities and phenomena in our
ordinary life. If one thinks about her daily activities, many of them take place most
likely somewhere outside the job place or home, in a public space: in the streets,
in a square, or on the virtual space. Walking from one place to another, sitting on
a bench, waiting for the tram, getting out of the crowds during peak hours, all of
these are just normal activities we perform every day, and so do other people. And
in order to carry on our day smoothly, we also rely on the other’s behaviours. We
ask what time is it to the person sitting next to us, we help if something happens,
at the end of the day strangers have played a subtle role in our lives.

The life that goes on in in the public space of a city can be overall quite
elusive. However, the balance of tacit roles, interactions, and behaviours can become
somewhat less efficient, and challenge the ordinary performance of public space as
well as its governance and regulations. It is in fact once again on a public stage that
experiences such as demonstrations, political protests, squatting, and even terrorism
take place. Public space is somewhere urban dwellers, on a rich scale of intensities,
hardly rely on.
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If the reader pictures an urban public space, many elements would pop up in her
mind. For an Italian reader as I would be, the epitome of public space is a square.
In order to picture a decent square, we need a church, maybe the town hall, possibly
a marketplace, indisputably a cafe, and of course a public art piece, be it a fountain,
an equestrian statue or a contemporary abstract sculpture. Nonetheless, intangible,
social elements are as important as material ones, meaning that until we do not ‘fill’
the square with people, it will not be so valuable. The reader is certainly picturing
people interacting and doing all sorts of activities.

The emphasis of this dissertation is on people. Monocle reporter Venetia Reily
woke me up on a rainy March Monday morning reminding me: “What makes a
city? Infrastructure, housing, public spaces? They’re all important. But the glue
that binds a city is its people, from Ferrari drivers to street cleaners, immigrants
to old-timers”1. No urban space makes sense without different people and their
everyday practices.

At the same time, public space is today in danger. Technologies have profoundly
affected the design of the so called smart cities, and tackle the need for safety with
massive control of public areas. Similarly, urban public spaces are increasingly being
sold to private owners with implications in terms of rules that limit, and control,
people initiatives. On a different but relevant scale, individual interactions shifted
to online platforms, which in fact can appear as new public realms.

However, public space is a crucial setting for social life. What happens there
seems to have no substitutes. Famous Disney movie Wall-e’s dystopia where humans
would carry on their lives from a remote controlling wheelchair has not become
true yet. Today’s youngest generation gathers in public space every Friday to
draw attention on the climatic crisis, and architects and urban planners stress
the importance of quality public space through their projects on institutional and
operational scales (UN-Habitat 2015).

While many of the actions and the policies of urban administrators focus on
extraordinary actions and activities, the very core of what is valuable of public space
lies in the rest of the activities, the majority of them indeed, that simply go on.
De Certeau (1988) described the idea of the everyday practices, and in particular
the practice of walking the street, as constitutive act of the city as well as a form
of appropriation of the space. And indeed such aspects, so rich and so central to
everyday life in the urban public space, seem overlooked. Hence the focus of the
present dissertation: how is life in public space generated every day?

A propensity to extraordinary actions and activities is also true in the economic
theory, whose attention is predominantly on transactions, and whose logic oversees
things and processes of life that are common and important to people. Those things
are qualities such as closeness and trust (and respectively the lack of them) and
they are central to everyone’s life. Certainly, it is difficult to account for the elusive
elements that make a house into a home. But it is also certain that little efforts
have been made in understanding the functioning of these goods and their link to

1Reiley, V. March 25th 2019 , “Neighbourhood watch” in The Monocle Minute https://monocle.
com/minute/2019/03/25/

https://monocle.com/minute/2019/03/25/
https://monocle.com/minute/2019/03/25/
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the quality of life and bringing about important qualities.

How to grasp the elusive relevance of people’s impromptu and organised actions
and interactions in public space and give it the deserved attention? How to under-
stand the value of social life in public space? Is it possible to interpret social life in
public space in a way that does justice to its importance to people and their role?

These are the question I have tried to answer during my doctoral years. Just
a little spoiler alert: I found out that a way of better understanding social life in
public space is possible and that it can be found in the theory of commons, as long
as some caveats are considered.

The present work pretends to be a contribution to the theory of commons,
offering a new insight on it as a social practice. Thus a new type of commons
will emerge that is aligned with the ongoing theoretical debate that stresses the
importance of the relational aspects of commons. This commons equals social life,
or social practices in public space. This notion turns out to be applicable in urban
governance. We will see how social life in public space can be treated as a commons.
The future of this work will concern a re-evaluation of the way social life is governed
and will address questions such as who has the right to contribute to the resource,
from the policing of streets to the noise management from a different perspective,
namely that of common resources governance.

1.1.1 A plea for a new perspective

“There’s a part of our world, here and now, that we all get to enjoy without the
permission of any”

(Lessig 1999, 2)

Prominent law scholar Lawrence Lessig, in a conference speech two decades ago,
envisioned a world that was, and still is, impossible to hypothesise, a world in which
sidewalks and other public spaces’ property rights are allocated through auctions.
A world in which one could access 5th Avenue or Wall Street, sticking to his New
Yorker examples, only upon permission of the owner of that space is, simply, too
impossible to picture. However, we have been long taught that goods that are “open
for others to take without the permission of someone” (Lessig 1999, 3) are doomed to
overgraze, people will not have any incentive to take care of it, because we humans
are selfish. Then why Linux and Wikipedia flourish? And why we can still openly
enjoy sidewalks?

To add insult to the injury, one could ask: why do these types of good, such
as Linux or Wikipedia, even exist? It seems that something is being neglected by
current analysis and policies. Economic analysis stems from the condition of scarcity
(Robbins 1932) of resources and looks at the world in terms of production and
consumption, supply and demand, costs and benefits. More simply, things finish.
Over time, economic disciplines, bearing instrumental reasoning, expanded, and
in some way the homo oeconomicus colonised, with its analysis, every aspect of
society. The result is that it became normal to see the world, and especially society,
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in economic terms, namely as a market, even for non-economists (Hirschman 1985;
Klamer 2016; Morson and Shapiro 2017).

Most interestingly, and especially in the realm of what would have later on
become cultural economics, in the real world many things, situations, contexts, or
particular goods, challenge this standard approach. Certain goods and services in
fact fail to follow the rules of the market and this happens mostly because: they
produce externalities in consumption or production, they produce economies of
scale, they bear characteristics of non- rivalry and/or non-excludability, or they have
technical features consumers are endemically non aware of (Blaug 2011).

When this types of goods occur along the path of the economic analysis, and this
happens as frequently as walking on a sidewalk, they are treated as ‘exceptions’ with
evocation of ‘market failure’. Economics classifies goods according to the extent to
which they can be ‘consumed’: rivalry and excludability of consumption. (Non)rivalry
refers to the capacity of a resource and the possibility that one’s consumption of it
reduces other users’ potential consumption. (Non)excludability refers to the cost
that one user would sustain in order to prevent others from consuming the same
resource. These features make an apple different from an academic paper.

Pure public goods are expected to be non-rival and non-excludable, nonetheless it
is always a matter of degrees of these features that applies. As a consequence, public
goods analysis encounters a major problem of inefficiency, namely the issue of ‘free
riding’ and the difficulty of reaching the optimal provision. But most importantly, a
classification of this sort does not offer any indication about the governance and the
role of the markets.

1.1.2 Positive Externalities

Public good is the solution economists theorise to address some anomalies, on the
side of the supply. The problem with goods that are ‘public’ is that society needs
them even if they fail in the market. They fail rules but people still demand them.
Typical public goods are: national defence, healthcare systems, infrastructures of
many sorts, education, and culture and the arts. Moreover, consumption of certain
goods exerts so called spillovers.

Spillovers is the standard label that indicates the positive externalities whose
consumption can be “worthwhile for society, particularly when beneficiaries are
productive in ways that themselves generate social benefits” (ibidem 2012, 40).
Healthcare does not just provide healing to the patient but prevents pandemics;
roads do not just connect cities but set the conditions for urbanisation and economic
development; education contributes to societal progress, not just to the individual
need to find a job; culture exerts enjoyment and pleasure, fosters wealth but also
contributes to local economy2 . These effects exceed the ‘consumption value’, and
still they “represent value” (Frischmann 2012, 41). Hence, it is considered desirable

2Spillovers of cultural amenities are largely analysed in cultural economics studies. Culture
activates the economy of tourism,for example (Landry and Bianchini 1995; Cicerchia 2015). Another
spillover can be detected by hedonic-price approach, that isolates “the value of living near cultural
amenities as capitalized into housing prices” (Seaman 2011, 201).
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to include spillovers in economic models even though they can be difficult to measure.

The attempt to internalise (positive) externalities can lead to the opposite result of
a decrease in productivity of the beneficiaries that, once became purchasers, change
their behaviour insofar they do not recognise that their consumption produces
externalities (ibidem). Standard economics approaches these goods in terms of
benefits exerted by their consumption, unveiling an underling instrumental reasoning
(Klamer 2017). Therefore consumers should behave and value goods according to
these goods’ capability of being a means to an end. But yet this framework excludes
the possibility of understanding all those ancillary benefits, positive externalities, or
spillovers that accrue along the way. The benefits of De Certeau’s walk would never
get in the picture.

1.1.3 Anomalies

Economic literature offers interesting examples of goods that challenge instrumental
reasoning. They tend to be treated as exceptions or anomalies3 even though their
existence and functioning are far from being sporadic. A broad example is ‘giving’
and the rise of the analysis of gift economy or philanthropy. It could be argued that
people give and receive on a daily base way more than they strictly purchase and
consume. It has been added that those activities set the ground for what economists
have called “metapreferences” (Hirschman 1985) proving that insofar they have
economic relevance they should not be overlooked by economic analysis.

Hirschmann challenges standard economics by bringing to attention those non-
instrumental human activities whose “intended outcome cannot be relied upon to
materialize with certainty” (Hirschman 1985, 12). In these activities it is not easy
to discern the means from the end, such as scientific research or policy making, but
also love, community, justice, to name a few. The key feature of these activities as
expressed by Hirschmann is that, although in terms of instrumental thinking these
activities seem unexplainable, they are “characterized by a certain fusion of (and
confusion between) striving and attaining” (1985, 13).

This perspective is comparable to Klamer’s value based approach to economics
(2016) in which he suggests to include among the classification of ‘goods’ things such
as friendship, love, and other virtues, and purports that those goods individuals
strive for (interestingly enough both Klamer and Hirschmann chose the same verb
‘striving’). Even though these goods are not clearly referred to as goods by economics,
they matter to it. Going back to Hirschmann, he offers an explanation for why is
that: “It is not enough for this discipline to attempt an adequate account of man’s
instrumental activities – a vast area indeed – while leaving the other, somewhat
murky regions alone? Up to a point such limitation made sense. But as economics
has grown more ambitious, it becomes of increasing importance to appreciate that
the means-end, cost-benefit model is far from covering all aspects of human activity
and experience.”(Hirschman 1985, 14).

3Between 1987 and 2006, the Journal of Economic Perspectives used to publish a special issue
on “anomalies”, among which appears, for instance, “cooperation”.
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If we agree that ‘civic spirit’ as well as ‘trust’ or ‘love’ are goods, they would
be public goods in a standard economic framework. At this point, analysing how
they function in terms of provision and consumption can be puzzling. Are they a
scarce resource? Do they get depleted when used? Do they risk free riding? What is
the incentive in free riding on civic spirit or love? It is unconventional for economic
theory that a resource would grow with use, proving not to be scarce, and that
consumers would actually engage in all but opportunistic behaviour and rather show
activism and participation. So, there is no incentive in free riding in friendship or
love, and people keep voting in political elections.

1.1.4 Homo Homini lupus?

The problem at this stage is how to make sense of these types of goods and activities
within the theoretical framework of economics. These goods show special features
in their production/provision and consumption/appropriation. A combination of
striving and attaining emerges, and sometimes a mix-up of roles in their production
and consumption and the consequences of them in terms of externalities. Sticking
to the economic categorisation of goods, we do not get any clear insight on what
this really means in terms of governance of that (public) good, nor facts of funding
and legal ownership say much. The notion of public goods is not enough.

A possible endeavour to overcome the category of public goods can be found
in the notion of social goods (Frischmann 2012). This additional category can
be particularly of help to the reasoning, with direct regard to social life in public
space. Economics in general recognises the importance of social values and that they
“generate value through their impact on social interdependencies/systems” (ibid.
43). Some goods bear social values that markets and preferences cannot grasp and
therefore the categorisation of social goods. The standpoint of this conceptualization
is the attention for the demand side of these goods, which lacks from the notion of
public goods.

Frischmann (2012) distinguishes social goods in four sub categories. They
are: nonmarket goods, merit goods, social capital, and irreducibly social goods.
Nonmarket goods are those goods we heavily rely on but we cannot purchase in
the market. Examples of them are some natural resources, or the institution of the
government, but also cultural meanings and language. People tend to take them
for granted, but at the same time they put a value on them that even exceed their
lifetime4 .

Merit goods, first categorised by Musgrave, are those goods that satisfy “merit
wants”, goods that society considers desirable. Because of a condition of imperfect
knowledge within a market context driven by consumer sovereignty, these goods
encounter systematic undervaluation and therefore under-provision. Typical merit
goods are healthcare, education, historical sites and heritage. For their property of
desirability, corrective interventions consisting in public policies are envisaged in

4This refers to notions that are quite familiar to cultural economists such as bequest and existence
value, examples of goods for which individual preferences tend to differ to community preferences
making the case for an evaluation of them problematic.
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order to avoid market failure (Head 1966). The reason why these goods are socially
desirable is the formation of “common values” or “community preferences” but their
desirability is also due to positive externalities that consumption of them has on
other’s utility, in case of interdependent utility functions (Frischmann 2012).

Social capital is a concept developed in social sciences, especially sociology,
that received increasing attention from economics mainly thanks to Putnam’s
contributions5 . Although many are the definitions of social capital, mainly depending
on the scale of the analysis (micro-, meso- or macro-) and on the adopted perspective
(in terms of networks or in terms of association, institutions, and social norms), a
common trait is the consideration of interpersonal relations as a resource where trust
plays a major role (Field in Frischmann 2012). Social capital is seen as a capital
good that enhances efficiency of social organisations. It recognises that the social
dimension generates value. If on the one hand social capital is regarded as a resource
and a good, on the other hand its demand is difficult to derive. To overcome that,
Frischmann suggests to derive it from social activities and participation in social
systems.

Irreducibly social goods are those social goods that challenge the atomistic notion
of society as a collection of individuals. These goods prove valuable not just insofar
they provide individuals with benefits that can be recognised in aggregate terms,
but “above and beyond” (ibidem, 48). “The key characteristic appears to be that
their value is necessarily social and not decomposable”(ivi). These goods have an
inherent social nature to the extent that they enable participation in activities of
cultural and social values.

Social goods diverge from private and public goods for at least two reasons.
Both private and public goods generate value through consumption (an apple is
desired because it can be eaten). Between the two, only public goods can generate
value for others than the actual consumer (who eats the apple is the only one who
enjoys it). Nonetheless, even in the case of a public good, the external benefits
are strictly connected to some sort of participation of the others. By contrast, a
social good exerts externalities on non-participants too, meaning that “they change
environmental conditions and social interdependencies in ways that affect social
welfare” (ibidem, 49). Frischmann makes the example of education. Who benefits
of education? People getting a diploma are directly ‘consuming the good’ (like the
apple), and they might have been able to get one without revealing their preference
to produce education (for the public nature of the good). But crucially, those who
do not attend a school also receive a benefit because education ‘injected’ in the
social environment provokes a systemic betterment of society.

Similarly, the field of cultural economics unceasingly looks for an accurate way
of dealing with goods that on the one hand have a clear role in the economic
sphere, whereas on the other hand show peculiar features that exceed the classic
understanding of what constitutes an economic good. The main reason for that could
be the social, rather than public, nature of these goods. Many non-market elements
have a strong impact on the economy and public policies. Economic analysis of

5Cfr. Making Democracy Work: Civic Traditions in Modern Italy (1993) and Bowling Alone
(2000).
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non-market vales have been developed within the discipline of cultural economics
in order to translate these values in economic terms, such as contingent valuation
(Snowball 2011, 2008).

Techniques of grasping common values, as well as the categorization of social
goods, aim at enriching and overcoming the notion of public goods, with regard to
certain goods that prove to be valuable for reasons that exceed the direct consumption
and are connected to the collective and to society at large. However, the label of
social goods might not be sufficiently comprehensive for some special goods or
practices that operate within a social or societal sphere, as their value is realized
differently by way of (industrial) production and exchange in a market. Beyond its
social resonance, the value production of practices such as friendship, civic sense,
knowledge, the arts, seems to be built up differently. As Klamer (2016) points out,
the crucial features of a whole category of goods deal with contribution and sense of
ownership, and suggest something like shared practices.

1.2 From infrastructural resource to commons: making
sense of social life in public space

As the aim of this chapter is to find an appropriate background to analyse social life
in public space, what said so far seems feasible to apply to urban public space. In
light of the notion of ‘social goods’, public space appears to fall within such a label
rather than that of a mere public good. The functioning of public space challenges
a rigid classification insofar excludability and rivalry occur only to some extent.

On the one hand, it is of no doubt that public space has a necessary public
nature at least in terms of provision. On the other hand, it is increasingly easy to
find privately owned public space as well as non-accessible public spaces. The degree
to which a public space is in fact non rival and non-excludable strongly depends on
its governance and its policing.

Moreover, the element of social life that occurs in public space adds social value
to it that should not be overlooked. The act of walking in the streets, the casual
encounters, the smell, the use of a space and the political and symbolic negotiation
of it, in short the everyday activities that occur in the variety of public spaces in
cities, are valuable practices that are shared somehow.

The previous paragraphs briefly illustrates why standard economics approach to
the classification of certain goods would let the analysis incomplete, at least from
the perspective and the focus adopted here. In the case of public space, the crucial
element is a combination of tangible and intangible elements, and material features
and human activities. Whyte (1980) famously studied the social life of small squares
and parks in the United States and found out that people using public spaces, for
instance during the lunch break on a sunny day, tend to independently converge
around the same spot and establish subtle interactions with others habitués. He
also found that the beauty and the shapes of the structures around a public space
are not even so relevant to its appreciation. Even more famously, Jacobs (1961)
formulated the concept of ‘the eye of the street’ referring to the fact that in certain
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neighbourhoods with a strong cultural identity, locals informally policed public
spaces somewhat more effectively than the police.

In this sense, what emerges is that public space constitutes a resource of some
sort for people. The second chapter will analyse what is precisely this resource
about. Overall, special conditions of public space and the way it functions should
be anticipated. Public space is where valuable activities take place, activities that
relate not just to the economic sphere - e.g. going to the market - or government
sphere - e.g. walking safely from A to B - but also to the individual and social ones.
Here individual behaviours impact those of the others, the atmosphere of a place is
created and constantly reproduced in a process in which the users are also producers.
What happens from A to B matters.

In order to valorise this peculiar feature of social life in public space, treating it as
a mere public good does not prove satisfactory. First of all, because the processes of
production (provision) and consumption (usage) seem to work in a way that is much
more comparable to social goods and moral resources than to pure public goods.
These processes show traits of mutuality and commonance. The main concern of
an economic analysis of public goods is their optimal provision and the subsequent
allocation of subsidies, acknowledging that the nature of public goods presumes
market failure precisely because of the impossibility to properly measure the demand
for those goods due to both free-riding and the inherent presence of external effects.

Practices such as knowledge, the arts, civic spirit or friendship, but also the
social life in public space, are not fairly explained if reduced to the prediction of their
optimal provision, which will be hopelessly non-efficient, particularly because of the
unpredictable ways externalities occur. Indeed people do not rely on governments in
order to enjoy these types of goods. Nonetheless there is a role for governments, that
of providing an open and supportive environment for the practice of the activities of
this kind. Why ‘public goods’ do not satisfy some economists? My answer to this
question, informed by the scholarly endeavours treated, is that a specific feature of
some types of goods lies in the way their value is created.

The value of a private good, e.g. an apple, stems from the object at hand, the
apple. This can work also for public good, e.g. national defence, whose value is
generated by the protection offered by the bodies deputed to defence. Conversely,
the goods in which we are interested do not seem to work accordingly. Their value
formation seems to follow a different pattern, being the consumers much more
involved in their production. One possible way of seeing this might be found in the
label of infrastructural resources, with social life in public space conceivably being
one of them.

The term infrastructure is defined as “a large scale physical resource made by
humans for public consumption” (Frischmann 2012, 3) with a particular emphasis on
the instrumental and functional nature of such resources. Traditional infrastructures
are transportation, communication, and governance systems, as well as basic public
services such as education or water provision. Non-traditional types are instead
environmental and intellectual infrastructures. Social life in public space could
be seen as a combination of environmental and intellectual infrastructure and an
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endeavour of such will be offered in section three, for the case of public art.

The basic criteria that make a resource ‘infrastructural’ are: (1) the resource
is non rival to a certain extent, meaning that it is sharable; (2) demand for such
resource is derived from downstream activities, meaning that it is demanded insofar
it generates social value; and (3) the resource is used as input to a broad range of
other activities, meaning that it is a capital good (ibidem).

Looking at public space, rivalry and excludability are parts of its complex features.
Solving the problem as function of rivalry and excludability does not tell much about
the social value exerted by its usage. Moreover, fully estimating the demand for
public space would then be almost impossible.

Public space has in fact features of publicness but when it comes to look at
it in a ‘social way’, meaning looking at social life in public space, we notice that
behaviours of ‘consumers’ are mainly productive (sometimes counterproductive) in a
sense that the way external benefits are produced differs from public goods, because
it deals with social welfare rather than just with individual utility augmented by
externalities.

Treating social life in public space as just a public good would not capture the
potential benefits and externalities of the output that their users tend to overlook.
This would let only the sum of individual benefits to be captured but not the social
ones, meaning that internalising the externalities would be, if possible, too costly.
Hence, what is the most adequate framework to interpret fruitfully social life in
public space?

As seen, insightful innovative notions that help the reasoning are moral resources
(Hirschmann 1985), shared practices (Klamer 2017), social goods, and social infras-
tructures (Frischmann 2012). A further step is to find a notion that not only grasps
the essence of social life in public space, its benefit and therefore its demand. The
aspiration is to find an outline that is also useful in terms of governance.

It could be argued that treating social life in public space as a commons is
conceptually feasible, and practically possible, perhaps with some caveats. Why does
the theory of commons look appealing in finding an adequate theoretical framework
in order to make sense of social life in public space? The hypothesis is that social
life in public space is valuable to people and that people substantially matter in the
creation of such a value.

Theory of commons might be the right interpretative frame in order to capture
the peculiar demand and value formation. I will try to connect the theory of
commons with social life in public space in the next section, and later on, I will use
one element of the urban fabric, public art, to take a closer look at the way the
values are produces and appropriated. At this stage, instead, the problem is to find
the most adequate type of commons for social life in public space.
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1.3 The Commons

1.3.1 Traditional Commons

It all started with a tragedy. In 1968, ecologist Hardin published “The tragedy of
commons”, seminal article for the theory of commons, yet considerably problematic
in its argument. Hardin’s concern is global overpopulation and the fact that common
resources are inevitably depleted by opportunistic behaviour of an increasing popula-
tion in a finite world. He argues that Bentham’s objective “the greatest good for the
greatest number” is unachievable. Central element in his article is the pessimistic
view of individualistic selfish behaviour (Hess 2008), a trait openly challenged by the
subsequent tradition of commons. Hardin does not provide a definition of what does
he mean by commons, but it can be certainly derived from a much older concept of
commons, crucial to the development of the common law tradition.

Although commons scholarship usually mentions Hardin’s tragedy as the starting
point of the theory, the commons as a concept should in fact be traced back to
Great Britain in XI century, when Magna Carta and the Charter of Forests were
developed. In particular, the second document, even though it did not last long in
force until enclosures of land took off again, is the first official act in which the idea
of a commons, referring to open lands from forests to grazes, was established to be a
jointly appropriable resource for the ’common man’ could find a source of sustenance
and a possibility to exert the right to work and make a living (Standing 2019).

Only at the end of XX century, Ostrom proved that common pool resources are
not necessarily a tragedy. Although the argument of the tragedy is still widespread in
the economic discourse (Euler 2018), Ostrom proved that, under certain conditions,
especially the fact that people communicate - in contrast with Hardin’s assumption
- common pool resources can be successfully managed and it can even be more
efficient than other possible solutions6. Common pool resources, a term that she
interchanged with commons in her text, function upon collective action, a feature
that is totally overlooked by the advocates of the tragedy of commons. People in
fact communicate and so organise their acts.

Since then, the theory of commons has developed significantly and enlarged its
scope. A general definition of commons is that of a non-excludable but rival good7.
Political economics studies base their analyses of commons on assumptions directly
connected to Hardin’s: predictable, finite resource units for a certain time span;
appropriators are homogeneous in preferences and skills that act upon the logic
of profit maximisation; they do not communicate; their only source of utility are
the harvested resource units, upon which they have property right; whilst the open
access condition is an exogenous. This analytical framework is tackled through game
theory and the Prisoner’s Dilemma with the widespread result of the ‘tragedy’ (Hess
2008).

6The reference here is at Ostrom’s case studies of common pool resources in which strategies of
state intervention, in terms of top down institutionalisation, failed the existing commons.

7Publications reporting “commons” as a keyword in economic and social sciences publications
over time proves a clear nose up after 1990. Source: Scopus, 2019
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However, under certain conditions connected with communication and (low)
discount rate of future benefits, people manage to solve the problem of commons
successfully, allowing for a whole different story to be told. The idea is that the
feature of a good, or a resource, depends on the way it is treated, given some initial
inherent characteristics.

Commons are generally proposed as a third option beyond, and in between,
the private and the public. But one could say that a lot depends on the way the
problems connected to a certain good/resource are tackled by people. For exmple,
Cowen (1985) contends that features of rivalry and excludability do not inherently
belong to the nature of the good at hand. Instead they emerge from the institutional
framework8 and therefore the social relations around them. Such critic is indeed very
supportive of the importance of collective action and the conception of common pool
resource not just as goods but as a ‘system’ of multiple elements that is emerging in
the present review of the literature.

Hess (2003) reports that the legal scholarship on commons does not engage with
the traditional economic classification of goods according to their features in terms
of accessibility to consumption (rivalry and excludability). Istead, it tends to be
interested in the relation among openness of access, ownership and property and the
consequent role of institutions, even though traditionally “legal scholars have taken
as starting point the idea that the commons is an unrestricted and unregulated open
access resource which allows uncoordinated actors to overconsume or overexploit
the resource and then discuss solutions to avoid those tragic outcomes” (Foster and
Iaione 2015, 287). When adopting Hardin’s assumption and, as a consequence, when
positive externalities are not considered9, all the attention is finally posed on the
depletion of the resource due to its open access.

Heller (2012) highlights that not just open access pools cause a tragedy of overuse.
A paradox of anticommons, i.e. “wasteful underuse” (ivi), occurs when, in order
to contrast the tragedy, open access is hindered with an exacerbating provision of
property rights. If this results in too much ownership, the opposite outcome occurs
with the resource dangerously becoming underused. This is the tragedy that Lessig
described in a world where access to sidewalk is subdued to asking permissions to
a variety of owners. One would be better off at home, and the need (demand) for
sidewalk would decline and the importance (value) of sidewalk would eventually
perish.

Heller also underlines the difference, in his perspective mistaken by economic
scholarship, between an open access, implying non excludability, and group access

8Institutional elements as highlighted by the author are: “(a) what technology is used to produce
the good, (b) how much of the good is produced, (c) the distribution mechanism for the good, (d)
how intense the demand is for the good, € how we define the marginal unit of the good, (f) what
sort of activities we are willing to define as ‘consumption’ and (g) the different meanings we are
willing to attach to the notion of exclusion. (Cowen, 1985).

9Hardin assumes that users of a commons gain utility only from the resource units that they
harvest or appropriate. This excludes the possibility that utility comes from other sources. Hence
externalities are excluded. This corollary is possible also because of the assumption on absence of
communication.
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goods, meaning that commoners10 can exclude non-members. In this framework,
social life in public space would be an open access good, but also a shared resource,
as Heller defines commons.

In general, literature shows that commons function regardless the property
regime. “Common-pool resources may be owned by national, regional, or local
governments, by communal groups, by private individuals or corporations, or used
as an open-access resources by whomever can gain access [. . . ] Thus, no automatic
association exists between common-pool resources and common-property regimes”
(Hess and Ostrom 2003, 120–21). However, such perspective is not to be intended as
neglectful of legal issues on common resources.

Some legal commentators believe that theory of property should be central to
(urban) commons with the ultimate aim of shaping the role of state from that of
a Leviathan to one of facilitator (Foster and Iaione 2015). Others highlight the
tension between ownership and use, showing that legal arrangements have been
in fact developed to protect such non-overlapping, as in the case of the Rodotà
Commision on beni comuni (common goods) intended as a third legally recognised
class of goods that exert “fulfilment of fundamental rights and individual flourishing”
(Marella 2017).

As seen, commons theory is not only developed in the field of economics. It
interests more broadly social sciences and over time the categorisation expanded
(see Table 1.1). Economic theory of commons as represented by Ostrom is labelled
as ‘liberal’ while urban, political studies, and geography study the commons with a
connection to Marxist tradition. The latter contributions envision the ‘commonance’
as the privileged means to overcome the Market and the State as instituted by
the neoliberal turn. Hardt and Negri refer to the ‘common’ as something whose
value does not directly build up on the labour and capital inputs necessary to
its production or on the use value, a common is valuable because it is a part of
something (Jerram in Borch and Kornberger 2016). In their view, the common is
not ‘just’ a forest out there. The commons is a proper real project aimed to resist
and fight capital accumulation and inaugurate a new world that does not need the
market or the state.

1.3.2 New Commons

The problem of open access resources connects with the features of those items
considered as commons. As the interest for commons started expanding, so did the
scope of the typology of goods regarded as such. Early theorisations referred to
natural resources: as Hardin mentions the pasture, Ostrom analyses grazes, fisheries,
and basins. Soon, the frameworks of commons theory has been applied to a variety
of goods.

In 1992, only two years after Ostrom’s publication, Oakerson offered an analytic

10Although in English the term ’commoner’ refers in general to "one of the ordinary or common
people" (English Oxford Dictionary, n.a.), commons theory uses it to refer to the participants of a
commons. In fact, the two uses are strictly connected, see for example Standing (2019).
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Resource
Input Problem Output Keywords Solution Type of

Infrastructure

Graze, fishery,
water basin

Use of the input
avoiding depletion

Milk, meat, fish,
water supply

Inherited
resource

Traditional
commons Environmental

Information
(Wikipedia, academia)

Securing access
and

(re)production
of information

Information Shared
knowledge

Cultural
commons Intellectual

Urban facility/service
(a cinema, a theatre, a square,

an urban practice)

Securing an
endangered practice

connected to
a urban facility/service

[right to the city]

Provision of the
service/use

of the facility
Emancipation Urban

commons

Mix of
Environmental

and
Intellectual

Table 1.1. A progressive taxonomy of commons. Source: Elaboration of the author based
on the reviewed literature.

framework in order to enhance new learning about the commons. His ‘heuristic
tool’ is based on four main variables, that are “attributes [. . . ] that can be used
to describe a commons” (Oakerson 1992, 3): (1) physical attributes, (2) decision-
making arrangements, (3) patterns of interaction, and (4) outcomes or consequences.

Physical attributes of the resource define the extent to which a good is sub-
tractable and excludable. Subractability can be used as a synonym for rivalry.
Capacity of the resource and possibility of excluding others from consumption, i.e.
limiting conditions, depend on the physical features of the good. Regulations and
policies depend on the boundaries pertaining the physical nature of a good, included
the divisible or indivisible nature of the resource.

The management of the resource refers to the attribute of the decision-making
arrangements, that Oakerson defines as decided “by authority relationships that
specify who decides what in relation to whom” (ibidem 1992, 9). Such arrangements
can be distinguished among operational rules, pertaining the behaviour adopted by
users; conditions of collective choices, that set of rules that refer to the resource
as a common property, not just a summation of individual choices, implying that
users give up on their individuality and make choices as a collective; and external
arrangements, that are external to the community of users.

The patterns of interaction are the practical manifestation of the set of rules,
substantially meaning that same rules in different contexts can produce different
patterns of interaction. These patterns depend on the way users behave and how and
what strategies they implement. Elements of them are the way users perceive costs
and benefits, the extent to which users are interdependent, the way they cooperate
(if they do) and the degree of reciprocity. These elements can be conducive to the
provision of enforcement and sanctions structures.

The way people organise and interact within a commons produces outcomes
and consequences, mainly concerning efficiency and equity, two concepts that are
interrelated, meaning that an inefficient commons, besides depleting, produces
inequity in a distributive manner. The four aforementioned attributes influence
each other. Oakerson suggests that the analyst of a commons should use them
retrospectively. The purpose of the author is in fact to offer a guide to investigate
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further cases in a moment of significant expansion of the analysis of commons theory.

Oakerson’s framework is useful in understanding that a variety of goods could
actually fall into the class of commons. It will be adopted in fact in the next
chapter. Besides natural resources, theory of commons has been applied to other
cases. This resulted in a real tradition of studies that expanded the application
of the theory. Hess (2008) systematised an overview of endeavours in the field of
the ‘new commons’. She systematically surveyed the literature on non-traditional
commons11 and designed a map of how and where attention is drawn.

New commons as expressed by Hess are: cultural, knowledge, markets, global
infrastructure, neighbourhood, and health. She filters out a common feature of schol-
arship on new commons, that is a “focus on collective action, voluntary associations,
and collaboration. [. . . ] there is a growing emphasis on questions of governance,
participatory processes, and trust; and there is a groundswell of interest in shared
values and moral responsibility” (ivi 2008, 37).

Marella (2017) surveys contributions on commons theory and formulates a tax-
onomy of commons based on: natural resources, cultural resources, urban space, and
public services and infrastructures. Typically, natural resources are forests, waters,
basins, etc. Cultural resources are knowledge, craftsmanship, indigenous traditions,
and landscape. Urban space connects with the notion of urban commons that sees
urban spaces such as squares, streets, and other public spaces as common resources
as crucial to the provision of certain social or cultural values by collective action
in different forms from occupation and squatting connected to democratisation of
spaces, to community activism and gentrification. Public services and infrastructures
are those institutions that provide, on different scales, open access services from
healthcare to railroads and their optimal regime of governance. The reason to
consider such a taxonomy is that it makes evident a connection between cultural
commons and the urban space, one that is necessary to make when trying to make
sense of social life in public space.

Hess (2012) maintains that somehow every commons is a cultural commons
insofar they all concern with social interactions around a certain resource. Commons
are subjected to social dilemmas and their successful management requires in fact
“social capital, trust, and reciprocity” (ivi 2012, 23) that are nothing less than
elements of a culture. A clear example of this can be drawn by Ostrom’s case studies
of traditional common pool resources that failed to be sustainable because of a lack
of commitment and/or community culture. Nonetheless, cultural commons have
become a branch of analysis. What makes a cultural commons then?

The very simple recognition that underlies the theorisation of cultural commons
is that ideas are not scarce. This is not just what makes an apple different from
an academic paper, but also what makes a fishery or a water basin different from
an academic paper. On the one hand, Hess recognises that knowledge, inventions,
i.e. ideas, are at least in principle public goods, with a big deal of implications in
terms of enclosure when technologies, globalisation, or property rights stress such

11Traditional commons according to Hess relate to: agriculture, fisheries, forests, grazing lands,
land tenure and use, villages and social organisation, water and irrigation, wildlife (Hess 2008).
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properties trying to make them more available or, inducing rivalry, less available. On
the other hand, and probably as a counteracting endeavour, the author acknowledges
the rise of new forms of constructed shared resources, cultural commons purposely
built as such in order to overcome the recurring typical dilemmas (ibidem 2012),
of which perhaps the academic system of publishing and peer-reviews is the most
established example.

Cultural commons have been defined as “cultures expressed and shared by a
community” (Bertacchini et al. 2012, 3) and that can be seen with regard to three
dimensions: culture, space, and community. Along such dimensions different types
of cultural commons lie. The more virtual the space, the more ‘immaterial’ the
cultural commons, such as software, videogames or scientific community. The more
important the spatial feature, the more the commons gets the form of a district, a
concept not far from that of industrial districts. All the cultural commons share
problems of appropriation, production and reproduction.

On a general note, cultural commons are likely to suffer from the very same
problems of public goods and therefore they encounter social dilemmas and par-
ticularly that of underproduction with subsequent disappearance of the cultural
resource, especially if a perspective of a constantly evolving culture is adopted. This
explains the general trait of cultural commons scholarship in its endeavour of finding
an appropriate manner to protect the resource at hand.

However, unlike natural resources, cultural commons increase their value with
use (cfr. Hirschmann’s moral resources), hence the problem is not the depletion of
the resource but to reach a critical mass that enables self-sustainability (Bravo 2012),
in a way that connects with network effects (Liebowitz and Margolis 1998). Hess
(2008) surveys contributions on cultural commons mainly regarding the protection
of cultural heritage and its commodification, the indigenous culture, music, fashion,
non-profit and volunteer organisations, public art, spiritual commons, sports, and
tourism. She notices some overlaps with another label of commons literature, namely
that of neighbourhoods and knowledge commons.

1.3.3 Urban commons

As the purpose of this chapter is to find an adequate theoretical framework in order
to understand the nature of social life in public space, scholarship of urban commons
provides important elements of discussion. The idea of urban commons is as vague
as intuitive. Main ingredient of such a concept is the urban dimension, enriched
with a political stance, which is instead less crucial, when not absent, in the other
new commons.

Metzger illustrates four branches of study in the field of urban commons (Metzger
in Borch and Kornberger 2016): [1] Scholars of urban planning study urban public
space “as commons-type collective resources” (2016: 31), while law scholars insist
in response with property arguments; [2] ecologists theorise urban green spaces
ideally collectively managed; [3] radical urban theorists talk in terms of cooperative
urban commons where activism plays an important role; [4] urban sociologists are
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interested in difficult-to-grasp urban amenities and atmospheric features of urban
commons. The shared trait seems to lie in the importance of proximity among the
people involved in protecting, managing or building the commons at hand. For
instance, Hess’ survey on the new commons labels studies on homelessness, housing,
community gardens, security, sidewalks, silence, streets as neighbourhood commons
(Hess 2008).

Scholarship on urban commons has its most important standpoint in Marxist
theory of urbanisation, that sees the urban dimension as the spatial extension of
capitalism12 , hence the main stage of capital accumulation. Industrial revolution
in XIX Century changed significantly the topography of the time. First, houses
for the new working class had to be provided. Eventually, flows of people had
to be organised not just in their commuting to the factory but also for the time
allotted to labour reproduction. This led to a twofold circuit of capital in the urban
dimension, that soon became the space where means of production and reproduction
moved in a dynamic relation with the flow of consumer goods. In such a setting,
urban dwellers became at the same time labourers and consumers and public spaces
were seen as settings for a productive leisure with the sole aim of nurturing the
reproducibility of labour with ‘collective consumption’ being a crucial element of
the urban process.(Merrifield 2002, Harvey 2014).

As the modern city is a product of the capitalistic process, it is also the very
place where movements’ undermining of the dominant social structure take place.
It is upon this struggle that theory of urban commons arises, mainly seen as an
emancipatory project. Lefebvre wrote The Right to the City in times of profound
urban changes when “the old could not last, but the new seemed just too awful”
(Harvey 2014, 40:x). Against what was happening to the urban dimension, such as
privatisation of spaces, demolitions, ravaging of quarters and, most importantly, the
consequences on urban life, Lefebvre defines the concept of the right to the city as a
‘cry and demand’ towards an alternative way of producing and using the city, that
is meaningful and the same time conflictual and dialectical, open to possibility and
becoming. Such a “perpetual pursuit of unknowable novelty” (ibidem 2014) is what,
according to Lefebvre, urban life should be about and that ‘cry and demand’ for it is
something naturally springing from ‘the streets’, as an inherent bottom-up activity.

Saying that the right to the city comes from the streets is not just to say that
urban movements and revolutionary processes come from urban dwellers rather than
from the governmental spheres. It is also saying that the urban public space, such
as the street, is the natural setting of these claims. Public space plays a pivotal role
in the whole urban studies discourse. It is the place for Lefebvre’s heterotopia, the
evolving urban practices open to diversity and difference, opposed to the isotopy’s
spatial order of capitalism.

12Interesting comparison is found in Habermas on the public sphere: “The companies build houses
or even help the employee to build a house, form public parks, build schools, churches and libraries,
organize concerts and theater sessions, maintain courses of improvement, provide for the elders,
widows and orphans. The oikos of a large company thus determines the life of a city and carries
a phenomenon that, properly, is designated as industrial feudalism. The same applies mutatis
mutandis to the large administrative bureaucracies of the metropolis, losing its public character (in
the sociological sense) to the same extent that turn into large companies” (Habermas 1961, 183).
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To sum up, industrial revolution nestled citizens lives – not just the blue collars
but also their families and the other, often excluded, social groups – in a rigid grid.
Space and time for anything that is alternative to the social reproduction of labour
(in accordance with the strict division of time: a time to work, a time to sleep, a
time for leisure) is not possible in the capitalistic city. Yet this is still true for more
recent times, when the privatisation and commodification of space have implications
that are as much severe as the consequences of industrial revolution. From the wild
commodification of spaces leading to fictitious public spaces (Sorkin 1992), to the
rise of quasi-public spaces that shift the control from the public authorities to private
owners with implications on their “democratic symbolism” (Pratt 2017), today’s
public space is far from being less problematic than in the early XIX century.

The reader shall recall the attempt of the Charter of Forest towards the protection
of the commons from the pressing practice of enclosure perpetrated by noble landlords.
Regardless the Charter, monarchy and barons continued grabbing lands, making
them theirs and exclusive, with severe consequences for the commoners lives. This
was a practice aimed at controlling the masses, besides concentrating the wealth in
the hands of too few privileged people. By the same token, the capitalist progress
makes use of other enclaves to control people.

Stavrides (2014) uses the concept of ‘urban enclaves’ to indicate the shape of
the city as a result of a capitalistic spatial structure or order. Urban dwellers are
made move from enclave to enclave, from a shopping centre to a corporate district,
from a residential neighbourhood to a sport stadium. It is in the breaches of this
meticulously planned structure where urban commons get in play, as further enclaves
not controlled by capitalistic order.

Urban commons are operations organised by a community that aims to ‘give
back’ (a part of) the city to a defined group of users. Bruun (2016) maintains
that urban commons have been theoretically – but also empirically – developed in
conjunction with times of liberalizations and privatisations and commodification
and therefore their relation with property regimes. The context in which the urban
commons are theorised is that of an unsustainable development of cities built in the
sole favour of capitalism. Bruun argues that the concern of urban commons is not
just the access to the urban spaces but the problem of ‘securing people a life in the
city’. Leitmotiv of urban commons studies are all those themes related the right to
the city: security, social justice, urban rage, occupations, marginalisation, enclosure,
democracy, policing.

Urban commons experiences can be grouped in a scale that increasingly gets
independent from the natural resources (ibid.). They are: (1) labour social services
on neighbourhood scale such as housing, transports, and other things that can be
consumed and controlled collectively; (2) public space and the public sphere: streets,
squares, train stations, cafes, gardens, in sum: gathering points and (3) collective
movements of communities such as community gardens. Nonetheless attention is
either given to yet-to-be commons or very circumscribed realities such as a specific
urban park, a specific movement, a specific example.

The idea of public space and the public sphere as an urban commons is appealing
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to the purpose of finding a framework for social life in public space. However, some
traits are still missing. First, ordinary activities are not as easy to grasp as an
organised and purposive collective action with a certain goal and often against the
law – or better: with the aim of changing the existing legal framework. Indeed,
Bruun concludes that “few people treat the whole metropolis as a commons in their
everyday life” (Brunn 2016, 167).

It is not easy to find one incontrovertible definition of what are urban commons
but it is quite clear that the attention is predominantly directed on experiences that
play a role that is comparable, or better counteractive, to Stavrides’ urban enclaves.
He eloquently uses the metaphor of an archipelago, and the underlying uncontrolled
urban sea as the fertile ground of urban commons’ rise. Nonetheless, experiences
of urban commons end up being seen and analysed in turn as other ‘enclaves’ with
implications on excludability and effective exclusion, whereas a more porous solution
should be devised (Stavrides 2014).

Perhaps picturing a drawing of lines and dots can help the explanation. Such
picture can work both on a conceptual level and on a spatial level. If we picture
urban commons experiences on a chart, they would be dots, meaning physical urban
spaces governed as commons with no or little institutionalisation. Experiences of
urban commons are in fact occupied, reclaimed, self-organised centres that are took
over by a community more or less permanently: occupied theatres, autonomous
housing projects, or parks and squares that become stage for massive protests.

Conversely, conceptualisations of urban commons seem to work on a level that
better relates to the lines that connect the dots. Without abandoning the emphasis
on the ‘alternative’ to the (negligent) state governance that the urban commons
means, theoretical explanations of the urban commons stress the importance of the
practice of commoning, some sort of relational connection among commoners and
the physical space. The practice of the urban commons is hence an “expression of
attitude” (Lenna and Trimarchi, 2019) aside from the case-to-case success of the
various experiences. Connecting the different experiences of commons, the lines seem
to bear a “culture of commons” (ibidem).

Hence, when we witness an occupation of a closed theatre by a group of individuals
who aim at saving it, the real commons is not just the building, but rather the
practice going on there, the endeavour to offer a better service. By the same token,
the same group of individuals might have different ideas on what to do with that
theatre than others provoking social fractures that are nothing more than symptoms
of excludability of the commons at hand, as reckoned by Lenna et al (2020). At
present, the debate about what are urban commons is far from being closed. What
we can, for now, pragmatically conclude is that a prevailing trait of urban commons
is an intangible feature of the practice of commoning, that is the ’relational’ aspect.
How does all this connect with the square mentioned at the beginning of the section?
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1.4 Connecting social life in public space and the theory
of commons

“But what we academics so often forget is the role played by the sensibility that
arises out of the streets around us, the inevitable feelings of loss provoked by the

demolitions, what happens when whole quarters (like Les Halles) get re-engineered
or grands ensebles erupt seemingly out of nowhere, coupled with the exhilaration or

annoyance of street demonstrations about this or that, the hopes that lurk as
immigrant groups bring life back into a neighbourhood [. . . ] or the despair that flows
from the glum desperation of marginalisation, police repressions and idle youth lost
in the sheer boredom of increasing unemployment and neglect in the soulless suburbs

that eventually become sites of roiling unrest”.
(Harvey, D. Rebel Cities, xi)

The problem that the present dissertation poses is how to make sense of social
life in public space. From the Right to the City to the creative atmosphere of a
neighborhood, public space is something extremely valuable for individuals, and its
functioning is crucial for who governs it. The identity of a city is found in its streets,
after all. Harvey describes an overlooked sentiment of sensitivity to what dynamically
happens in a city: building renewals as well as cultural renewal, demonstrations in
the streets as well as policing. All the open-ended happenings are simply important
to people.

On a general note, people take some sort of advantage from what they do and
what they experience in public space, be that attachment to a specific building, a
stage to cry a protest, the monetary result of begging or the Stendhal syndrome due
to the gaze on a marvelous landscape. All these possibilities occur in between the
nodes of the city. All these happenings are the life that fills public space. In the
metaphor of the dots and the lines, they are the lines.

Public space in its merest sense is ‘space between buildings’ (Gehl, 2011). The
filling of such an empty space is social life, also termed ’public life’. What happens
in that ‘in between’ is the use of public space, the life that goes on there. If we go
back to the Italian square pictured at the beginning of the chapter, the tangible
elements such as the buildings, the shops, the fountain, only come to life once people
get in the picture.

Social life in urban public space is the essence of the conjunction of the two
layers examined before, the physical and the cultural. Urban commons scholarship
thinks the commons as a practice or a culture, but practices of urban commons
remain somewhat exclusive, temporary, subversive, and even physically enclosed
sometimes. Hence, both the definition of urban commons and cultural commons do
not properly suffice in setting a theoretical frame for social life in public space.

What is missing in the reviewed scholarship is indeed attention for what happens
‘in between’ and that is also normal, ordinary. Analysis of the commons is mostly
focused on material or discrete experiences of commoning. Harvey defines urban
commons as the expression of the practice of commoning. Before him, Lefebvre
stated that space is socially produced.
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Hardt and Negri identify the ‘common’ as something to be shared by humanity,
with regard to the material world, but they “consider the common also and more
significantly those results of social production that are necessary for social interaction
and further production, such as knowledge, languages, codes, information, affects,
and so forth” (Hardt and Negri, 2009: 8). Their take is political and, accordingly,
proposes a project of liberation from the oppression of capitalism. Although their
theorisation is a political project and based on a value judgment, it is important
also for a more neutral perspective (that of academic research) because it highlights
the ‘social practice’ as a predominant constituting element of commons.

At the same time, urban commons are depicted as an atmosphere, something
valuable that is “created and given freely by potential users” (Hardt and Negri
in Jerram 2016). Atmospheric interpretations in fact understand particular urban
patterns or particular sites of a city as commons,such as gay men guidebooks of
London and Berlin, that created a topography for homosexual life in the cities in
the 1930s, when homosexuality was a crime (ibidem). Fiorentino and Friel (2012)
conceptualise Italian Futurism and Milanese design as cultural commons, arguing
that the two creative mileu have been built on joint production and collective action
where the social network among members was pivotal.

Lenna and Trimarchi (2019) conceptualise a ‘culture of commons’ that indicates
a general way of commoning, that the experiences of commons seem to share.
They highlight an important point of contact between urban commons and cultural
commons. On the one hand, urban commons tend to become enclaves themselves,
they can create exclusion (Stravrides 2014) in contrast with the definition of the
commons as a rival but non excludable good. On the other hand, cultural commons
hardly can be excludable. But a ’culture of commons’ is a solution in conceptualising
a trait d’union of the former two, the relational aspect is what they have in common.

Contrary to the understanding of the commons as a continuum, an ongoing
practice, i.e. the lines and not the dots, urban commons are often analysed as discrete
experiences. In a (cultural economics) endeavour of overcoming the centrality of
natural resources for the application of the framework of common resources, attention
is given to ‘hub’, ‘clusters’ or ‘cultural districts’ (Bertacchini 2010; 2012). Urban
commons are place-specific, contested or occupied, spaces where a commons is
instituted to generate and offer a better alternative for the place and its meaning
for the community involved. Examples of case studies are: Kunsthaus Tacheles in
Berlin, Teatro Valle in Rome, Macao in Milan, Commons Josaphat in Bruxelles,
La Cavallerizza in Turin (Lenna and Trimarchi, 2019), Cinema Palazzo in Rome
(Marella 2017), a waste dump in Managua (Zapata and Zapata Campos 2016),
housing cooperatives in Copenhagen (Bruun, 2016), community gardens (Eizenberg
2012).

Although a process-oriented perspective on the practice of commons is widely
recognised, especially in the urban dimension, very few endeavours try to overcome
the place-specificity focusing on the ‘in between’ and yet no examples of such have
been systematised. The city is increasingly seen as a host of commons or as a whole
commons (Foster and Iaione 2015; Marella 2017; Mourey 2018) and the tendency of
scholarship on commons theory is to pay renewed attention to the process of making
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the commons.

A relational approach would, on the one hand, discard the physical attributes
of the collective resource, in favour, on the other hand, of the essence of the act of
commuing: relations among people. Euler (2018) argues that when it comes to define
something as a commons, discriminating factor is the social practice: “commons
is the social form of (tangible and/or intangible) matter that is determined by
commoning” (ibidem, 12). A relational approach to the conceptualisation of new
commons is the preferred standpoint to answer the research question. Social life in
public space is interpreted as a commons precisely because a relational approach
makes it possible.
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Chapter 2

Social life in public space: a
system

2.1 Life in public space is a resource. What does con-
stitute the system?

The essential difference between Hardin’s commons and the rest of them lies in
the relation among the actors and between the actors and the resource. Here is
where ‘anomalies’ such as collaboration and coordination play the main role. Ostrom
(1990) found in communication and collaboration of individuals the key elements for
the success of a common pool resource. So what actually makes the difference is
the intangible human action on a material resource and the subsequently preferred
non-individualistic regime of property. This is why Ostrom uses the term system to
refer to common resources.

In his Politics, Aristotle famously described the city as a natural entity where
humans can lead a life towards their τελoσ, their ultimate purpose. The philosopher
believed that it takes diversity to create a city, and that the individual belongs to
the city in the same way a foot belongs to the body: while the latter may survive
without the former, the opposite is impossible. Since Aristotle, the city has been
very often compared to a living organism. As an organism, the city can be compared
to a system. A complex and open system, where the whole is more than the sum of
the parts. Its path dependence is unpredictable, and interestingly enough Sennett
compares such a feature of the open system to love, one of Klamer’s shared practices
and Hirschmann’s moral resources. The life that takes place in urban public spaces
is an open system. The material element of the space and the immaterial relations
charged with meanings brought by diverse and evolving individuals, are like two
ingredients of a chemical compound, it is a third entity with specific properties.

Current analysis of the theory of commons, especially the urban commons, is
distinctively and increasingly paying attention to the relational aspects that let a
commons exist, be challenged, and sustained. From an idea of the commons as
something out there (Phillips 1989; UN-Habitat 2015; Standing 2018), somewhat
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independent from people, the attention is now much more on people and the social
practices that in fact make the commons. Hence it seems plausible to make a
distinction between commons and commoners, or resource and communing (Metzer
2016; Marella 2017; Euler 2018). Distinctive trait of today’s commons is recognised
to be “some sort of social infrastructure” (Euler 2018, 11), a social form that shapes
the relations between the actors and the resource, being the natural – given, inherited
– resource the commons, and the agency – action, use of the commons – linked to
the commoners.

This said, notions of commons and commoners are deeply entangled, suggesting
that not just the subjective nor just the objective feature can stand alone. This is
not even the case for traditional common pool resources as depicted by Ostrom. A
fishery with no people willing to use it is not a tragedy and not even a commons.
It is just a natural environment where fish live. It is a potential resource, yet not
a common pool resource. In this sense, then, all the commons, but particularly
those of anthropic nature1 , share the very core of commons that is a balance (or
imbalance) of human activity trying to make the best of a resource system.

What emerges is that a profound relation between objects and subjects, between
what is there and who and how changes is a distinctive trait of commons. This
ensemble stands markedly out in the case of public space of cities. Architects and
urban designers work in order to create a built environment that positively shapes the
perception and the customs of users. Interesting examples are Superkilen in Copen-
hagen and Skanderberg Square in Tirana, two experiences of active participation of
people in designing the space, the former involving neighbours in a collaborative
planning phase, and the latter inducing an interactive use of the space.

Thus, in the effort of defining what are the elements that constitute the system
social life/public space, it could be said that the built environment is the commons,
meaning the material input, while the people are commoners. But what about the
process of deciding what to build, where to build, and how? What about those places
that are built with an idea and end up being very different, such as Schouwburg2

square in Rotterdam? In Ostrom’s irrigation systems and groundwater basins the
action of appropriators has an impact that is more than just ‘use’ and ‘depletion’ of
the resource, as in Hardin’s graze. Especially in the Anthropocene – and this is the
case of Ostrom’s case studies as well - a clear cut distinction between the elements
of the system is hardly possible.

The buildings are there because someone built them but the ever changing use
by ever changing people change them. Urban planners’ long-standing question is
whether is the people that shapes the built environment or the vice versa, the famous
dichotomy ville-cité (Sennett 2018).

1It is arguable that in the Anthropocene era no resource is not impacted by human forces (Euler
2018). Nonetheless I intend to stress that while a graze or a fishery with no humans can still be
something, this is not really the case of the human-made resources, such as the city or the language,
that show an even more entangled relation between the commons and the commonersinsofar humans
are the creators of the resource and also the appropriators.

2Although built on a grand statement of design, this square hardly met the expectations in
real life. Cfr. http://www.west8.com/projects/schouwburgplein/ and https://www.pps.org/
places/schouwburgplein. Last access: October 2019.

http://www.west8.com/projects/schouwburgplein/
https://www.pps.org/places/schouwburgplein
https://www.pps.org/places/schouwburgplein
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In the economic analysis, the stock of capital of a common resource depends
on the production and the flow of the resource at hand. The way appropriators of
the resource behave impacts not just the other appropriators’ consumption, but the
stock of capital itself. Similarly, in the urban setting, the market value of real estate
is often influenced by factors that are external to the specific lot on sale, and human
activity in the surrounding public space is often one of these factors.

The life that goes on in the public space of a city can be considered a resource and,
because of several elements that will be discussed soon, it appears possible to interpret
this resource as a common pool, one in which the relation commons-commoners is
mostly entangled, roughly divisible, and unique.

Drawing from the framework provided in the previous section, social life in
public space can be first understood as sharing some features with Frischmann’s
social goods (2012) insofar it generates social value whose evidence is only partially
captured by market effects3 . Social life in public space shows features of irreducibly
social goods, non-market goods, and social capital.

Public space and the life that goes on there are nonmarket goods because they
escape the boundaries of the marketplace, although the process of commodification
of public space in recent years challenges this, at least to some extent4 . In 1968,
an earthquake devastated the small town of Gibellina, in the heart of Sicily. It was
consequently decided to rebuild a town from scratch not far from the old location
and the project became a huge laboratory of experimentation of iconic architecture,
urban planning, and public art. But it resulted in little less than a failure. The city
does not work as fine as the old town used to. People do not feel home in the ample
marble squares designed and decorated by renowned artists and architects such as
Purini, Thermes, Quaroni, Consagra, and Schifano5 , they are better off sitting on
the cheap plastic chairs of a cafe.

The new Gibellina is a beautiful project, yet it never became a good city, for it
does not enable public life. So, even though it is in a market context where public
space is physically built, trough call for tenders, commissions, permits, buying, and
selling, the function of public space for a city cannot be provided by the market,
it is an inherent manifestation of the public domain. Descending from that, social
life in public space has an aggregate value that overruns the sum the individualistic
perceptions of it. As a system, the total value exceeds the sum of the parts.

What happens in public space, be it potential, controversial, or dialectical, has

3Prices in real estate market hardly rely on the type of provision offered by the surrounding areas
and especially public space. Another interesting economic evidence for the resourcefulness of public
space to retail is getting some attention at the moment. For instance, Gehl Architects are working
on the interconnectedness of public space and shops, and they argue that the retail experience starts
outside the shop. https://gehlpeople.com/blog/sales-begin-on-the-street-not-in-stores. Accessed:
October 2019.

4Commodified public space does not in fact replicate entirely the role played by public space.
Pratt (2017) mentions the fact that privately owned public space have strict rules for their rules
and, for instance, here public protests may be forbidden.

5Cfr. Zohn, P. (2018). The Art of Recovery: How a Radical Public Art Experiment Is Reshaping
Sicily 50 Years After a Devastating Earthquake, ArtNet. https://news.artnet.com/art-world/
50-years-after-earthquake-sicilian-region-rebuilds-1323080

https://news.artnet.com/art-world/50-years-after-earthquake-sicilian-region-rebuilds-1323080
https://news.artnet.com/art-world/50-years-after-earthquake-sicilian-region-rebuilds-1323080
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a societal reach that makes it irreducibly social. In addition, the notion of social
capital as a social good highlights the intangible aspect of social life in public space as
a resource. This deals with those mutualistic behaviours Ostrom talks about: trust,
reputation, and reciprocity as “initial social capital” (Ostrom 1990, 211) necessary
to the likelihood of success of the commons.

In addition and as a consequence of that, social life in public space is not just a
social good but also a social infrastructure: it is shareable, it is demanded because
of downstream activities, and is also used as a capital good. Public space and its
usages are the infrastructure that enables a series of activities, from democracy and
representation, to real estate and advertising.

But these elements do not automatically imply that social life in public space
should be treated as a common pool resource. Other aspects are more central to this
argument. They relate to the particular way in which the resource is formed and the
peculiar interdependence within the system’s environment. In order to understand
how the system social life/public space works, an understanding of what are public
space and social life should be offered. Only then, it will be possible to show in
which ways the resource is produced, appropriated, and reproduced.

2.2 Public space

Asserting that social life in public space is a collective resource is not self-explaining.
The problem is defining what the resource is in fact. Adopting the framework of
social infrastructures and the possibility of understanding social life in public space
as a commons, I came to the definition of the resource as a system insofar it is a
combination of material and immaterial elements that function in synergy. The
elements of this combination are public space and social life. What are they indeed?

Public space is the material element of the system. Urban planners and architects
define public space primarily as ’space between buildings’ (Gehl 1971; Gehl and
Svarre 2013). In human geography, “public space is primarily defined by what it
is not: private space” (Mitchell 2017, 504). The concept of public space derives
from the broader public realm. Urban sociologist Lofland defines public realm as
a “unique social and psychological environment provided by urban settlements” or,
more shortly, as a synonym to “urban public space” (Lofland 1998, xii-xv). She also
refers to public realm as “those nonprivate sectors or areas of urban settlements in
which individuals in co-presence tend to be personally unknown or only categorically
known to one another” (Lofland 1989, 454).

Public space is then a place in the urban context, part of the urban landscape,
used by people in different ways; it is a place with a history, a culture, an evolution,
and specific behavioural norms, aesthetic values, supporters as well as loathers
(Lofland 1998). Historically, public realm, and therefore public space, is direct
consequence of the invention of cities. Pre-urban and nonurban settlements show a
coincidence of public and private spheres, because interpersonal relations are here
all within and among primary groups (Lofland 1989). But with the rise of urban
settlements, the private life got separated from the public one.
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Hunter (1985) distinguishes three different ‘social spaces’ that better describe
the complex reality. They are: private, parochial, and public realm. The first is
where relations are intimate, it is the realm of primary groups such as the family;
parochial realm6 is the realm of communities, neighbours, acquaintances; public
realm is then the realm of relations that exceed the former orders. Public space
offers a quasi-complete open access to everyone in a way that affects its usage and
we find in public space a mutual influence between the shape and structure that
replicates a phenomenon of interdependency occurring in common resources. With
specific regard to the commons, they are in principle public spaces that become
more similar to parochial due to the collective action that brings shared values, and
consequently a degree of exclusion, among the appropriators.

From the literature about utopias7 to dissertations on the science of urban
planning, contributors have found a strong connection between social values and
the construction of space. The shape of a city is influenced by the values of its
constructors and inhabitants, that at the same time are influenced by the shape of
the city.

Thus, the orthogonal grid of streets in ancient Greece as well as the medieval
urban structure mirrored a precise social organisation. Following the same reasoning,
Simmel depicted the urban condition as a defining characteristic of modernity (Miles
1997) but changes keep occurring also on an urban management level, with urban
administrators embracing the market logic, specifically under a neoliberal thought
regime, and shifting from managerial to entrepreneurial actions (Harvey 1989; Pratt
2017). In the last century, modern life and people needs have changed extremely
rapidly and so the creation and the use of space. While in the history of humanity
innovation and knowledge spread between settlements and regions according to
diffusion processes (Törnqvist 2004), today physical space is increasingly replaced
by other media, allowing some to envision the end of public space.

The end of public space is conceived mainly in terms of design and policing
(Sorkin 1992; Mitchell 1995, 2017). Primary cause of such an end is the privatization
of spaces. A relatively recent trend in the management of public space concerns
the rise of quasi-public spaces (Pratt 2017), that look like public spaces but are
privately owned, and therefore not managed to meet the public, tax payers’, profound
interests. In this way public space has been “made safe for capital and new urbanities”
(Mitchell 2017, 506) in what he defines POPS (privately owned public spaces) that
are also connected with anti-homelessness provisions as a result of the cultural
shift of post-Keynesian cities that gentrify and show a revanchist attitude towards
(unsuccessful) minorities (Mitchell 2018).

6Parochial spaces can be privately or publicly owned and therefore differently accessible. However,
reading them in terms of use might prove more convenient. Parochial spaces are where users
find shared values and behaviours, as a hipster bar or the cul-de-sac of a cohesive residential
neighbourhood. By some means they might be read vis-à-vis club goods. Not just for they provide
artificial scarcity - a swimming pool does - but because the parochial space (a neighbourhood)
inherently excludes those who do not share certain commonalities.

7For instance, in my experience as Creativity and the Economy’s course assistant in the pro-
gramme of the Mater’s in Cultural Economics and Entrepreneurship at Erasmus University, one
assignment required the students to describe their utopias. All of them would include the spatial
design of the city.
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On the same note, Sorkin (1992) discussed8 the “end of public space” and pleaded
for a “return to a more authentic urbanity”. Even without providing a theorisation
of what public space is (Mitchell 2017), Sorkin described the threatening new shape
of the American city built up regardless the notion of place and proximity but
committed to mass consumption and security, ending up looking like a TV system
(Sorkin, 1992), in a way that recalls Debord’s société du spectacle (1967). In Sorkin’s
view of “Cyburbia”, American cities lost any connection with “the space in between”
(Sorkin, 1992), that physical space called agora, piazza or downtown, places that
were responsible of generating social relations (cfr. the concept of creative milieu).
Cyburbia is then a city with departicularised space, where physical and cultural
peculiarities are annihilated in favour of a secure, consumers-proof theme park.

Due to the increasing commodification of space and the diffusion of alternative
public realms such as online social networks, the evolution of public space seem to
be losing its tie with materiality9 . However, physical space is still, or even more,
crucial. Public space proves essential in the exercise of political practices, where
demonstrations, occupations, and squatting find in the physical space a stage that
the immaterial public sphere cannot provide (Cassegård 2014).

Public space cannot just be seen as a material space. And similarly its problem
cannot be confined to its mere provision. Public space is the material realm
that enables a wide range of activities whose negotiation generates problems that
constantly challenge the publicness of the space but at the same time consolidate
its importance to people. From urban rage to flaneuring, public life takes place in
public space. One cannot let the other alone.

2.3 Social life

“One can take occasional walks, perhaps make a detour along a main street on the
way home or pause at an inviting bench near a front door to be among people for a
short while. Or one can do daily shopping, even though it would be more practical to
do it once a week. Even looking out of the window now and then, if one is fortunate
enough to have something to look at, can be rewarding. Being among others, seeing

and hearing others, receiving impulses from others, imply positive experiences,
alternatives to being alone. One is not necessarily with a specific person, but one is,

nevertheless, with others.”

8He has been possibly anticipated by Oldenburg when he wrote: “People have jobs and they
have homes while little else in between save commercially packaged diversions which often seem
more enervating than invigorating” (Oldenburg 1982, 266).

9The advent of social networks built up a new immaterial realm for public space and this appears
in total accordance with Harvey’s view of urbanism as armed branch of accumulation of capital.
Even before the diffusion of digital social media, Crawford stated that “Consumption increasingly
construct the way we see the world (. . . ) If the world is understood through commodities, then
personal identities depends on one’s ability to compose a coherent self-image” (Crawford 1992, 12).
Even if she talks about the rise of shopping malls as new detrimental types of public space, her
statement appears effortlessly applicable to the contemporary use of social media as both social
display of the self and realm of consumption in which attention (cfr. Lanham 2006) and information
(big data) are the new commodities.
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(Gehl 1971, 17)

The idea of social life in public space as a system lies in the acknowledgment that
both two elements are fundamental for people. Architecture and urban planning
are in practice increasingly committed to design quality public space but when it
comes to assess such a quality, they will look at the people using and changing the
material space. The life between the buildings comprises a vast range of activities
that can be necessary, optional, and purposively social, with different degrees of
closeness intensity, from meeting friends (high intensity) to see and hear passively
what surrounds us (low intensity) (Gehl 1971). The role of who designs the stage
for these activities, i.e. public space, is that of making the best space to encourage
them, but people will eventually play the leading role in the functioning of public
space.

The perspective of a planner is that of the city as a combination between built
and non-built environment. Such a perspective seeks a dialogue between humans
and buildings of which public life is more or less just the result of that interaction.
Hence, architecture and the design (production) of public space have to enable
the interaction in the best possible way10. Moreover, modern approaches to city
planning and city building led to a loss of cohesion between public life and public
space and to the rise of a dysfunctional city and architects such as Jan Gehl devoted
their careers to change such a trend (Gehl and Svarre 2013).

An essential definition of public life is the life that happens in public spaces:
“[P]ublic space is understood as streets, alleys, buildings, squares, bollards: everything
that can be considered part of the built environment. Public life should also be
understood in the broadest sense as everything that takes place between buildings, to
and from school, on balconies, seated, standing, walking, biking, etc. It is everything
we can go out and observe happening – far more than just street theatre and cafe
life. However, we do not mean city life to be understood as the city’s psychological
well-being. Rather it is the complex and versatile life that unfolds in public space.”
(ibidem, 2). The dichotomy social life and public space is a fictitious one insofar
the two elements are inherently intertwined, allowing for a conceptualisation of the
system as a common resource.

Nonetheless, social life in public space can be sometimes and somehow indepen-
dent from the design of the space. Jane Jacobs (1961) described dwelling projects
in New York’s suburbs where playgrounds of what were meant to be precursors
of gated communities ended up deserted or inducing criminality. These projects
were too normative, they would not let public space open for the sake of safety and
conversely became dangerous. By the same token, Sennett blames the normative
approach to design of a so-called smart city, such as Songdo in Korea or Masdar in
EAU, because its user friendliness numbs people instead of coordinating possibilities
as an ‘open city’ would do (Sennett 2018).

10For instance:“There are many excellent reasons why it is difficult to incorporate the diverse
nature of public life into architecture and urban planning. Nonetheless, it is essential if we are to
create worthy surroundings for the billions of people who daily make their way between buildings in
cities around the world.” (Gehl and Svarre 2013, 2).
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A counter-example offered by Sennett in the same conceptual context is Mumbai’s
Nehru Place. The roof of a garage is used as an informal market during the day
and as shelter for homeless at night: nobody designed it to be so, the building was
meant to be an office for bureaucrats and now hosts start-ups. The life of that space
is on the border line of legal activities but at the same time the space is a source
of living for a large amount of people in the area and diversity of users and uses
make Nehru Place spontanousely successful (Sennett 2018). Sennett believes that a
certain amount of “friction” is a crucial ingredient for a lively cooperative city and
such a friction is found in the life of public spaces. People’s action matter tangibly.

In the summer of 2018, I attended a summer school on public space held by
professor Mitchell. The first thing he said has been: “You want to know what is
public space? Just go outside and look!”. So I went outside and looked. With a little
help from the syllabus, I realised that public space is only in principle a public good.
I started questioning what is behind a nice and tidy sidewalk and what behind a
sidewalk occupied by homeless. One might think that a fine, neat neighbourhood
would be preferable but at what costs in terms of just open access? The first lesson
I learnt is that “public space is a struggle” (Mitchell 2017, 515). Public space is
a ‘cry and demand’, a necessary ongoing dialectic. Nonetheless, the end of public
space is not arrived yet and it is vital that scholars and activists exert to figure out
why and how is that.

Public space is a matter of joint production, in which interdependencies of
actions are essential. Following Lefebvre’s triad of ordered, planned, and controlled
space, Mitchell asserts that public space is vital because it is where the public realm
takes place (ibidem). This is what triggered my interpretation of public space as
constituting element of a common pool resource.

Even in Cyburbia where public space is defeated in favour of a “commercialised
contemporary social environment” (Crawford in Sorkin, 1992) one aspect of public
space appears indeed unescapable. This crucial element is the human need for
sociation. Somehow it resists POPS – privately owned public spaces - as well as
malls11 . Physical and traditional public spaces cannot be annihilated. And the
reason is not simply because the void between two buildings is materially necessary.
They are fundamental because of social life that happens in them.

Taking a historical perspective on the topic, Hall (1998) and Tornqvist (2004)
attributed to interaction, proximity, exchange, and a dose of friction (cfr. Sennett
2018), cities’ golden ages and the process of creativity and progress. Social inter-
actions foster creativity, novelty, invention and therefore progress. Exchanges and
fertilisation of ideas occurred within interpersonal networks and they have proven
to occur in certain geographical areas, that Tornqvist termed creative milieu and
Santagata (2012) atmosfera creativa12 .

With regard to the personal sphere, some places inspire individuals’ creativity

11Although their aim is consumption induced by the ‘Gruen transfer’, “malls have become social
centres” for teenagers as well as for adults (Crawford in Sorkin, 1992: 15). This is not to defend the
rise of the ‘mall culture’, but, on the contrary, to corroborate Sorkin’s plead for a more authentic
public space.

12Creative atmosphere.
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and have the power to enable certain behaviours (Csikszentmihalyi 1996). The
concept of creative milieu is not primly defined as a material space, rather as a
“moral temperature” (Haine in Hall, 1998). However, creative milieu has a subtly
essential bond with material space. Interestingly enough, Learmer and Storper,
within an analysis of indirect implications about proximity, wrote: “Internet allows
long distance conversations but not handshakes”(in Tornqvist 2004).

Common denominator of possible different interpretations is the action of people.
This is why public space can be best described as “thoroughly social” (Lofland 1989,
457). For long time, sociologists neglected to take into serious consideration the
social feature of public spaces. Lofland attributes such a lack of scientific interest
to the so-called “non-symbolic interactions”, i.e. actions that do not imply any
interpretation by their agents, and to the concept of ’stimulus overload’, that is
the constant exposure to sights and sounds which urban dwellers respond to acting
antisocially (Lofland, 1989).

However, these aspects of public life are not given to people, they have been
achieved over time. Things such as encounters, moments, and sociability in the
urban setting are something inhabitants have learnt to cope with. In the early
western urban age it was possible to find pamphlets on how to handle situations such
as crowds, strangers, or queues. People had to train themselves to deal with the
intense informality of, for instance, a train station (Lofgren 2016). Being streetwise
and even staying in line can be considered ‘inventions’. In a way, this training was a
transaction cost. Those who could not handle these activities were excluded from
the system.

The conquest of behaving productively in public space involved a proper training
programme and consequently there has been a time in which the life in the metropo-
lis was seen as a nasty, chaotic, and deplorable experience. Lofland’s proposed
perspective on a genuinely social public space is instead much more interesting
because it explains that social life in public space is a matter of coproduction and
co-appropriation (Lofland 1989).

Retracing the historical functions of public space - basic survival, communication,
entertainment, and political, commercial, civic, social, religious functions – Mehta
(2014) suggests that, although several of them are now served elsewhere, people are
still dependent on public space for its functional, social and leisure activities. People
need to “come together freely” in order to overcome the differences between private
and public self and contribute to a democratic society (ibidem).Randomness and
fortuity are important elements of sociation that almost exclusively belong to public
space. Baudelair’s flaneur as well as the Situationist International, quintessentially
embraced chance as a resource. This can also apply to less epic situations of
everyday life. With regard to De Certeau’s gazes on the city, the snapshot and the
distanced view, Miles sustains: “The street offers casual encounters, the possibilities
of engagement, the adoption or relinquishing of a personality” (Miles 1997, 12). On
the same note, Lefebvre elaborated the notion of “moments”, as those creative acts
that go against the normative approach of urban planning (Shaw 2015).

An often cited element of social life in public space is sociability. Simmel coined
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the term in order to describe that “pure essence of association” (Simmel and Hughes
1949, 255), the human impulse of playing the game of getting together with others for
the sake of sociability itself. It is a game that supposedly fosters democracy insofar
personal backgrounds play no role and occurs in public spaces (ivi). Such concept
connects with the concept of throwntogetherness (Lofgren 2016) as an elusive and
intangible sense of community that can be found in public space and its atmosphere.

Moments, encounters, sociability, public life, all the mentioned elements have in
common not just that they happen in public space, but rather that public space is
the only place where these elements can happen. Public space cannot be replaced.
The feeling of being together is the unique, subtle, and at the same time most
ordinary, element that one can found in public space. Gehl put is as something
‘rewarding’, I would argue it is resourceful.

2.4 A provisional application of Common Pool Resource
theory

“In fact, consuming the city is nothing but the most subtle form of its production.”
(Borch and Kornberger 2016, 7)

Proximity, exchanges, or interactions among individuals nurture and influence social
life in public space. In the endeavour of understanding how this infrastructure comes
to existence, is challenged, and sustained, theory of commons appears necessary.
When considering social life in public space as a common pool resource, models
of organisation of users on the multiple levels of analysis apply: constitutional,
collective and operational (cfr. Ostrom 1990, fig. 2.2).

An understanding of public space as something that matters to people both
socially and individually, something people strive for, leads to the summation that
public space constitutes an input for social life. Consumption of it is a collective
practice (Harvey 1976). People and different entities use public space of cities in
very different ways that, in sum, represent a valuable practice. The way people act
in public space has direct influence on what others can do. The way in which life in
public spaces is produced and supplied depends on an intersection of public action,
private initiative, and users behaviours.

A preliminary analysis highlights that many features connect public space to
the key points of Ostrom’s common pool resources (1990). They are: a peculiar
way of production and appropriation of public space, in fact ’public life’ and the
social aspects of public space are collectively and simultaneously produced and used;
interdependency plays a key role, and subtractability is a problematic feature of
the resource; problems of supply and appropriation threaten the good and the just
functioning of the system; institutions and public actions are inherent part of the
system and their agency cannot be neglected (Ostrom 1990; Cassegård 2014; Borch
and Kornberger 2016).

The following section is a hermeneutic effort to verify to what extent social life in
public space feasibly matches CPR as Ostrom depicts them. The underlying driver
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of this choice is that although Ostrom is invariably mentioned as the scholar who
successfully opened a prolific discourse on commons, the literature on urban themes
got progressively detached from it giving increasing attention to political aspects of
the urban commons, which are not central in the present conceptualisation, even
though not denied.

The choice of using Ostrom actively has also the purpose of producing a bridging
interdisciplinary endeavour, one that enables a dialogue between economics and
the other social sciences involved. The most representative propositions defining a
CPR in the original text by Ostrom have been selected. They will challenge the
notion of social life in public space in light of what has been discussed previously.
Commonalities as well as differences and weaknesses will duly emerge.

1. The term "common-pool resource" refers to a natural or man-made resource
system that is sufficiently large as to make it costly (but not impossible) to
exclude potential beneficiaries from obtaining benefits from its use. (Ostrom
1990, 30)

Social life in public space is a man-made resource system. Physical space
is provided by public als private investments and it enables social life.
In this terms, public spaces are the setting of social life. Together, they
constitute the system. On a macro scale, different forces compete in
it, in order to obtain an advantage in the use of and the control on
it. On a micro scale, individuals act in spontaneous and/or organised
ways. Public space has serious problems of excludability. The system
can be open or limited access and it tends to be non-excludable (cfr.
parochial spaces). Although it is seems difficult to exclude someone
from using public space, threats of non-excludability are present and
deal with top-down regulation aimed at ruling aspects of public access
and use. On the macro level, these threats instigate uprising of the
citizens that eventually lead to movements such as “right to the city”
or “re-take” actions. The struggle of public space is necessary (Mitchell
2017) and it challenges the excludability of public space. As classification
of economic goods in pure terms is unrealistic, saying that public space
is non-excludable could be unproductive. Indeed, it is possible to detect
degrees of exclusion in public space that make the resource potentially
excludable, precisely testified by the presence of competing forces that
claim a right on it. When spaces that are designed to be accessible and
open get privatised or are publicly treated as such, physical features of the
space make very unlikely to stop social life simply being there, at least to
a certain degree. The infrastructural nature of public space, together with
the way it is governed by external public authorities, has the consequence
of top-down institutionalisation of originally bottom-up practices. The
experience of gentrification is an example of that. The atmosphere of a
neighbourhood is built informally by urban dwellers and users, and later
on it is underpinned by top-down projects that seldom enhance the initial
process and distracts the benefits from those who produced the resource.
This implies that potential non-excludability of public space is constantly
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endangered by those top-down and bottom-up forces that compete in
it. Positively, it could be argued that as long as a struggle is possible,
public space is not excludable and the right to contribute to the common
resource implies political choices.

2. It is essential to distinguish between the resource system and the flow of resource
units produced by the system, while still recognizing the dependence of the one
on the other. (. . . ) Resource systems are best thought of as stock variables that
are capable, under favorable conditions, of producing a maximum quantity of a
flow variable without harming the stock or the resource system itself. Examples
of resource system include fishing grounds, groundwater basins, grazing areas,
irrigation canals, bridges, parking garages, mainframe computers, and streams,
lakes, oceans, and other bodies of water. (ivi)

As a fishery with no fishers is just a pound; a graze with no animals nor
shepherds is just a land; and a bridge with no passage is just concrete; so
physical public spaces with no life happening there are just void between
buildings. The distinction between the resource system and the flow of
resource units stands in the duality of material and immaterial, essential
to the notion of social life in public space. Social interactions, encounters,
moments, sociability, protests can only take place in a non-limited access
space. At the same time, a physical space designed to be public, if closed
to access, simply loses its raison d’etre. Put it this way, the resource units
are the intangible and non-discrete flow of casual encounters, moments,
interactions, actions of informal stewardship, in sum: people’s benefit of
the use of space. Such flow provokes no depletion and it is maximised
under certain conditions that deal with the organisation of the common
pool resource in terms of rules, balance of forces, and conditions of
appropriation. The central feature here is that not only the flow of units
(social life) does not deplete the stock as in Ostrom’s commons. The flow
itself enables further production of units as in the knowledge or cultural
commons. So social life in public spaces ends up coproducing social life
itself.

3. I call the process of withdrawing resource units from a resource system "appro-
priation." Those who withdraw such units are called "appropriators." (ivi)

Withdrawal of resource units consists here in living the public life. Cross-
ing a street, walking the dog, commenting the weather with a stranger,
greeting familiar faces, having lunch outside, listening to someone else’s
chats, alms-giving. But also, joining a pride march or a demonstration,
picnicking in a park, living in the street if in need, throwing garbage away,
taking pictures, being inspired by the landscape, staring at someone who
is weirdly dresses, going in the street weirdly dressed and (not) being
stared at. The list could be endless. Furthermore, it could be rightly
argued that even placing a terrorist attack is somehow a form of appro-
priation, or, conversely, being in public space trustful that someone will
not explode a bomb. Resource in this case is to be considered a flow.
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This is because it is rather impossible to recognise the amount of units of
social interactions, encounters, inspiring moments, etc. How many units
does a homeless appropriate on a daily base? How many units an old
lady gets when someone helps her crossing the street? It is impossible
to distinguish and separate withdrawals of resources. Hence, social life
is a non-discrete resource. Moreover, it is to be linked to renewable
resources, as a “replenishment rate” (Ostrom, 1990, 30) is detectable,
even if perhaps not quantifiable, and the resource, social life, is “sustained
over time” (ibidem) . Those who withdraw resources in the system are
the appropriators: people who use public space.

4. The term I use to refer to those who arrange for the provision of a CPR
is "providers." I use the term "producer" to refer to anyone who actually
constructs, repairs, or takes actions that ensure the long-term sustenance of
the resource system itself. Frequently, providers and producers are the same
individuals, but they do not have to be. (ibidem, 31)

Resource system in the present analysis is jointly public space and the
public life taking place there. This configuration implies some difficulties
in connecting actors to specific roles as depicted by Ostrom. To cope
with such complications, the most viable approach is to consider the
two levels that in fact constitute the system, namely: public space and
social life. As far as public space, providers of the spatial dimension
of the system are local administrators, state bodies or private entities,
together with designers and planners. Usually, the same agents also
maintain, clean, repair, improve locations. Then, when it comes to tackle
the intangible level of the system, that is social life, complexities arise.
Who produces social life? Who provides it? Clearly, appropriators have
more than something to do with that. They play an essential role in
making social life happen. Hence, it is arguable that in the particular
case of public space, there is a clear overlapping of roles when it comes
to distinguish who supplies and who consumes (appropriates) social life.
And this does not contradict Ostrom: “A national government may
provide an irrigation system in the sense of arranging for its financing and
design. It may then arrange with local farmers to produce and maintain
it. If local farmers are given the authority to arrange for maintenance,
then they become both the providers and the producers of maintenance
activities related to a CPR” (ibidem, 31). What is crucial here is that
local farmers are providers and producers but in actual facts they are
also appropriators. Once again, such a feature is explained as a trait of
knowledge and cultural commons, where peer-to-peer activities produce
and appropriate the resource stock. Notably, in the public space context,
the appropriators are not given the authority to be providers and/or
producers of public life, there is no official appointment. Nonetheless, this
happens in fact and it is imaginable that such “ambiguity” in roles has
implications on the tangible level. Instances in support to this argument
deal with behaviours and civic sense. The way people conduct public life
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affects the material setting and, in turn, provides continuous arrangement
– be it depletion, maintenance or improvement. Writers painting graffiti,
individuals not taking care of their waste, people spontaneously cleaning
streets, dwellers gathering same time same place, terrorists exploding
bombs, riots occurring in streets are just possible phenomena.

5. The resource units (. . . ) are not subject to joint use or appropriation. The fish
harvested by one boat are not there for someone else. The water spread on one
farmer’s fields cannot be spread onto someone else’s fields. Thus, the resource
units are not jointly used, but the resource system is subject to joint use. Once
multiple appropriators rely on a given resource system, improvements to the
system are simultaneously available to all appropriators. It is costly (and in
some cases infeasible) to exclude one appropriator of a resource system from
improvements made to the resource system itself. (ivi)

This proposition adds complexity to the comparison, raising the problem
of rivalry. Social life in public space is rival because experiences among
people in public space can be as much as the amount of the subjects
that have the experiences. Rivalry in this case is two-fold. On the one
hand, there is the experience of social life as a sense making activity (cfr.
Klamer 2004, 2017). Actions and interactions that constitute one level of
the system – the intangible one – can be imagined as a collection of shared
practices, that are rival (ibidem) or as an analogue social network in which
people benefit from other people’s activities unconsciously. Street life of
Paris, with their cafes, or the music scape of New Orleans, they are non-
rival activities that are part of the infrastructure. What a certain activity
in public space means to me has not the same meaning to you and there
is no point in free-riding. In addition, it is in the public space that enable
these experiences. Material use of space is therefore to a certain extent
rival. If I sit on a bench, you cannot sit in the same spot. Nonetheless,
a surprising peculiar aspect is that people like to stop and have a sit
where also other people are. As Whyte (1980) shows in his fieldwork,
people having lunch in a square tend to sit close to each other. To some
extent, this is due to the congestion threshold of the material space, the
square, but the argument is precisely that, in the case of social life in
public space, the process is not merely connected to the physical sphere.
A convergence of the two levels of the system, intangible and tangible, is
detectable. People benefit from resource units such as encounters, access,
moments, sociability. The atmosphere of certain situations – not just
due to the material place but especially due to the presence and the
activity of the others – attracts more people, with a tendency that is
comparable to the congestion of some type of goods such as local public
goods. This tendency shows an overlap of roles, because indeed people
attracting more people is a process of production and supply. What
happens then is that social life nurtures the subtractability of the physical
public space, and this happens precisely because social life in public space
is a system. A clear distinction of the material and immaterial elements is
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ficticious. As Ostrom states, “[a] resource system can be jointly provided
and/or produced by more than one person or firm. The actual process of
appropriating resource units from the CPR can be undertaken by multiple
appropriators simultaneously or sequentially. (. . . ) The resource units,
however, are not subject to joint use or appropriation. (. . . ) but the
resource system is subject to joint use”.

6. An individual’s choice of behavior in any particular situation will depend on
how the individual learns about, views, and weighs the benefits and costs of
actions and their perceived linkage to outcomes that also involve a mixture
of benefits and costs.(. . . )Individuals attribute less value to benefits that they
expect to receive in the distant future, and more value to those expected in the
immediate future. In other words, individuals discount future benefits - how
severely depends on several factors. Time horizons are affected by whether or
not individuals expect that they or their children will be present to reap these
benefits, as well as by opportunities they may have for more rapid returns in
other settings. (. . . )Norms of behavior reflect valuations that individuals place
on actions or strategies in and of themselves, not as they are connected to
immediate consequences. (ibidem, 33)

Appropriators are seen by Ostrom as “broadly rational” in their behaving.
They decide how to act according to the information they get about op-
portunities and consequences. Nonetheless, they operate in circumstances
of uncertainty. Ostrom refers to sources of uncertainty such as meteoro-
logical variables, market prices fluctuations, and, in general, information.
Appropriators rely on a trial and error approach to solve problems of
unsteadiness of conditions. In public space, appropriators constantly deal
with uncertainty mostly due to the mingling of roles, that is a condition
of interdependence, vis à vis the inescapable presence of external actors
that officially govern and provide the urban space. Actors in public space
can have divergent ideas on the extent to which the others have the right
to benefit from the system, as the discourse on “the right to the city”
testifies. Hence, appropriators (people) but also providers (authorities
on different scales) come across problems in determining who has the
right to appropriate. Typical examples of that are the campaigns against
homeless and needy people, street criminals, and minorities. Situations
related to the general issue of social struggle and urban rage as well as
microscopic situations, that have an impact on interpersonal or social
spheres, connect with the issue of ownership and they can in the end lead
to unsuccessful outcomes (Cassegård 2014; Mitchell, Attoh, and Staeheli
2016; Dikeç 2017). Some behaviours in public space are conducive to a
certain production of social life. For instance, Ostrom lists among the
internal elements of the failure of farmers of Kirindi Oya, in Sri Lanka,
“little attachment to their [the farmers’] land or to one another” and “the
extreme diversity of ethnic and cultural backgrounds” (Ostrom 1990, 166)
where cultural diversity has not to be intended as a deterrent per se but
rather as a specific obstacle for those farmers to achieve self-governance
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of the CPR. Thus, the essence of the discount rate of future benefits deals
with cultural aspects, often referred to as social capital (Putnam 1993),
that affect the way individuals see, understand, value their behaviours and
the resource system itself. Same elements seem to determine strategies of
behaving in public space in terms of benefits. In natural commons such
as Ostrom’s fisheries and pastures, people are more inclined to cooperate
and regulate their behaviours if they have of long term horizons. This
applies to social life in public space as well. When people are attached
to a place, they tend to take care of it. On the contrary, whereas if the
contrary happens, they are less likely to act according to a shared set of
behavioural norms.

7. When multiple appropriators are dependent on a given CPR as a source of
economic activity, they are jointly affected by almost everything they do. Each
individual must take into account the choices of others when assessing personal
choices. If one fisher occupies a good fishing site, a second fisher arriving at
the same location must invest more resources to travel to another site, or else
fight for the first site. (. . . ) The key fact of life for coappropriators is that
they are tied together in a lattice of interdependence so long as they continue
to share a single CPR. The physical interdependence does not disappear when
effective institutional rules are utilized in the governance and management of
the CPR. (ibidem, 38)

With these words, Ostrom introduces the notion of interdependence. In
a CPR, benefits achieved through coordinated actions exceed benefits
achieved by independents actions. Interdependence in consumption means
that coappropriators inherently affect one another. Such interdependence
is strictly tied to the fact that in public spaces, resource flow is constantly
produced and reproduced by consumption. As Borch and Kornberger put
it, “in the city, the commons is an inherently relational phenomenon” and
that the act of consuming the city coincides with its production (Borch
and Kornberger 2016, 7). Hence, as a CPR, such a mutual influence
on benefits of consumption and production results in “blurring the line
between use and abuse. Are skaters using or abusing car parks? Are
bike couriers using or abusing the shared streets?” (ibidem). These are
instrumental interrogations the authors use in order to question on the
validity of Ostrom’s notion of resource, that is in fact, even in the present
investigation, a thorny side of analysis. The problem is that producing a
physical space is not producing the CPR as the urban commons scholars
think of it. Public space is a CPR only when people start using, consuming,
producing, and reproducing it, nudged by the designed uses and purposes
but naturally modifying and challenging them. “Whether a wall is an
obstacle or central element for a Parcours tournament depends on who is
standing in front of it” (ivi). Relations and practices are the important
resource of the infrastructural resource of social life in public space. The
wall acquires importance as soon as someone is willing to realise a sense
making activity there, parcour in this case.
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From this analysis, some key elements emerge upon which we can reflect with
the help of Oakerson’s framework (1992). The physical attributes of social life in
public space highlight that the boundaries of social life in public space are hard to
set in terms of excludability, since every city users contributes to the commons, and
only partially in terms of subtractability. However, the scale of the resource system
can be potentially scaled down from the urban to a local dimension. Indeed, the
second part of the thesis will take into consideration social life in specific public
spaces such as intersections and waterfronts.

While physical attributes are considered ‘hard constraints’, insofar they deter-
mine the existence of the commons and are, even in the case of social life in public
space, somehow independent from the appropriators choices, the decision making
arrangement are ‘soft constraints’ insofar they result from decisions made by author-
ities and institutions, that in the case at hand are the State and local governments,
and other privates authorities if entitled to, as it is the case of privately owned public
spaces or soil concessions. However, the commons operates within the framework of
these arrangements and the community is dependent on the external arrangements,
even though often challenging their boundaries, yet proving the functioning of it as
a commons.

The former attributes influence – sometimes prevent – the way people behave
within the collective resource. “Patterns of interaction result directly from the mutual
choice of strategies by the members of the group” (Oakerson 1992, 13) although in
everyday activities this happens mostly in a subtle and balanced manner, that does
not let a clear quid pro quo relationship immediately emerge. Saying “hi” to or just
laying eye on a stranger in the street can be conceptualised as a purposeless act13

but it can also be seen as an act that provides well-being and sense of inclusion
(Wesselmann et al. 2012; Baumeister and Leary 1995).

Given the physical attributes of the commons, people and built environment, the
setup of interactions among individuals determine the outcome, i.e. the relations
among individuals and the connected wellbeing. Pareto’s principle of social opti-
mality does not prove helpful in calculating the optimal use of the commons and
avoiding the resource over- or underuse. This is true for many types of traditional
commons (Oakerson 1992) and particularly for social life in public space. Nonethe-
less, optimality is not the most important feature to understand of such a commons.
Instead, looking at some behaviours in public space such as changes in reciprocity
and collaboration or the rise of conflicts and asymmetries, may lead to a better
understanding of the situation in terms of equity. Moreover, equity, fairness, and
eventually commoners’ satisfaction are not just connected to the amount outcome
but also to the decision making arrangements, because, although soft constraints,
they have the power to include and exclude people from the commons.

Social life in public space de facto works like a commons. However, a servile
application of Ostrom’s principles does not seem satisfactory yet. There are dissimi-
larities that must be addressed if we want to avoid an empty conceptualisation, one
with little chance to survive a mere potential definition and no future in practice. So

13This is Simmel’s concept of sociability, the act of socialise for the sake of it. (Simmel and
Hughes 1949).
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Resource
Input Problem Output Keywords Solution Type of

Infrastructure
Graze, fishery,
water basin

Use of the input
avoiding depletion

Milk, meat, fish,
water supply

Inherited
resource

Traditional
commons Environmental

Information
(Wikipedia, academia)

Securing access
and

(re)production
of information

Information Shared
knowledge

Cultural
commons Intellectual

Urban facility/service
(a cinema, a theatre, a square,

an urban practice)

Securing an
endangered practice

connected to
a urban facility/service

[right to the city]

Provision of the
service/use

of the facility
Emancipation Urban

commons

Mix of
Environmental

and
Intellectual

Relations and
interactions among

individuals

Public space
+

social life

Realisation of values
on different scales

(personal, social, societal,
transcendental*)

Random
Occasional
Atmospheric

Relational
commons

Mix of
Environmental

and
Intellectual

Table 2.1. An updated progressive taxonomy of commons. Source: Elaboration of the
author based on the reviewed literature.

even though a comparison with the theory of commons seems viable, yet something
is still missing. Social life in public space is a commons, but neither an urban nor a
cultural. The specific feature of social life in public space is its subtle balance of
relations, its process.

2.5 The rise of the relational commons

So far, it is possible to sustain that it is worth developing the investigation further,
especially for what concerns the problems that characterise public space and the
way they are tackled. This translates in what Ostrom refers to as appropriation and
provision problems and multiple levels of analysis. As CPR are made of multiple levels
of rules, analysis and processes, namely: constitutional, collective and operational,
similarly can be argued about urban commons to be a combination of resources,
institutions, and community.

Social life in public space is reasonably a commons because of specific reasons
mainly concerning the feature of the system. The process of production and ap-
propriation is crucial, as well as the peculiar characteristic of the resource in terms
of rivalry and excludability. The system can be read in relation to concepts of
co-creation, co-production, and contribution that apply to shared practices and
sense-making activities (Klamer 2017).

Attention to the process of creation and function of the commons as an ongoing
practice is a feature that is getting increasingly addressed although without a clear
systematisation. An update of the taxonomy of commons is hence necessary (cfr.
Table 2.1). The idea of social life in public space as a commons would be better
described by a form of commons that highlights specifically the distinctive feature
this commons, not yet emphasised by any other type of commons.

The experience of social life in public space includes a range from daily routine
of city users to exceptional movements that are sometimes defined as commons
themselves (Lenna and Trimarchi 2019). The important element that makes social
life in public space different from other commons is mainly the fact that most of
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the activities are simple and ordinary. As a consequence, there is small degree of
awareness of the commoners, which is instead a distinctive trait of urban commons.
Moreover, external arrangements are, at least to a certain extent, necessary. This
means that the commons at hand exists also because some elements of it are externally
provided. However, a discussion or re-discussion of the role of these providers is
often challenged, as emerges from the movements for the right to the city (Mitchell
2003; Mourey 2018).

If so, then, what is the essence of such a commons? The resource that is produced
and appropriated à la Ostrom is a bundle of relations among people. People may
not have a strategy towards the production of the resource, yet they inevitably
contribute, even with little or no awareness. With regard to that, and in response
to the current direction that analysis of commons is taking, I suggest to stress even
more the importance of the process of commoning with the use of the label ‘relational
commons’.

A relational commons is a resource system where the input and the output share
the same nature: relations among people. The emphasis is not on an inherited
resource that people try to take sustainable advantage of through collective and
coordinated action. Rather, as in any infrastructure – roads or languages, for
example – people tend to take it for granted, seldom being conscious about their
contribution, yet contributing. Furthermore, behaviours of and relations among
people are sustained by the material element of the resource system, being the
physical space provided and regulated by authorities recognised as such by the
commoners but not directly involved in the production of the relations.

Even if provision and governance of public space are exogenous to the production
of the collective resource, they play an important role in the commons. The causal
nexus between the form and the content of a city, its shape and its citizens, is real
but probably unsolvable, however worth exploring (Sennett 2018). The idea of a
public space ‘of quality’ is usually intended as the best possible way to design a
public space in order to make it livable, pleasant, and appreciated (Mehta 2014), but
still from a supply side perspective that considers people no more that consumers or
final recipients at best.

The constant challenge on the boundary between the agency of people and that
of the governmental bodies testifies its nature of commons. People fight for public
space, they are not consumers of it, they are commoners. The good ’smart city’
is perhaps one that recognises the real nature of what is important in the spaces
between its buildings. People fill the space and, by doing so they create something
valuable for themselves and for the others. The more they are able and free to do
that and in their own coordinated way, the more valuable the city will be. A city
like this would enhance people drive, cooperation, and collaboration, and therefore
sense of ownership and stewardship.

Does a city like this exist though? I have tried to let emerge what are the features
of social life in public space that make it a collective resource. Conceptualising a
relational commons could be very helpful to ask better questions when it comes to
manage public space. Yet I have not brought about practical experiences that can
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let the reader understand how the so called relational commons comes to be. In
order to offer such a perspective, we need to close up on some cases of real life that
belong to the quite general realm of social life in public space.

Social life in public space is potentially everything that could happen in public
space among people. Even looking at public space from the window (Gehl 1971).
This is perhaps too broad and at the same time tricky. In order to give the best
instance possible to explore how the relational commons functions, the close up
should hence be on something that does not contradict the design of the boundaries
for resources and appropriators of the broader commons. Then, an element that
belongs to social life in public space should be chosen, that can work as a proxy of
social life in public space. This also implies that a certain degree of independence
from property regime and physical as well symbolic non-excludability should be
kept.

One of the best elements that comply with such requirements seems to be public
art. Activities and interactions of people around public art take place on a range of
phenomena from daily routine to exceptional events. However, when art is put in a
public space, such as a square, its role in the space is, on the one hand, somewhat
independent from its property regime and, on the other hand, its enjoyment – or its
use - is independent from the preference of the viewer.

Hence, it is time to scale down the reflection on social life in public space, and
look closer at public art. What is public art and what can it say about social life in
public space will be addressed in the second part of the thesis, with the purpose of
unveiling what a relational commons is and why social life in public space should be
seen as one.
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Chapter 3

Public art as an element of the
system

3.1 Why is public art a useful “proxy” of the system?

This dissertation’s purpose is to conceptualise social life in public space as a commons.
The first part of the thesis is a theoretical endeavour in such conceptualization. It
concludes proposing the notion of relational commons with the aim of expanding
theory of commons in accordance with the general plea of previous analyses, that
underline the importance of commons as a social practice but at the same time seem
to overlook a theorising of a new context-specific and potentially universal commons.

Social life in public space is the life in between buildings of cities, where the
urban infrastructure, human and social flows, a shared perception, and the complex
relations among them play the lead role of the commons at hand.

Certainly, public life takes place differently according to culture, geography, and
a long range of other variables. Social life in public space can be different from place
to place and, if people change, even within place. Tourists, dwellers, commuters,
children, and homeless use public space differently. Nonetheless, different layers of
the different activities and possibilities in public space can be interpreted altogether
as a bind of relations produced and experienced as a relational commons.

Relational commons are those common resources in which people play the main
role, in a way that is not necessarily deliberate and institutionalized, yet consciously
but spontaneously organised. People know how to behave in public spaces, as
famousely emphasized by the Chicago School of urban sociology (Sennett 2018).
Contributions to the stock of resource and its stream of services occur according
to a commons-like process. What is peculiar of a relational commons is the fact
that the output of the resource lies in the relations among producers/appropriators.
In such types of commons, being social life in public space one of them, the more
people can produce, the more they can appropriate. This perspective on social life
in public space will have implications in terms of analysis of the territory, urban
governance, and allocation of resources.
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If such theorising stands, activities such as sharing, participating, and contribut-
ing, traditionally overlooked by economic disciplines and even policy making, are not
as negligible as standard economics has depicted them: in a time in which manufac-
turing played a big role, these activities looked quite marginal, since accumulation
was the main concern1. An extension of the economic view, that historically does not
pay too much attention to relations, is necessary. Now that technology, society, and
markets are profoundly changing, actions of sharing, contributing, and participating
are back at play, although they have always been a normal activity for people,
although not necessarily relevant for an economy based on accumulation, and for
the economic discipline, whose textbooks depict rational and egoistic individuals.

In order to explain the conceptualisation, proposed in general terms in the first
part of this work, an application is now offered. Hence, the second part of the thesis
attempts to explore one practice of public space that illustrates the features of social
life as a relational commons. Amongst the various possibilities that take place in
public space of cities, the element of public art is chosen.

Public art seems to be an appropriate case to illustrate how social life in public
space is a commons. Public art is an element of the resource ‘system’, that is
social life in public space. Why is that? On the one hand, public art cannot be
considered a commodity, because of its inherently relational nature 2. Public art is
a matter of conversation between the art work and the physical surrounding as well
as between the art work and the public (Perelli, 2003). On the other hand, treating
public art as a public good does not exert helpful results, insofar its non-rivalry and
non-excludability are challenged not just in terms of costs and provision. Rather,
they deal with meanings and messages carried out by the artworks.

But what is public art if neither a commodity nor a public good? The following
discussion, and later on the experiences, will try to highlight the importance of
relations that eventually make public art and, more broadly, social life in public
space, a relational commons. We can use public art as a ‘contrast agent’ that isolates
a stratum of this relational commons. Public art, intended as art put in urban public
spaces, reveals and enables dynamics that deal directly with social life in public
space.

Reasons that encourage us to focus on public art concern its open accessibility,
in the first place regardless its property regime. Moreover, randomness plays a role
of utter importance, while other urban creative activities such as urban gardening,
occupied public spaces, or street art imply a clear purposive organisational structure
of the participants and a higher degree of excludability from consumption, with the
result of inducing us to consider these experiences commons per se. On the contrary,
such a ‘free’ and open condition of public art, meaning its relational feature, can be

1This statement does not aim at neglecting the relevance of manufacturing sector in today’s
economies. An interesting point for example is made by Chang (2014).

2The question whether art deserves to be analysed is somehow as old as cultural economics.
In fact, even after performing arts were declared doomed to fail due to the cost disease, cultural
economists kept on elaborating on artistic production, labour, and their spillovers. Maybe an
insightful answer to that question is given by Throsby ( 2001), who recognised a vast array of values
attached to artistic goods that allow to leave the utilitarian notion of commodity behind, or at least
enrich it.
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included in the system ‘social life – public space’ this thesis analyses.

Public art can shape urban activities on different scales. Experiences of public art
can be a success or a failure for reasons that far exceed the simple logic of equilibrium
of supply and demand, meaning the simple process of installation and fruition. Many
and various are the determiners of (un)successful public art. In addition to this,
public art experiences show that, even within a single case, dynamics change over
time, suggesting that public art has a life, that is co-created and appropriated
through time with small room for predictability.

3.2 The problem of defining public art

“Public art – as it is normally understood and encountered today – is a nascent,
and perhaps naïve, idea. (. . . ) it is a field without clear definitions, without a

constructive theory, and without coherent objectives.”
(Phillips 1988, 93)

3.2.1 Different examples of public art

The debate about public art revolves around its definition and its evolving nature.
Critics, historians, and social scientists do not fully agree on what is public art, and
many different ideas make the scope of this field rather broad. As Duchamp famously
posed, the creative act implies two poles of action, the artist and the spectator. Art
comes about only when the product of the artist meets the interpretation of some
observer 3. Accordingly, a quite extreme position could be that every kind of art,
insofar recognised as such by other people outside the artist’s personal sphere, is
public.

So why is public art a separate branch of analysis? What makes public art
specific that is not common to other types of art? Two influencing public art and
critique scholars pose that “The two factors that most differentiate public art from
traditional connotations of museum and gallery art are its site and its audience. The
former is perhaps the most critical since in a sense it determines the latter”(Krause
Knight and Senie 2011, 143).

Overall, general understanding of public art is art outside its natural and con-
ventional ‘containers’, such as museums, galleries, and even private houses 4. Public

3The curious reader may find interesting the following : "The artist may shout from all the
rooftops that he is a genius: he will have to wait for the verdict of the spectator in order that his
declarations take a social value and that finally posterity includes him in the primers of Artist
History" (Duchamp 1966, 288).

4It is to say that a ’natural’ container of art does not really exists. What does art belong to is a
matter of spirit of the time. ’Private art’ is not older than ’public art’. Prehistoric art, in the form
of drawings on the walls of caves, are more public than private, since the cave was the place of the
community. Later on in time, nobles and affluent people started accumulating art works, while the
practice of the wunderkammer evolved into the idea of the museum. (Gombrich, 1950) Somehow
it could be said that the process of institutionalisation of art, though beneficial for a tremendous
amount of reasons, atrophied the horizontal – relational – dimension of art. Specific spaces for art
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art is usually understood as art in public space (Cartiere and Zebracki 2016; Krause
Knight 2008; Miles 1997). Putting art in public space implies somehow a purposive
engagement with a ‘public’: public space, the audience or the commissioner. This
is in fact what makes public art specific and what at the same time makes a rigid
taxonomy impossible. Literature is unanimous in asserting that public art has no
clear definition and many different experiences can be considered as such (Senie
1998; Hein 1996; Miles 1998; Krause Knight 2008, Cartiere and Zebraki 2016).

In trying to give a narrow and pragmatic definition of it, Hein (1996) associates
public art to artworks or art projects set up and financed by a public body, that are
put in a public place. Public art can therefore include sculptures but also urban
furniture, land art works as well as community art programmes, graffiti or ‘new
genre public art’ experiences. On the one hand, an extensive label of ‘public art’
can include examples of public art that are actually elusive and unpredictable and
therefore detecting the impacts can prove hard, e.g. Guerrilla Girls’ works, or the
less famous Italian Movimento per l’Emancipazione della Poesia5 , or the graffiti
practice in general. Interestingly, in a study on the value of public culture, Cordes
and Goldfarb use “public art” to express “art that is readily and easily available to
the ‘public’, art for which public display or performances looms large” (Cordes and
Goldfarb 1996, 77).

At the same time, ‘art in public space’ can exclude other types of projects that
would still constitute public art. This is the case of iconic architectures, the façade
of a cathedral or examples of artworks put in private spaces but visible from the
outside. These examples would clumsily fit in a just ‘art in public spaces’ definition
of public art, although that is their function after all. Pioselli (2016), in her recent
book on public art in Italy from 1968 till now, extensively displays not just art
in public space, but also sculpture parks, that are de facto managed as museums;
festivals; and happenings and actions in the urban context.

In a way, it is to say that ‘art in public space’ is a contentious definition. Is a
sculpture in a public museum’s courtyard public art, when the only way to access it
is accessing the museum? And what about a painting exposed in a public building
but indoor, such as a courthouse? Can we consider an art object in a cafe or in an
airport terminal public art? As soon as a different interpretation of what is public
space, what is art, who is the public, changes, public art is re-discussed.

Cartiere and Willis (2008) try to build a framework to define public art as art
outside museums and galleries and must fit within at least one of the following
categories: (1) in a place freely accessible or visible to the public: in public; (2)
concerned with, or affecting the community or individual: public interest; (3)
maintained for or used by the community or individuals: public place and (4) paid

became quickly ivory towers, headquarters of very exclusive club goods. Art is naturally a shared
good, a good that is activated through conversations (see the ‘creative act’ in Duchamp, but also
the value based approach in Klamer). While we are used to hear that art outside the museum
is public, it is arguable that the vice versa is actually more correct: containing art in a specific
excludable place makes it private.

5Movimento per l’Emancipazione della Poesia, in English Movement of the Emancipation of
Poetry is an anonymous group of authors that glue printed poems on the walls to encourage people
to read more poetry. http://mep.netsons.org (last seen: May 2018)

http://mep.netsons.org
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for by the public: publicly funded (Cartiere and Willis in Cartiere and Zebraki 2016,
3). Such a definition remains very broad and lets a vast range of experiences be
considered ‘public art’.

Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that the mere connection of art objects with an
open spatial dimension is overcome but its notion is still present. In particular, what
appears important here is the underlined difference between public space and place.
This is evidence of the fact that putting an object in public, e.g. a square, does not
necessarily imply that people are going to use or take care of it. A space with a
public art work will not automatically become a place. Indeed, a space turns into
place when people attach meanings to it, it is a shared and evolving practice that
cannot be simply provided by a third party (UN-Habitat 2015).

Appleton recognises a special accountability towards whatever is intended with
the term ‘public’ that distinguishes public art from private art: “A Turner Prize artist
can claim that he or she was just trying to be ‘provocative’, or pose an ‘interesting
question’. A public artist has to be socially useful – to express a community’s hopes,
values or anxieties” (Appleton 2006, 54).

Art is put in public space for a broad array of reasons and purposes. The common
denominator is a (un)intended “twitch” in the experience of public space. So, it
is possible to understand the roles of public art through a couple of classification
offered in established public art companion volumes.

Art as monument/memorial, amenity, park, agora, pilgrimage

Krause (Krause Knight 2008) distinguishes four paradigms of public art, not based
on a chronological order although time plays a role in the evolution of public art’s
practices. Such paradigms are: art monument and memorial, amenity, park, and
pilgrimage. Monuments and memorials are artworks aimed at celebrating and
commemorating. These examples of public art are bronze equestrian statues, war
memorials such as the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, or everyday
objects such as Oldenburg’s Clothespin in Philadelphia and Needle, Thread and
Knot in Milan. Krause highlights that public memory is not collective, that is
unilaterally conveyed by the artwork, but rather ’collected’ (ivi). Especially in the
case of memorials, their role is incomplete until viewers interact and contribute to
the ongoing, or even evolving, collection of plural, rather than collective, memories.

With the intensification of the development of privately owned public spaces,
a practice that was launched with the ’incentive zoning’ in New York from 1961
(ivi), and the criticism on public art’s drift from paying attention to its public,
functionality became a new focus of the practice of public art as amenity. In this
light, privately commissioned public artworks aim at offering quality public space
and at the same time an interest in making the space more marketable.

A different paradigm of public art is that of parks. In this case, public space
hosting artworks is not the street, the sidewalk or the square but rather an ad hoc
urban environment, such as Central Park in New York, where Christo and Jeanne
Claude’s The Gates was temporarily installed in 2005, or public art parks such as
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Nancy Holt’s Dark Star Park in Aarlington, Virginia (ivi). This public art paradigm
is specific insofar it physically shapes its setting either in the form of a cultural
event impossible to ignore, as in the case of temporary installations, or in the form
of landscape design where art provides “ ‘situations’ rather than (. . . ) ‘monolithic
abstractions’, producing work that ‘fuses with’ rather than occupies its site”(ibidem,
36).

If we acknowledge public space as a space of discussion or an allegory of democracy,
then this space is not necessarily a (material) place. This quickly changes what
we consider public art. Mass media and Internet are today’s public spaces and
art that takes place there fits the paradigm of public art as agora. This category
includes artists that engage with the digital realm not just to diffuse their art but
as a medium.

Another understanding of non-traditional public space, besides the immaterial
space, is paradoxically the most traditional public space, insofar naturally open :
non urbanised public space. During the Seventies, artists started working in these
relatively wild contexts inaugurating land art and earth art. Walter De Maria’s
Lightening Field (1977) or Robert Smithson’s Spiral Jetty (1970) easily fit into the
definition of art in public space, nonetheless the fruition of such artworks is far from
being unpredictable. These public art works in fact interact with a totally different
public (audience). People purposely engage in an actual pilgrimage in order to see
these works in a way that makes the artwork much closer to an object in a museum
than to one in a square.

Tradition, Site, Audience, Frames

A second insightful classification of public art practices is by Krause and Senie
(2016). In their recent anthological companion to public art, the authors characterise
four perspectives for the analysis of public art forms: traditions, site, audience, and
frames.

The first branch comprises what Krause (2008) identifies as monuments and
memorials, intended as the fore-running forms of public art. These traditional public
art examples aim at admonishing and celebrating public values through sculptures,
memorials, and murals that inevitably bear strong socio-political purpose and whose
values are, at the same time, approached in a way that largely depends on the very
local circumstances (Krause Knight and Senie, 2016).

Analyses concerned with physical manifestations of public art and its overrunning
are grouped within sites. This branch looks beyond the spatiality of public art,
connecting to digital realms of expressions and the issue of materiality of public
space.

Due to the site in which public art sits, public art is specific because of an
inescapable interaction between the producer and the audience. Questions concerning
whom is public art created for belong to the branch of audience and contributions
mainly engage with social art practices, participation, and co-creation. The most
significant expression of such trend is Suzanne Lacy’s new genre public art (Lacy
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1995, Knight and Senie 2016).

Frames is lastly a residual cross-pollinated category that analyses the evolution
of public art according to a set of “concepts: time, memory, patronage, process,
marketing, mass media, the virtual sphere, and elusiveness” (Krause Knight and
Senie 2016, 337). Acknowledging the evolutionary nature of public art, frames are
in fact open-ended.

3.2.2 Public art seen by economists

Although public art is not exactly a hot topic in cultural economics, research
shows interest to a vast array of aspects. Searching for economics and management
contributions that have “public art” mentioned in the title, abstract or keywords
on Scopus, 85 publications between 1983 and 2019 result. They focus on public art
in relation with a very broad range of issues. The 184 different keywords attached
to the 85 publications have been grouped in 21 macro thematic groups, as shown
in figure 3.1. The purpose is to illustrate what are the issues most associated with
the analysis of public art from an economic or managerial perspectives. The results
suggest topics from willingness-to-pay and urban policy, to tourists perception and
arts education and they show a major interest for socio-political issues, label that
groups social inclusion, representation and analogous themes.

Figure 3.1. Number of times thematic groups of keywords are used in publications about
public art in the field of economics and management from 1983 to 2019. Elaboration
from Scopus, 2019.

Putting art in a public space has an amount of implications in terms of reception
of it that mainly connects with the openness and publicness of the setting in which
the work of art encounters a substantially involuntary audience. These features have
interesting implications for an economic investigation too.
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Publicness of public art recalls to some extent the notion of public good. De-
scribing a good that is put in public, held for its public interest, used as a public
place, or publicly funded, as suggested by Cartiere and Willis (2008), is not too
far from being a broad non-economic definition of the narrower economic notion of
non-rival and non-excludable, hence public, goods.

The economic concern with public goods is traditionally related to their provision,
eventually doomed to fail due to the inherent attributes of the good. Since you
cannot exclude people who did not agree on the provision, everyone, regardless
their preference, gets a payback. But, this time according to their (non-necessarily
revealed) preferences, the payback will be perceived as a benefit or a hinder. Con-
sequently, economic analysis is mainly concerned with solving or at least coping
with public goods dilemmas. Two approaches can be identified in the case of artistic
goods of public nature, such as public art.

One approach is an effort in reducing the negative utility of the public good.
Cordes and Goldfarb (2007) apply this to the case of controversial public sculptures.
Public sculptures can be public goods for those who like it, and a public bad for
those who dislike it. They argue that a possible economic design mix is conceivable
in order to decrease “the bad of mixed public goods and bads” (ibidem, 159). They
identify four strategies for that: (1) a bargain phase between the two parts (those
who benefit and those who are hindered by the new sculpture); (2) a mitigation
of the publicness of the sculpture through its placement; (3) a modification of the
sculpture’s characteristics in order to make it more pleasant to those who consider
it a public bad; and finally (4) a diffusion of information aimed at influencing the
opinion of those who do not accept the sculpture.

Cordes and Goldfarb’s proposition is certainly desirable from a purely economic
perspective, as long as controversy is interpreted as a loss of social benefit. However,
it is cautious to keep in mind that controversy can be precisely what make public
art successful, meaning that it provides a gain in social benefit (Phillips 1989; Senie
1992). This is for example the case of Santa Claus in Rotterdam, one of the four
public art experiences that will be discussed in the following section.

Similarly, Balfe and Wyszomirski (1986) investigated the policy making of public
art projects using case studies from public art commissioned in the United Stated.
Their objective was to find the main critical factors for controversy around public
art. Identifying the artists, the commissioning agency, and the public as the three
main involved parties each of them bearing divergent interests, they found out that
in the case of privately funded projects such as Christo and Jean Claude’s, public
acceptance of them performs better when these projects are temporary and receive
support (not just financial) “private (rather than public) patrons” (ibidem, 10). In
the case of publicly funded and supported projects, outcries have other attributes,
mainly concerning the forms and aesthetics of the artworks. Overall, they also
reported that large scale projects tend to be more problematic than small/intimate
scale ones in terms of acceptability.

Ultimately, the sheer purpose of economic and management analyses is to find a
justification (or condemnation) of public expenditure and to find the most socially
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acceptable way to keep providing goods that the market would otherwise fail. As
seen, one way is to seek an agreement among stakeholders adjusting the provision
features of the good. A second way is to analyse the demand of it, seeking the
willingness to have the public good among people. This is mainly done through
contingent valuation, whose expected outcome is to unveil the willingness to pay
(Snowball 2008).

Although analyses of non-market values are quite diffused to evaluate cultural
heritage, and insofar it has a public good nature, only one very recent attempt of
such could be found with direct regard to public art. Tanguy and Kumar (2019)
carried out an experiment to find out Londoners’ willingness-to-pay for public
art and the factors that would influence their choice. Based on a combination of
contingent valuation and wellbeing valuation, their survey showed that the majority
of the population would pay at least 5£ for public art projects and that influencing
factors for a higher willingness-to-pay are a locally-focused lifestyle and the potential
implementation of public artworks in the interviewee’s neighbourhood.

To sum up, economic research on public art shows a clear interest for its public
good features. Attempts mainly try to: describe the monetary value that people
attribute to public art, reduce the negative implications of these projects, and design
possible ways to cope with that from a policy making point of view. A missing,
though very complex, point seems to be some attention to the demand side of public
art, its essentially relational aspects that could shed light on how the values attached
to public art are produced and realised. It is with regard to this feature that this
thesis attempts to expand the current economic perspective on public art.

3.2.3 The relevance of public space

Classifications of public art (Krause Knight 2008; Krause Knight and Senie 2016)
as well as the approach of economic analysis to it have shown that public art is
considered as art in public space. Nonetheless, the fact that public art is in public
spaces is not a sufficient reason to treat it separately from art in general6. The open
setting of public art is just a beginning. It unfolds a plethora of implications that
eventually push the boundaries of the spatial feature as the inherent discriminant
that defines public art. Then a question arises naturally: is public space really
relevant?

Discussing public art, Appleton refers to that “art that sits in a square or
street” (2006, 53), contrasting the art of private galleries that is not accountable
to the public. But what is more important, is that the spatial feature of public art
transfers on it a certain responsibility towards society and, in Appleton’s discussion
on United Kingdom’s cultural policy, a consequential use of public art projects as
an instrument for urban social and economic regeneration. Since public art is put in
openly accessible spaces, it cannot be isolated from social and political judgment,
as instead a gallery would be. The artists themselves have to show, through their
public artworks, that they are useful to society (Appleton 2006).

6Although out of the scope of this dissertation, it is noteworthy that the difficulty of defining
public art stands on the shoulders of the gigantic problem of defining art in general
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So why a rusty colossus inside a museum goes unnoticed and the same object in
a square undergoes the loudest outcry? In fact even a museum, especially if publicly
funded (Cordes and Goldfarb 1996), could be bearing public art. However, there
must be some difference between the two, that can explain why Richard Serra’s
Tilted Arc in Federal Plaza, New York was finally removed whereas many museums
encounter zero problems in hosting other Serra’s bulky pieces. It seems that the
problem is not aesthetic but functional. People cannot directly decide what their
tax money will be allocated to, but they can decide not to go to the publicly funded
museum. Conversely, they do want to have a say when it comes to decide how should
the setting of their everyday lives look like, because it is more costly to decide to
give up on their way to the workplace than to the access to that museum whose
collection they do not appreciate.

Then, the specialty of public art is not simply the mere fact of sitting in a public
space. Rather, public art matters because it is naturally accountable towards an
‘involuntary audience’. People that casually encounter art in their streets are silently
invited (by the art patrons) to - somehow - judge the art piece. As Senie puts is:
“In a museum or gallery, a select and voluntary audience places the art in a context
relating to a known body of work – both the artist’s and a larger historical oeuvre.
An involuntary audience in a public place has as its primary frame of reference the
context of daily life” (Senie 1992, 240).

In short, the audience of public art is more vulnerable – these people might
not even be in the position to choose their neighbourhood, their job place, or the
way to them – therefore, they are more receptive and potentially interactive than
the museum audience. People in the end will decide, using the tools7 they have,
whether to adopt the new art piece, as in the case of Chicago Picasso, or reject is,
as it happened to Richard Serra’s Tilted Arc. In fact, public art enters, unmediated,
people’s everyday lives.

That ‘involuntary audience’ sheds light on a crucial aspect of public art that is
its special relation to the context. “[P]ublic art it not public just because it is out
of doors, or in some identifiable civic space, or because it is something that almost
everyone can apprehend; it is public because it is a manifestation of art activities
and strategies that tale the idea of public as the genesis and subject for analysis.
It is public because of the kinds of questions it chooses to ask or address, and not
because of its accessibility or volume of viewers.”(Phillips 1989, 332).

Phillips contends that the publicness of public art’s location is not enough to
make it public because “public is not only a spatial construct” (Phillips 1988, 93).
The meanings of public change over time and largely depend on the people that
experience and produce them. Publicness is, for Phillips, a matter of engagement
where “personal interests, collective values, social issues, political events, and wider
cultural patterns that mark out our civic life” (ivi) cross.

Phillip’s plea is to enhance temporality in public art projects, in order for them
7Senie (1993) argues that more education on public art should be provided in order to meet the

public desire of art but without bemoaning the public’s ignorance on the topic, a clash that nurture
a sense of unease in installations such as Tilted Arc in New York, that eventually makes up such a
big outcry that the installation had to be removed.
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to be context-specific and more intense, because “The public is diverse, variable,
volatile, controversial; and it has its origins in the private lives of all citizens” (Phillips
1989, 335). Her argument in fact does not aim at drifting attention away from
public space. The examples she uses are temporary artistic expressions in the public
spaces8 , from beaches to squares and subway stations.

This is so because somehow the public discourse on public art experiences and
private appreciation happens uniquely when art is put in an open, public space. Even
considering the endangerment public space is undergoing recently, often condensed
in the label of ‘commodification’, it is that setting in which social life takes place,
considered as the intersection of the aforementioned "personal interests, collective
values, social issues, political events, and wider cultural patterns that mark out our
civic life” (Phillips 1988, 93).

As new forms of public spaces are emerging, namely new media such as television
(Perelli 2016), internet, and social networks, physical public space remains the realm,
perhaps the privileged one, apt to host a type of public art that animates the
realm where meaningful dialogue about “space, art and contemporary urban life”
(ibidem, 94) is fostered. Apart from that art that acts in the cyber-reality, it is to
be acknowledged that this new public realm interacts with the traditional public
space and that this can be seen also in public art experiences. How many people
have visited Christo’s Floating Piers after having seen some Instagram posts? And
how many just know of it for the same reason?

Art critique agrees that the physical space is not enough to make art public.
From simple exhibitions of artworks in squares or streets, artists in the 1970s focused
on the relation between art and the urban context. Later on, new genre public art
conceived the involvement of the public and the community in the conception of the
work of art itself (ibidem).

The very core of the publicness of some art installations lies in the “interrelation-
ship between content and the audience” (Knight 2008), but, once again, the spatial
feature of public art proves crucial, if not central. Knight suggests that public art
becomes really public according to “the quality and impact of its exchanges with
audiences” (2008, ix). She claims the emergency of a ‘populist agenda’. That is the
rationale of art projects addressing the widest public and acknowledging a broad
definition of culture that purposely leads to that of cultural democracy.

A populist approach9 conveys that “art experiences develop good citizenship

8She considers: Dennis Adams, Nicholas Goldsmith, Ann Magnuson, Podium for Dissent (1985),
New York City; Cameron McNall, untitled work, Art on the Beach, 1987, Hunters Point, NY;
Martina Gutierrez, untitled computer animation, 1989, Spectacolor Lightboard, One Times Square;
Tom Finkelpearl, Crossroads, 1987, New York City; Alfredo Jaar, Rushes, 1986 Spring Street
Subway Station, NY.

9Despite the evolution of the meaning of ‘populist’ that today connotes a political stance, the
author pleas for a public art that is able to drive “palpable populist sentiments – the extension
of emotional and intellectual, as well as physical, accessibility to the audience – not a pretension
toward such”. Moreover, in explaining what is the position of a populist against the elitist: “A few
words must be said about the frictions – perceived and actual – between art elitists and populists,
although caution must be exercised when dealing with such binaries. Generally, elitists emphasize
the need for professionalism and formal education in the arts, art-specific institutions, and standards
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and enhance quality of life [and that] all citizens have the right to art experiences”
(ibidem, x). Public art driven by a populistic approach should show at least one of
three characteristics: (1) the ability to create immersive, experimental environments;
(2) the ability to foster proactive interaction with visitors; and (3) they are the result
of private ventures or private-public partnerships because they can prove more civic
spirited than entirely public projects (ivi). This notion is in clear contrast with that
of art elitists, that, conversely, maintain a definition of culture based on canons of
taste, professionalism and entrusted art institutions (Knight 2008).

All these arguments are de facto enabled by the initial condition of physical
publicness. Addressing ‘public questions’ in the intimateness of an art atelier is not
the same thing of doing the same in a public square. Hence, although public art
is not simply what is merely exhibited outside the ‘white cube’, public space stays
important. We can conceptualise differently public space, including other media, we
can charge with deeper meanings the ‘publicness’ and the ‘openness’. What will not
change is that public art is that art that interacts specially and productively with
its public.

Public art is inherently connected to public space not as an empty space but
as a filled-with-life space, one that has – or strives to have – public realm features.
Public space still enables public life and this is why we should consider it to be
relevant to public art. The approaches to public art plead by the reviewed authors
seem to highlight the relational aspects, that are the same that allow for the use of
the notion of commons in this domain.

3.2.4 Public art defined by public art professionals

Along with a discourse about public art fostered mainly by commentators, probably
the most significant answer to ‘what is public art’ is provided by those who make
public art, i.e. public art professionals. Looking at the way they define public art
and the types of projects they manage is a fruitful exercise in order to understand
the issue deeply. This section takes into consideration well-known organisations
of public art and others that are based in the same countries of the experiences
considered in the next chapter. Their definitions of public art will be reported and
compared to the projects they carry out, to understand what types of public art
they put in practice.

Like the theory of public art, the most influential institutions deputed to public
art are predominantly based in the United States, more specifically in New York.
The ones considered here are Project for Public Spaces, Public Art Fund, and
Americans for the Arts. They have been chosen for their international relevance and
influence, in fact they are often referred to by public art scholars. Starting from the

of quality according to the established canons of taste. For them, the boundaries of culture are
fixed though fragile (. . . ). Conversely, populists usually argue for the widest possible availability of
art experiences, welcome cultural diversity, and promote public (often “amateur”) participation
in an experiential relationship to art. Their pluralistic construction of artistic merit, open-ended
definitions of taste, and insistence on art’s subjectivity and mutability prompt elitists to charge
them with eroding culture’s quality and substance”(Krause Knight and Senie 2016, ix).
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next chapter we will focus on four specific public art experiences, the rest of the
organisations whose definition of public art will be looked at are chosen country-wise.

Project for Public Spaces, New York-based organisation active in promoting and
undertaking projects for better public spaces in the world, defines public art by
highlighting three major distinctive elements: (1) its commission process is public
and involves the community, (2) the work of art is publicly funded, that implies
that many audiences must be pleased by the piece, (3) public art is long-sighted,
that means that it cannot be deaccessioned and is expected to remain 20-50 years
in an “outdoor, fairly unprotected environment”10 . Their understanding of public
art includes: sculptures, mosaics, fountains, fine art crafts, video and digital works,
installations, earthworks and environmental artworks, decorative, ornamental, or
functional objects, murals, drawings, paintings, and monuments. Although PPS
does not directly practice public art in their public space projects, their predominant
focus on placemaking often includes cultural and creative activities and artistic
installations, such as in the case of Perth Cultural Centre place plan in Australia,
2009 11.

The second organisation taken into consideration is Public Art Fund in New
York. Their mission statement highlights their idea of public art. This renowned
non-profit “brings dynamic contemporary art to a broad audience in New York City
and beyond by mounting ambitious free exhibitions of international scope and impact
that offer the public powerful experiences with art and the urban environment”12 .
They work to promote contemporary art in freely accessible open spaces of cities. In
a way, Public Art Fund acts as a museum with no building, even referring to their
projects as exhibitions and organising debates, conferences, and talks with artists
and experts. They set up exhibitions in publicly accessible spaces in New York such
as squares, intersections, or parks. Among the upcoming projects, Pope.L: Conquest
will take place both in public and in private spaces: MoMa and Whitney Museum
are venues of two parts of the exhibition, while Public Art Fund takes care of the
installations across New York13. While Project for Public Spaces has an approach
to public art deeply entangled in the making and livability of a place, Public Art
Fund aims at celebrating the artwork and offering an art experience.

A third well known American organisation is American for the Arts, active
in the field of the arts and their support throughout the United States. Among
their networks, one is specific for public art. Their definition of public art is very
broad: “The term ’public art’ may conjure images of historic bronze statues of
Generals on horseback in a park but today, public art can take a wide range of
forms, sizes, and scales—and can be temporary or permanent. Public art can include
murals, sculpture, memorials, integrated architectural or landscape architectural
work, community art, digital new media, and even performances and festivals!
Today’s public art is often highly collaborative and seeks to engage the community.

10https://www.pps.org/article/pubart-intro (last seen: July 2019)
11https://www.pps.org/projects/perth-cultural-centre-place-plan (last seen: July 2019)
12Public Art Fund’s mission statement: https://www.publicartfund.org/about/mission/ (last

seen: July 2019)
13https://www.publicartfund.org/exhibitions/view/pope-l-instigation-aspiration-perspiration/

(last seen: July 2019)

https://www.pps.org/article/pubart-intro
https://www.pps.org/projects/perth-cultural-centre-place-plan
https://www.publicartfund.org/about/mission/
https://www.publicartfund.org/exhibitions/view/pope-l-instigation-aspiration-perspiration/
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Public art is no longer the random piece of art in the park but instead a source
of community pride and engagement. Public art artists endeavour to create works
that generate a dialogue with the community, at times about the issues central to
their lives”14. The organisation holds a database of recognised outstanding public
art experiences, yearly revised by a committee of experts with American for the
Arts. To have an idea of what Americans for the Arts considers public art, the
projects under review for 2019 have been analysed (see Figure 3.2) based on what
the websites indicate as the site of the project15 . It turns out that although the
definition includes a variety of different types of arts, from memorials to - even -
festivals, the projects that the organisation considers for the database award still
rely predominantly on open settings such as public space, urban parks, walls, and
public buildings – mainly transit systems and universities.

Figure 3.2. Americans for the Arts 2019 in Review Projects. Source: Author’s elaboration
based on Americans for the Arts’ website.

The other public art professionals considered in this section are based in the
regions where the experiences analysed in the following chapter belong. Such a
choice is expected to add useful details to the analysis of the cases. Not all countries
have organisations that specifically manage and/or produce public art as in the case
of Public Art Fund, for instance. Hence, with regard to Copenhagen, Denmark, a
museum of art in public spaces is considered. Similarly, with regard to Barcelona,
Spain, a virtual museum of public art and urban design is sorted, an organisation
connected with research centres of the University of Barcelona. In the Netherlands,
several agencies work on and with public art, and the one that is going to be
investigated here is International Sculpture Rotterdam, which operates specifically
in Rotterdam.

In Køge, not far from Copenaghen, one can find KøS, a museum of art in
public spaces. This institution considers as public space: shared urban spaces,
hospitals, castles, churches, and other public areas, and collect mainly sketches,

14https://www.americansforthearts.org/by-program/networks-and-councils/
public-art-network/pan-year-in-review-database (last seen: July 2019)

15https://www.americansforthearts.org/by-program/networks-and-
councils/public-art-network/public-art-year-in-review-database/yir-
search?page=4search=truekeys=year=1yst=2019yed=2019 (last seen: July 2019)

https://www.americansforthearts.org/by-program/networks-and-councils/public-art-network/pan-year-in-review-database
https://www.americansforthearts.org/by-program/networks-and-councils/public-art-network/pan-year-in-review-database
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drawings, maquettes and prototypes of public artworks. Although a clear statement
on what do they mean with ‘public art’ is not developed in KøS’ website, a current
exhibition pamphlet, The Other Space, states: “The international field of public art
is developing as never before. In Denmark too, art is everywhere – on the streets, at
festivals, as a source of sensory input at state institutions, and as a dynamic element
of urban regeneration. And debates about its role and significance are as alive as its
presence. But what does art actually bring to the everyday spaces that surround
us – spaces we move through, live in and reflect on? And how does it influence
us as a society? As Denmark’s only museum dedicated to public art, these are
questions KØS has the responsibility and privilege of addressing”16. This is not just
an informed understanding of public art, but a deeply conscious acknowledgment of
the evolution of public art’s conception and captiousness.

Sculpture International Rotterdam is the organisation that manages the city’s
public policy on art in public spaces, meaning a conspicuous collection of artworks
around the city. The scope of their understanding of public art is relatively tra-
ditional 17. However, since the city is under continuous development, new public
art commissions are carried out through an ongoing investigation of the role of art
and the artists in public space. In fact, SIR does not only commission and manage
public sculptures and installations but does archival research, curates exhibitions,
and engage with local communities. Their collection includes many different art-
works from bronze sculptures to sound-installations. The most antique is Erasmus
(1622), but the majority of the pieces are from the XX century, including site- and
non-site-specific artworks, in prevalence sculptures.

Barcelona’s collection of art in public space is surveyed and catalogued on a
virtual museum of public art, organised by CR Polis, a research group on art, city,
and society within the local university. The virtual museum is in fact a catalogue
of public, private, extant, and no longer exhibited artworks. In the website, they
describe the 1658 pieces of the collection as “works that could be defined as being
representative of what has come to be known as "Public Art" - Art Públic in the
original Catalan version of this catalogue- or Civil Art, manifestations of decorum,
ornamentation or mementoes of the city, works that the civil society has erected
with an intention of permanence over the past eight centuries”18 . The important
activity of this platform is certainly the construction and conservation of a rich

16https://www.koes.dk/en/udstillinger/tidligere-udstillinger/the-other-place (last seen: July
2019)

17Information retrieved by Sculpture International Rotterdam’s website: “Het hart van SIR wordt
gevormd door een uitzonderlijke collectie kunstwerken in de publieke ruimte. In de afgelopen jaren
heeft SIR een werkwijze ontwikkeld waarin de collectie – met bestaande en nieuwe (interactieve)
werken – nauw verweven is geraakt met onderzoek naar de rol van kunst en kunstenaar in de publieke
ruimte, op een moment dat de stad wederom ingrijpende veranderingen ondergaat. Dat onderzoek
neemt vele vormen aan en varieert van experimenten met tijdelijke werken en tentoonstellingen, tot
historisch onderzoek, tours en ennisoverdracht in uiteenlopende vormen. De sterke betrokkenheid
van de collectie en de organisatie op de hedendaagse kunst en de stad van nu, maakt de SIR
collectie uitzonderlijk, het programma springlevend, en het gesprek met de stad en haar bewoners
on-going. SIR is bovendien het enige museum in Rotterdam dat 24/7 gratis toegankelijk is voor
iedereen! Welkom!”. https://www.sculptureinternationalrotterdam.nl/#item--847 (last seen:
July 2019)

18http://www.ub.edu/escult/vmuseu/index_pavm.html (last seen: July 2019)

https://www.sculptureinternationalrotterdam.nl/##item--847
http://www.ub.edu/escult/vmuseu/index_pavm.html
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archive of works of art disseminated across the city.

Institutions specifically deputed to public art seem not to exist in Italy. This
is probably due to institutional barriers that tie public actions, and actions in the
public realm, to current expenditure instead for more structured investments. This
leads to a situation in which public art actions are generally read as discrete events,
carried out by ad hoc enlightened private or public associations. However, it is
possible to find some organisations that provide a vision of public art. In 2003
Fondazione Pistoletto and Connecting Culture19 curated an exhibition about public
art called “Public art in Italy. The space of relations”. In the catalogue, one can
read the curators’ understanding of public art, that is a very open and inclusive one:
“Fundamental ambition of public art today is conceiving the artist a professional
working with institutions in order to find feasible solutions for the demands of an
increasingly complex society, abandoning the obsolete conception of public art as
decoration or monument. Research on public art deals with intercultural society,
public space, relations among societal groups, and it suggests synergies among
administrators, urban planners, artists, media, citizens, and cultural institutions.
The aim is to foster mutual knowledge, urban regeneration, local development, and
social transformation” 20.

Although partial and context-related, the surveyed organisations seem to share a
vision of public art as fundamentally related to public space. Some of them, such as
Americans for the Arts, Fondazione Cittadellarte, Project for Public Spaces and KøS
- interestingly enough the latter two have ‘public space’ in their names – consider
public art something ‘more’ than ‘just’ art in public spaces, a practice that involves
the community, public interest, and a collective process. Nonetheless, none of the
considered public art practitioners neglects the role of physical public space in their
projects, that bring art outside the traditional buildings, diffusing in practice art in
public spaces.

3.2.5 Adoption of a pragmatic definition of public art: art in the
urban fabric, the artwork as urban node

Different perspectives on public art emphasise a contentious definition of it, with
public art boundaries being challenged according to a higher degree of complexity

19Cittadellarte Fondazione Pistoletto is a private cultural institution based in Biella, Pied-
mont, Italy. Founded by Italian artist Michelangelo Pistoletto, the foundation aims at 
connecting the arts with the other sectors of society. http://www.cittadellarte.it/en/
what-cittadellarte-is(lastseen:July2019). Connecting Cultures is a Milan-based research 
non-profit o rganisation t hat p romotes s ustainability t hrough a rts a nd d esign. http://www. 
connectingcultures.it (last seen: July 2019)

20Translated from the original by the author: “L’ambizione di fondo dell’arte pubblica, oggi, è di 
concepire l’artista come un vero e proprio professionista che collabora con le istituzioni nella ricerca 
di soluzioni adeguate alle istanze di una società sempre più osmotica e complessa, superando la 
concezione meramente decorativa o monumentale dell’arte. L’area di ricerca riguarda tematiche quali 
la società interculturale, lo spazio pubblico, le relazioni tra diversi ambiti della società, proponendo 
possibili sinergie tra amministratori, urbanisti, artisti, media, comunità di cittadini e istituzioni 
culturali al fine di innescare processi di conoscenza e  relazioni in contesti di r igenerazione urbana, 
sviluppo del territorio e trasformazione sociale.http://www.connectingcultures.info/2003/06/ 
06/arte-pubblica-in-italia-lo-spazio-delle-relazioni/ (last seen: July 2019)

http://www.cittadellarte.it/en/what-cittadellarte-is (last seen: July 2019)
http://www.cittadellarte.it/en/what-cittadellarte-is (last seen: July 2019)
http://www.connectingcultures.it
http://www.connectingcultures.it
http://www.connectingcultures.info/2003/06/06/arte-pubblica-in-italia-lo-spazio-delle-relazioni/
http://www.connectingcultures.info/2003/06/06/arte-pubblica-in-italia-lo-spazio-delle-relazioni/
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and consciousness of society and the role of art towards society. Two main concerns
can be identified in the scholarship related to public art and the ongoing practice
of it. On the one hand, there is a tension between the location of the work of art,
seldom something that has no relation to a public site is called public art. On the
other hand, there is a tension between who makes art and who receives it, and
considerable concern is put in this latter issue in a way that the former is moved to
the background. How to make sense of these tensions when it comes to adopt one
definition of public art that is pragmatic but at the same time consistent with the
theoretical framework?

Accordingly, both the aforementioned tensions shed light on why is it suitable to
close up on public art when discussing more broadly social life in public space. First
and foremost, public space is inherently crucial, therefore the physical constraint is
advantageous for the purpose of the present analysis. Secondly, the tension between
those who make public art (the artist and the commissioners) and those who
experience it, unveils how crucial and productive relations are and this encourages us
to think in terms of relational commons. The purpose of this section is to elaborate
the definition of public art that will guide the conceptualisation of social life in
public space as a commons, and that, at the same time, can work in the ample
theoretical framework.

Even if definitions are conflicting and influential critique questions on spatiality
as the common denominator of public art, it is not deniable that materiality plays
a crucial role in public art projects. Just as humans have bodies through which
experience the world, a fine public artwork, as plead by public art critics, scholars,
as well as practitioners, sits in a public space.

It is possible to say that the ongoing debate around the definition of public art
resides in the features of public art itself. Public art is every artistic expression that
enhances dialogue, reflection, disagreement, all elements that belong to the public
realm. This could be safely said about art in general, but when art is put in public
space, the effects are, amplified, enlarged, different. This is the reason why it is used
instrumentally to regenerate urban settings, as well as why even a work of art in
a private space or a museum could at its extreme be considered public, insofar it
generates a (political) discussion.

Perhaps, it is not vital to agree on one definition per se, although practitioners
seem still predominantly anchored to art in public space experiences. Yet, it is
important to limit the scope of public art at least for the purpose of the dissertation,
that is the reason why a ‘pragmatic’ definition is found.

The fact that public art is so problematic even at the stage of setting a definition
is a signal that it makes (social) twitches happen. However, definitions are inherently
divisive and never neutral. Their purpose is indeed to separate domains, they must
state what is in and what is out of that domain. Therefore, art in public space
is particularly apt to highlight specific social relations that happen between the
buildings of a city that this work contends to frame as a relational collective resource.

A concept that could fit the role is that of urban nodes, as expressed by Sennett
in his recent book about the relationship between the ville and the cité, or the
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contentious relationship between the built environment and the indwelling citizenship.
Sennett (2018) elaborates four key concepts that apply to the city: fabric, weave,
groin, node.

’Node’ is what Sennett uses to refer to precise spots on a map. A node serves to
keep together the threads of fabric. At the same time, nodes can stand out from the
fabric. Sennett lists types of nodes and includes, among others, parks, statues, and
fountains. This let us include public art in a possible detailed extension of what a
node is. Urban nodes necessarily have an impact on the other elements. In weaving,
a tight or loose node makes different textures. Similarly, a node in a city can change
its surroundings, for instance, the construction of a rail station affects the streets,
the shops around it, the other public transportation, the parking lots, the flows of
people, and even the kind of people.

The definition of public art adopted in the thesis will be, as already disclosed,
art in public space. The purpose is not to offer a conclusive definition but to adopt
one that is feasible with the argument of the present thesis. This implies that art in
public space is admittedly a limited acknowledgment of the broader public art. Art
in public space is seen as an urban node, not a passive urban gadget but rather an
active urban agent, part of the resource system, that enables a bind of relations that
are a part of the relational commons that take place in public space.

3.3 The role of public art in shaping life and space
around it

3.3.1 The evolution of the practice of public art over time

Hein (1996) maintains that art, in general, is a public phenomenon. According to
her, art in the Renaissance, for instance, did not express clearly the vision of artists.
Privacy had not the same value that we attribute to it today, the public realm had a
different and more central role in people’s lives. Only with modernism, ‘personhood’
and freedom of rights gained the crucial importance that contemporary society
bestows to them. So did the figure of the artist, that has today a loser tie with the
public realm. Such an evolution of social values affected public art history. Hein
asserts that “strictly speaking, no art is ‘private’ (. . . ). But neither does art become
‘public’ simply in virtue of its exposure and accessibility to the world” (ibidem, 1).
So over time, public art has been obelisks, triptychs, equestrian statues, works we
are used to in our daily lives but that are not produced anymore: together with
society, public art undergoes a continuous evolution 21.

Although a proper historic study of public art has been pleated (Senie and
Webster, 1989) and probably answers to that are just attempts, Appleton (2006)
outlines the historic evolution of the practice of public art in Great Britain that can

21Over time, art and so public art has changed its shape. Often, ‘convention’ has treated as
public art artefacts of debatable artistic nature. Think of temples and obelisks, the former planned
and built by artisans and carpenters, the latter often tore away from another context by a colonial
stranger, following a logic that is thoroughly antithetical to the buzzword ‘site specificity’
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ideally be adopted as a framework at least for the Western countries. She detects
three main phases of public art: art as propaganda, art as beautification, and art as
regeneration.

The first stage was art as propaganda, from the nineteenth century to the
twentieth century. It refers to statues of national heroes, royals and other figures
of national importance. Examples of this style of public art are Albert Memorial
or Admiral Nelson’s column in Trafalgar Square. This type of art conveys a clear
political message, one of national pride and identity. Some examples of public
art are used as expressions of the totalitarian regimes and represent probably the
most controversial acme of such fad in public art. Regime’s public art undergoes
substantial public scrutiny when changes in political context occur, with an intense
outcry that eventually leads to the physical destruction of the sculptures, as relatively
recently happened with the fall of Soviet Union and Saddam Hussein’s regime in
Iran, where respectively all over the ex URSS and in Baghdad, statues of Lenin and
Hussein were torn down violently (Arnoldi 2016).

The second phase is art as beautification, a practice that uses art to enrich the
“public environment” (Appleton 2006, 62). Cases of this type of public art are the
several Henry Moore’s sculptures installed in Britain in the Eighties. Appleton
reports that in 1984 one could find forty-five Moore’s pieces in Britain. The aim of
these projects is to beautify the space through ‘quality sculpture’ and also deliver a
message of “economic prosperity” (ivi).

Based on the “idea that public art could change people’s sense of themselves,
give them a suitably strong self- image, and project that image to others” (ibidem,
63), the third phase of public art according to Appleton is art as regeneration, an
approach arisen in the Seventies and Eighties in which art is instrumentally used to
“create new identities, and spark economic development” (ivi). However, Appleton
is sceptical towards the practice of using public art as a solution for social flaws and
she openly contests the rise of a ‘regeneration industry’ in Britain.

In her perspective, within local administrations, there is a fever of culture-led
regeneration projects. She reports for instance that in the 1990s, “six times more
sculptures than there were at the high point of statue- mania, between 1900-9”
(ibidem, 58). Specifically, she expresses strong concerns towards phony participative
projects that try to involve residents in public polls, but miss to create common
identities, and instead result in a list of many different points of view. Such public
art projects would make ‘empty’ places, instead of “interrupt[ing] you, mak[ing] you
think; and perhaps represent[ing] something of what you feel or believe” (ibidem,
68).

3.3.2 The instrumental use of public art: urban regeneration

Public art has played different roles for society over time, changing according to a
changing society. From a time in which all art was essentially public, to that in which
art started to be used as a means of political propaganda and urban embellishment,
the present era is one in which public art is increasingly underpinned instrumentally
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to achieve societal and social goals of renewal. Appleton detects an authentic fad
around art-led regeneration and so do many other contributors (Landry 1996, Hall
and Robertson 2001, Evans and Shaw 2004, Miles and Paddison 2005, Evans 2005).

In recent times interest towards art as a means to urban renewal and regeneration
had been proved by US and British urban policies in the 80s and even earlier in
the United States (Belfiore 2006) and from this wave, scientific contributions began
questioning about the impacts of such policies (see figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3. Publications that contain "art" and "urban regeneration" in their title, abstract,
or keywords. Source: Scopus 2019.

Landry et al. (1996) have been among the first who discussed the power of the
arts and cultural activities in urban regeneration strategies and the effectiveness
of arts programmes to positive social changes. They identified artists and cultural
organisations as ‘urban agents’ for their main contribution to the vibrancy of
cities and contend that ‘cultural programmes’, yet not specifically referring to but
including public art, would have positive effects on social cohesion, local image;
crime rate, attractiveness the local environment, partnerships between public and
private organisations, entrepreneurship, and people’s self-confidence and identity,
independence, and personal visions. With this in mind, they describe culture as
an inexpensive and creative way of tackling urban unmanageable problems and
addressing people’s needs better.

Public art has been increasingly used in urban projects since considered good
in itself, being “able to turn ‘space into place’” (Hall and Robertson 2001, 19). In
their largely cited seminal contribution to the field, Hall and Robertson warn about
the lack of consistent methods to test the effectiveness of the instrumental use of
public art and yet they identify several claims brought about by public art advocates.
These claims concern public art’s contribution to urban communities’ regeneration
and are: developing a sense of place, developing city identity, addressing community
needs, tackling social exclusion, educational value, promoting social change (ibidem).

Evans and Shaw (2004) state that public art projects are generally used “to
create landmarks, celebrate local characteristics, engage with local communities and
make for enjoyable and memorable journeys”(ibidem, 14). Also, they outline the
most frequent claims about public art, confirming the contents of the aforementioned
contributions, but with a focus on economic and place-marketing impacts. They
would be: contributing to local distinctiveness; attracting companies and investments;
having a role in cultural tourism; adding to land values; creating employment;
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increasing the use of open spaces; reducing wear and tear on buildings and lowering
levels of vandalism (ibidem).

Problems are envisioned insofar claims as raised by advocates of a culture-
based urban renaissance are not sufficiently founded. A clear rhetoric around the
instrumental use of art to lead urban regeneration has been detected and a plea for
better evidences in support to these urban strategies has arisen (Evans and Evans
2005; Miles 2005). Miles (2005) depicts a situation in which from the 80s arts at
large, including numerous examples of public art, has been treated instrumentally
with too little evidence, with implications on the vivacity of cultural industries. By
the same token, Evans (2005) challenges the rhetoric of the arts used as a panacea
for urban revitalisation highlighting the limitedness of using few successful examples
to support the implementation of similar policies. His recommendation is for a more
rigorous evaluation and assessment of culture-led regeneration.

These claims highlight the risk that too much instrumental logic behind public
art projects entails the use of art as mere decoration and, consequently, it loses sight
of the cultural product, the subject, and the message that constitute the artwork.
And when these elements are not considered thoroughly, results seem weak, as it
happened in the former fishing town of Whiteheaven, Cumbria. Here, a public art
project provided the city with plenty of whale-shaped benches and other decorations
based on the theme of fishing. But by now Whiteheaven inhabitants have nothing to
do with fishing, and very little value could they grasp from such public art (Appleton
2006).

On the contrary, when a public art project is deeply concerned with its meaning
and message, successful results seem more likely to be achieved. As an example,
Chicago’s Cloud Gate, also known as Anish Kapoor’s Bean is a fortunate one.
Included in a wide regeneration project, it easily became a symbol for the city.
Certainly, it should not be asserted that only one is the critical element for success,
rather numerous and unpredictable are the ingredients of such a recipe. Very recently,
in San Francisco, a new public art installation has been released. The sculpture is
called Seeing Spheres and it consists of five spheres 5 metres tall, made in stainless
steel, glass, silver, fiberglass, and led lights. The artist Olafur Eliasson described
his artwork in a way that is surprisingly close to the purpose of the present thesis
and that somehow contains a sharp statement on public art: “Seeing spheres is a
public space that contains you and contains multitudes. We often think of public
space as empty negative space in the city, viewed from a car or crossed on the way
to somewhere else. Seeing Spheres offers a place to pause, where you see yourself
from outside, as a participant in society”22 .

3.3.3 The importance of being controversial

In 1981, a massive rusty reverse arc was installed in Federal Plaza, New York. It
was Tilted Arc, an art piece commissioned to the Richard Serra by General Service
Administration in partnership with the National Endowments for the Arts. People

22Source: The artist’s Instagram profile. https://www.instagram.com/p/B18_RnVodDj/?utm_
source=ig_web_copy_link (last seen: September 2019).

https://www.instagram.com/p/B18_RnVodDj/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/B18_RnVodDj/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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using the square on a daily base started complaining about the Arc and soon a legal
battle started and lasted until 1988 when the sculpture was ultimately removed.

People, especially workers, did not appreciate the sculpture mainly because it
affected the traffic across that square (Balfe and Wyszomirski 1986; Kelly 1996)
but the argumentation that led the opponents to win the trial was based on the
site-specificity of Serra’s artwork. The court decided that Tilted Arc had to be
removed based on the fact that it was non-site-specific, since it prevented the public
enjoyment of something – the space – that belongs to everybody: he privatised the
space instead of making it public (Kelly 1996).

Paradoxically, Richard Serra’s main argument in his defence was fully based
on the site-specificity of its piece. The artist made an artefact that was specific to
the site, but a ‘site’ that would consist in a mere physical setting. Richard Serra’s
purpose was twofold: on the one hand, he engaged in a critique of the prevalence
of architecture over public art in shaping the space, hence he wanted to prove that
public art can indeed shape the space and not just be a decoration of architectural
elements; on the other hand, he moved a critique of the commodification of art in
galleries, assuming that putting art outside the ‘marketplace’ would not have market
implication. In Kelly’s analysis, the main mistake that Serra did was to treat the
public in terms of pedestrian traffic, totally overlooking the fact that pedestrian
traffic is made of individuals. As a consequence, Tilted Arc did not work (Kelly
1996).

Tilted Arc could not work precisely because public art operates in a resourceful
system made up of both physical space and people. Art put in public space naturally
engages with more than the mere physical space. In a way, Serra did not consider
how “inherently social” (Lofland 1989) public space is and how productive can be
people’s behaviours there. The built environment functions together with the human
element, as much as, at large, cities are made of two elements, the ville and the cité.

With regard to Serra’s second critique, if public art is not a commodity then it
comes naturally asking what it is. An answer that is enlightened by the argument
of this work suggests that it is part of a relational commons. This is also why the
controversy in the case at hand had a very productive effect on the fate of the
sculpture and on that of the square.

Controversy in the aftermath of public art’s installation makes it evident that
the presence of the work of art changes its surroundings. People caring about what
is located and occurs in public space means that they consider their activities there
important and the physical setting is part of this. Public art works as an urban
node, it catalyses interactions and sense making activities occurring ordinarily in
public space.

As Jane Jacobs (1961) considered diversity a unique provision of big cities,
controversial public art seems to represent that element of the ‘strange’. Sometimes,
and this is primarily the case of Tilted Arc, controversy connotes that public art is
not so public after all. Often, works of art imposed in public spaces are looked at
with suspicion, perceived as dangerous, or get informally retitled with a ‘looking-like’
and deriding approach by people who simply try to make sense of them. Controversy
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can thus be a process in which a clash occurs between different groups, especially
the élite of the advocates of public art vis à vis the inhabitants or users of the area,
so that “The public derides art, and the art community bemoans the ignorance of
the public” (Senie 1992, 237).

Controversy is read by Senie as a quest for explanation: “When people compare
a Picasso sculpture [Chicago Picasso, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1967] to a baboon,
they are really saying, ‘You (the powers that be) have put this strange object in
my space (without asking me, the powerless individual). How does it relate to my
known world, my life?” (ibidem 1992, 243).

Although seen as a negative good, i.e. a bad, by some (Cordes and Goldfarb
2007), controversy can also be seen aa a resource and, certainly, practitioners can
learn from it, putting some more effort in answering the ‘what is this’ question (Senie
1992). Controversy is an inherent element of public art, probably unescapable and
surely unpredictable.

Sociologically speaking, controversy teaches that artists must mediate their art
with a public, that is larger and less comfortable than that of the art gallery. If
well done, this negotiation can be very powerful and lead a radical change, as it
happened in Maya Lin’s Vietnam Veterans Memorial and did not happen in Richard
Serra’s Tilted Arc, whose setting was dysfunctional before the installation and still
is after the Arc’s removal and the area’s restoration (Kelly 1996).

Economically speaking, the backfire on Tilted Arc is a powerful metaphor to
reflect on what type of service public art offers. “Serra did not necessarily make
Federal Plaza any prettier with Tilted Arc, nor did he make the pedestrian’s commute
any shorter or view any clearer. But he did make the space interesting. One of the
most essential services the public artist can provide is to activate a space, which is
precisely what Serra did for Federal Plaza, both physically and socially” (Krause
Knight 2008, 13). Krause Knight suggests that public art can activate a space and
the way this happens concerns a commons-like process of interdependencies.

Discourses around public art controversy tend to be sterile, mainly positing
“yes or no, stay or go scenario” (Krause Knight and Senie 2016, 5). However, the
occurrence of controversy per se suggests that public art makes something happen
regardless of the ultimate call for ‘no’ or ‘go’. It is a powerful urban node that shapes
and, at the same time, is shaped by its surroundings, and that the surroundings are
a combination of material space and social, when not collective, action.

3.4 Public art as a social infrastructure?

The pragmatic definition of public art discussed above suggests that public art
functions as an urban node, having an active role in the urban fabric, bringing
meanings and shaping urban flows. Those minor or major changes, expected and
unexpected, those ’twitches’ that occur in the aftermath of public art’s implemen-
tation (Cartiere and Zebracki 2016) are triggers of dynamic processes related and
unrelated to markets, such as activation of space, community building, tourism,
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urban regeneration. These processes can be seen as (positive) externalities.

In this respects, public art generates a cascade of spillovers as an urban node,
public art generates a variety of outputs that, due to their features, are mainly
associated with social goods, goods that “generate social value through diffuse
mechanisms and not direct consumption” (Frischmann 2012, 238), goods that one
would not find in markets. This perspective on public art allows questioning if it
could be understood as a social infrastructure.

Infrastructures are sharable resources demanded for the social value that they
generate (a value that is not connected with direct consumption of the infrastruc-
ture), and that function as a capital good. Their utility, or resourcefulness to
society, is maximised when their non-rivalry is leveraged. (Frischmann 2012). In
particular, public art seems to share characteristics of environmental and intellectual
infrastructures.

Environmental infrastructures are “not purely non rivalrous”, meaning that
they are subjected to capacity, and are “partially (non)rival” – for example, roads
– meaning that they have “finite, potentially renewable and potentially sharable
capacity” (ibidem, 235). Such potentiality depends on the behaviours of those who
use and consume the infrastructure. Consumptive behaviours in environmental
infrastructure can be rivalrous, e.g. when the activity of a user pollutes or reduces
the benefits of the other users’ activity, and non-rivalrous, e.g. enjoying the view.
Some outputs of the resource do not operate in formal markets – the enjoyment of
the view – and cannot be described by prices. However, they are worthy to society.

Intellectual infrastructures are cultural environments – Frischmann includes
basic research, ideas, technologies, and language – that promote several downstream
socially valuable activities such as production of information, innovation, education,
community development, socialisation (ibidem). An essential feature of intellectual
infrastructure is that they are systems in which it is almost impossible to distinguish
resources from activities, inputs from uses, output from practices. Dynamics within
this type of infrastructures are fluid and continuous and externalities are incremental
if not pervasive: ideas are produced to produce new ideas, for instance. Nonetheless,
not every idea is infrastructural: the mere production of a benefit that is socially
valuable is not sufficient. Crucially, an idea has to be functional to a vast range of
output and possibilities, something that is naturally reflected by the demand for
that infrastructure, and that concerns “(1) further idea production/research, (2)
expression/communication/education, and (3) implementation/transformation of
the physical or social world (ibidem, 282).

Public art seems to share features of both environmental and intellectual infras-
tructures. Public art generates a flow of services that relate to market uses, as it is
the case of the instrumental underpinning of public art for economic development,
as well as to non-commercial uses. Pretty much as the case of environmental infras-
tructure, that “play an integral role in community identity” and whose “value is
inherently social because it depends on the existence and nature of interdependent
social relations and it shapes those relations over time” (Frischmann 2012, 239),
public art’ role is essentially interconnected to communities and their creation on
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different levels (Appleton 2006; Krause Knight 2008; Miles 1997; Miles and Paddison
2005; Phillips 1989; Senie 1992).

It has been said that public art’s appreciation, and consequently connected
values, can change over time, as it frequently happens when controversy and sub-
sequent adoption by the public occur (Senie 1992). This condition of public art
sheds light on a feature that it shares with intellectual infrastructures, that is its
predominantly evolutionary nature that also implies a productive and “continuous
stream of relationships” (Frischmann 2012, 270).

Just like basic research or languages, what makes public art infrastructural is
not just the fact that it produces social values but the way in which these values are
produced. Humans do not simply speak (demand language) for language’s sake but
to convey ideas and eventually to modify them and realise cascading commercial
and non-commercial activities. In this process, language changes (evolves) in a way
that it becomes impossible to isolate the language that has been put in as a resource
and the language that later on is put out.

Public art is part of the built environment, a condition that draws it close
to environmental infrastructures, that brings meanings (information) that shape
identities on different scales - personal, social, societal, transcendental (Klamer 2016)
- and that occur by means of an evolutionary practice, that is a condition in which
it is not easy to distinguish between resources and processes.

By virtue of the process public art as infrastructure undergoes constantly, the
regime of commons appears feasible, insofar it is useful to limit the activity of both
market and government of counteracting the features of public good of infrastructures,
ending up shaping “the environment and our lives, plans, beliefs, and preferences”
(Frischmann 2012, 259). While it is not this work’s purpose to suggest the entire
practice of public art to be managed as a commons, it is instead in this work’s
interest to highlight that in the process of public art values are produced in a way
that strongly connects to social infrastructures and that features of commons are
present.

Public art’s trajectories are seldom flat and predictable. The effervescent practices
of value creation in public art can be explained better if we conceptualise it as a
mixed infrastructure. Simplifying dramatically, the life of public art can be reduced
to three phases: (1) intention, (2) process, and (3) result.

The early stage is characterised by the activity of the artist and the commissioner,
who set an intent for the new artwork. Intention can stem from the perception of a
problem or an ameliorative aim. The individual agency of the artist is thoroughly
inherent to public art. This could be considered one reason why the regime of
commons does not appear adequate for public art (further development of that is
left for further research).

Seldom we witness a public art experience whose result slavishly follows intention.
This is explained by the existence of a process in which the nature of infrastructure
clearly emerges. Such a process allows for commons-like patterns, that this work calls
relational commons, since the very resource resides in the (evolutionary) relations
between the artwork (understood as a ‘natural’ endowment) and people. Under-
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standing the infrastructural nature of public art is an additional support towards
the conceptualisation of social life in public space as a commons, since public art is
an element of that system.

Now, what is worthy to explore is indeed the ‘process’, the life of art in public
space and the relations that exerts on people. People crossing a square may find the
artwork interesting, ugly, clumsy. They may experience twitches in their daily life.
What kind of relations does public art bring about? The next section is going to
explore just that.
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Chapter 4

Four Experiences of Art in
Public Space

4.1 Relational commons: Can public art generate one?

Art in public space is the type of public art defined in this work. The previous
chapter has illustrated that public art shapes urban activities and that it is able to
provoke conversations when people like it but also, and maybe more interestingly
when people dislike it. Think about the recurrent case of Richard Serra’s Tilted
Arch in New York, or the recent homage Jeff Koons controversially paid to Paris’
terrorist attacks victims1 . Overall, the crucial element of public art is its relational
nature. All the tensions that occur around an art piece in a public space, because
it is offensive, cumbersome, or conversely because it is nice to look at, sparks a
discussion, or offers shadows or seats or whatever reason to contribute to the life of a
public space, all these are productive relations that constitute a relational commons.

This chapter takes a close look at public art. I will look at four unexplored
ongoing experiences of art in public space with the intention of understanding in
a detailed and comprehensive way how social life in public space envelops public
art. This is possible because public art is understood as an urban node and an
infrastructure.

Public artworks as an urban node because it has spatial and symbolic values that
make it relevant for its surroundings. Public art keeps together the urban tapestry
and at the same time changes the perception people have of a space, a community,
or a precise topic. Public art is also an infrastructure, as it shapes the surrounding
environments both culturally and physically – like environmental infrastructures –
and, moreover, it does so in an evolutionary way and with overlapping of resources
and processes – like intellectual infrastructures, because people change and their
habits change.

1An overview of the controversy around “Bouquet of Tulips”, unveiled in October 2019 in Paris,
can be find online. Cfr. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/04/arts/jeff-koons-tulips-paris.
html (last access: October 2019).

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/04/arts/jeff-koons-tulips-paris.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/04/arts/jeff-koons-tulips-paris.html
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Before delving into the experiences of public art, one caveat: the following
analysis does not aim at classifying the experiences nor evaluating them in terms of
success or failure, even though it might be tempting to interpret the results in terms
of what could have been done better. The matter is too complex – humans! – to stick
to dichotomies, however comfortable they are. The purpose here, in accordance with
the general purpose of this dissertation, is to understand the process that makes the
relational commons possible, functioning, and reproducible. Some things may seem
prosaic or banal, such as the everyday walk with the dog, or the sidewalks where we
walk, or the love for our family2. Instead, they are ordinary and normal and this
should not be a reason to take them for granted.

Four public art experiences

Figure 4.1. Elements of similarity and differences of the four chosen experiences. Features
are on urban, spatial, and design scales.

The purpose of conducting an analysis of some experiences of public art is to
understand how social life around a piece of art in public space works. The idea is to
use public art as a ’contrast agent’ that highlights and isolates the lattice of relations
that occur with specific regard to the urban node, i.e. public art. The choice of
what pieces of public art analyse in depth has encountered several problems.

First, the constraints of the means available to conduct the research, in terms of
time, funds, and a combination of factors that cultural economist Richard Caves

2The latter two examples are precisely Frischmann’s traditional infrastructures and Hirschmann’s
moral resources (Hirschman 1985; Frischmann 2012).
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would certainly refer to as a ‘motley crew’ (Caves 2000). Second, the rationale of
the choice had to follow that of the principal argument of the whole work, that is
social life in public space as a common resource, where social life shows in its most
ordinary and normal appearance.

Hence the focus is on long term and permanent contemporary artworks in public
space of European cities, that is where almost 75% of population live (Eurostat 2016).
The idea of picking cases which are permanent or have an undefined but surely
long time horizon ahead is beneficial towards the pursuit of ‘normality’, following
the idea that weak ties foster strong connections (Granovetter 1973). Leitmotiv of
every choice made with regard to the experiences and their analysis is the focus on
ordinary life, everyday practices, non-special things as the most important ones in a
relational commons.

I chose four different but consistent experiences . Each of them is a relatively
newly installed work of art. The oldest is Santa Claus, placed in Rotterdam’s public
space in 2008, and the youngest is I am Queen Mary, that arrived in Copenhagen
in March 2018, whereas both Carmela in Barcelona and Triumphs and Laments in
Rome date back to 2016.

The European cities that host the public art experiences are either capital cities
or second cities, two from northern Europe, Copenhagen and Rotterdam, and two
from Southern Europe, Rome and Barcelona. To have an approximation on what
to expect walking in the streets of the selected cities, one can draw an idea from
data of population and tourism and their densities, as shown in figure 4.2. Given
the extension of the cities and the amount of inhabitants and overnight tourists,
people encountered in a square will be on average about 1 resident every 12 tourists
in Copenhagen and Barcelona, 1 resident every 10 tourists in Rome, and only 1
resident every 2 tourists in Rotterdam (see 4.1.

City Extension km2 Population Overnight tourists
per year

Rotterdam 319 635712 1261000
Rome 1287 2856000 29000000

Copenhagen 86 758745 9132000
Barcelona 101 1615000 18790000

Table 4.1. Demographics of the four cities. Sources: United Nations, 2016; CBS Nether-
lands, 2018; Istat 2018; DS 2017; Eurostat, 2017.

The setup of the analysis is conceived as a inquiry of the role of public art in the
ordinary life of a public space. Starting dimension of the analysis is the local scale,
i.e. the physically circumscribed area around the art piece at hand.

The first stage of the analysis is aimed at acquiring a sufficient understanding of
the context where the art work sits. To do that, I followed Gehl Institute’s tools
on public life studies3 , in particular the Social Space Survey, in order to assess the

3https://gehlinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/PL_Complete_Guide.pdf (last
access: October 2019).

https://gehlinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/PL_Complete_Guide.pdf
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structure of the space with regard to its usability, and People Moving Count, that
allowed to reckon the volume of flows and the types of activities people do in the
space. An elaboration of the Social Space Survey is provided in figures 4.12, 4.6,
4.9, and 4.12. Hence, I set the observations. When? For how long? For the sake of
capturing ordinary life, I favoured mid-season weekdays – Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
or Thursdays – June in the Netherlands and Denmark, and September in Italy and
Spain. Following Gehl Institute’s format People Moving Count, whose results are
shown in figures 4.4, 4.7, 4.10, and 4.13, has been conducted throughout twelve
hours for each city, from 9:00 to 21:00, and the tally has taken place for 10 minutes
every two hours, measuring all the people crossing a certain area around the art
piece.

A diary of the space has been elaborated based on the in situ observations. The
objective is to tell a story of the public spaces considered and the life that takes
place around public art. The focus of the narration is the role of the public art
piece in the local social life. Attention is paid to interactions among people and
things that happen in the space, including those that ignore the art work.A visual
representation of the space observation is offered in figures 4.5. 4.8, 4.11, and 4.14.

After that, in-depth unstructured interviews have been conducted with either
actors of the commission or implementation process, or people who could give an
insightful contribution about the features of the space or other relevant details. I
talked to artists, activists, a real estate manager, an intern, a curator, and a civil
servant. The sampling followed rather spontaneously the so called snowball interview
(Bryman 2012). For example, during my first interview in Rotterdam, it emerged
that the buildings around the statue had been renewed at the same time of the
statue’s installation. It appeared to me that an interview to someone involved in
that could have helped my analysis, so I asked the the interviewee if she could help
me find the next person to interview.

The second phase of the study consisted of a comparison of the information
acquired with the interviews with media publications and press coverage, both online
and offline. So, for instance, when a civil servant of Barcelona’s public art authority
expressed the perception that the statue gave peace to the space, this theme was
deepened by articles on Spanish media reporting the artist’s description of the
conception of the art work in relation to the space.

A quite rich and composite picture resulted from this empirical phase, which is
meant to widen the focus of the entire research and show social life in public space
in a broad sense. This inquiry offers insights on how social life in these public spaces
happens. I learnt that some activities are common to every place, such as taking
pictures to attractions or being influenced by what the closest others do, showing
some kind of trust in strangers. Other activities are instead specific, with regard to
the space – in Copenhagen Segway is a thing – or to the type of passerby – denizens
pay less attention to the sculptures than tourists, and are only tourists as in the
case of Segway drivers in Copenhagen.

The chapter develops the four experiences one at the time, displaying fully
the various elements of the exploration: the conception of the project of public
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art; the content of the art piece; the critique of the case, in which interviews and
media information make the base of such a discussion; the report of the observation,
including the diary of the space; and finally a discussion that summons up the
key features of the public art experience at hand, concentrated in four main axes:
initiative, image, use of space, and intrinsic features, that will occur with different
intensities.

At the end, a general discussion will connect the previous results of the exploration
together, with no intention of offering a ranking of the possible more and least
successful experience. The basic question is not what is the most successful public
art piece. Rather, the exploration is intended to detect the complex bundle of
relations that in fact constitute what every day happens in streets, sidewalks,
squares, intersections of cities. The four different cases will bring different ways of
inhabiting public space. Certainly some space will appear better than the others,
under certain circumstances. But every experience will challenge and add a clue on
how to better make sense of the relational commons that social life in public space
is.

Figure 4.2. What types of people to expect in the streets. Densities of residents (dark
colours) and overnight tourists (light colours) in Rotterdam, Copenhagen, Barcelona,
and Rome. Source: elaboration of the author on national and international statistics.
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4.2 Rotterdam

4.2.1 Conception

On 28th November 2008, and with much ado, the sculpture of a Santa Claus holding
a Christmas bell and tree was unveiled in Eendrachtsplein, Rotterdam. Rotterdam is
the second largest city in the Netherlands, it has the busiest harbour in Europe4 and
it is becoming a more and more attractive city due to the presence of multinational
firms and numerous ongoing development projects.

But the story of Santa Claus did not begin in 2008. In 2002, Rotterdam
Municipality, advised by International Sculpture Rotterdam, the public organisation
devoted to Rotterdam’s public art, commissioned a sculpture to the renowned
American artist Paul McCarthy. The rationale was to add a provocative new piece
to the contemporary public art collection of the city.

Since its first public display, the sculpture triggered a huge controversy because
of its allusive look. When the sculpture arrived in Rotterdam, it was meant to be
placed in a non-specified public space of the town, but the public outcry made the
Municipality revise its original plans. Eventually, Boijmans Museum offered to host
the sculpture in its courtyard. A lobby action by shop keepers of Binnenweg area
successfully led to the relocation of Santa Claus in its current location.

Eendrachtsplein is a crossroads of three important streets and respective quarters
of Rotterdam Centrum, a thing that makes it also a crucial public transport node:
Westersingel, Oude Binnenweg, and Niewe Binnenweg converge into Eendrachtsplein.
Westersingel is the avenue that leads to Rotterdam central station and where the
most of Sculpture International’s public art collection is in permanent display; Oude
Binnenweg is a shopping street that eventually connects to the commercial area
between Beurs and Lijnbaan, where an actual open air shopping mall can be found
(Bergenhenegouwen and Weesep 2003); finally, Niewe Binnenweg is the gate to
Rotterdam West, probably the hippest neighbourhood of Rotterdam, “an eclectic
mix of working-class and trendy” as stated in the Municipality’s website5 , that also
promotes it as the place to be, in a real ‘creative class’ fashion.

It is in this fertile intersection, yet before the ‘hip wave’, that Anieke Griffioen
and Jeanne Hongenboom collected the interest of many shop keepers and residents
in the area convinced that bringing Paul McCarthy’s problematic piece here would
enhance both the community atmosphere and the commercial vitality. Santa Claus
is considered a linchpin in Rotterdam’s landscape and meanwhile the area developed
significantly, mainly following (or causing?) the trend of Rotterdam West that Niewe
Binnenweg belongs to.

4Source. Eurostat, 2019. (last seen: September 2019).
5https://en.rotterdam.info/areas-rotterdam/rotterdam-west/

https://en.rotterdam.info/areas-rotterdam/rotterdam-west/
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4.2.2 Content

The intense controversy of Santa Claus revolves around the look of the sculpture.
It is a 6 metres-tall bronze sculpture of a Santa Claus holding a Christmas bell
and, most importantly, something that hardly would look just like a Christmas
tree. As soon as the image of the artwork started circulating in public, Santa Claus
received the blunt nickname “Kabouter Buttplug”, in English “Butt plug Gnome”,
in a not-so-subtle attempt to address the controversial element of the artwork that
in facts depicts a sex toy.

Rotterdam municipality commissioned a work of art to be put in public display
and International Sculpture Rotterdam advised it to look for a McCarthy’s piece.
Paul McCarthy is an American performance, video, and visual artist renowned for its
repulsive, outrageous, and subversive pieces, that often depict sexuality or grotesque
characters in order to challenge the spectators’ psychology towards the everyday
distortions that we encounter in our ordinary lives, such as consumerism. Santa
Claus is not the only controversial public work of him. From 2018, a red copy of
the same subject can be found in Ekebergparken sculpture park in Oslo6, and a
huge inflatable shaped – once again – as a butt plug, if not that it was green like
a tree, was put in Place Vendome, Paris in 2014 and soon stubbed to death by a
quarrelsome Parisian passer-by.

It seems that the artist himself was sceptical about the idea of making Santa
Claus a public art piece, however, nor Mc McCarthy nor the municipality discussed
further this topic and moreover, the artist was not involved in the placing of its
artwork (Zebracki 2012). However, the sculpture represents a critique of consumer
society in general, stigmatised in the icons of Santa Claus and Christmas as carrier
of frenzy for shopping and its consequences: “In this sculpture McCarthy exposes
the falsehood of commerce and tarnishes a dominant aspect of American culture”7 .

4.2.3 Critique

Santa Claus is a leprechaun holding a sex toy. It seems that its provocative look
connected to sexuality is exactly what led the sculpture to what it means now. Its
entire journey started because of its ‘tree’. What does Santa Claus means today?

It is probably the most talked-about public sculpture in town, somehow a
landmark for the city. Unofficial travel blogs reports its story, but also the city’s
tourist information website8 and Lonely Planet9 mention it. One can find its effigy
on stickers, logos, and posters around the city.

How did this happen? Simply put, because nobody wanted the sculpture until

6https://ekebergparken.com/en/kunst/santa (last seen: September 2019).
7Pol van Dinsbergen, “Santa Claus” in https://www.sculptureinternationalrotterdam.nl/

en/collectie/santa-claus-en (last seen, September 2019).
8https://en.rotterdam.info/art-culture/public-art/ (last seen: September 2019).
9Le Nevez C., Experiencing the public art of Rotterdam, Lonely Planet, 15th July 2016

https://www.lonelyplanet.com/articles/experiencing-the-public-art-of-rotterdam (last
seen: September 2019).

https://ekebergparken.com/en/kunst/santa
https://www.sculptureinternationalrotterdam.nl/en/collectie/santa-claus-en
https://www.sculptureinternationalrotterdam.nl/en/collectie/santa-claus-en
https://en.rotterdam.info/art-culture/public-art/
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/articles/experiencing-the-public-art-of-rotterdam
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somebody really wanted it. The sculpture was commissioned by the municipality
of Rotterdam in 2000 but it struggled to find a location until 2005 when it ended
up in the courtyard of Boijmans Museum, which is not the public space Santa’s
commissioners had in mind. The newspapers reported the controversy of those
years in which the sculpture was called “obscene”, and “scandalous”; the nickname
“sex-gnome” started circulating and it was questioned about the public money
involved.

However, at the same time the same newspapers noticed and reported that the
statue was also getting some support10 . In 2003, some guerrilla actions in the streets
started, underpinned by an association of shopkeepers of the city centre. Others
predicted that this event would have been something “Rotterdammers would soon
laugh about”11 .

The association of dwellers and shopkeepers of the central area of Nieuwe
Binnenweg, led by Annieke Griffioen and Jeanne Hogenboom, started a lobby
campaign aimed at bringing Santa Claus in Eendrachtsplein. The two leaders were
at that time involved in a bottom-up project for Nieuwe Binnenweg in order to
strengthen its community. Mrs. Hogenboom states: “when we got to learn about
the controversy around Santa Claus we realised that it could have really helped our
cause”.

Jeanne and Annieke were convinced from the beginning that Santa Claus could
have become a landmark for their area. “We saw in Santa Claus a helper towards
the revitalisation of Nieuwe Binnenweg’s atmosphere and local economy. So we
proposed this idea of ‘art with a twist’ to the other shopkeepers. We would have
never expected such a reaction. They were immediately all like: Yes let’s do this!”
(Interviewee 1, activist).

The lobby was carried out through official and unofficial actions. The leaders
attended the unveiling at Boijmans dressed up as she-Santas and at the same time
started sending official letters to the city council. They also organised some guerrilla
actions that gained the attention of media and people too, such as a series of footsteps
from Santa Claus at Boijmans to the potential new location. Shopkeepers started
exposing garden gnomes in their windows with the slogan “Free Santa”. A festival
of living sculptures was also arranged in the same area with the purpose of getting
attention.

Three years since the beginning of the movement, the municipality finally said
yes to the relocation and on 28th November 2008 Santa Claus was festively welcomed
at its final destination. Meanwhile, the campaign had gained support also from
the close neighbourhoods, namely other shopkeepers organisations in Eendracht,
Westersingel, and Binnenweg, making the development project go bigger and adopt
the name “Downtown Rotterdam”, for which even maps and brochures were launched
in order to give visibility to the local entrepreneurs in the area, in contrast with the
close area of flagship open air shopping centres.

Perhaps the most interesting argument advanced by the lobbyists was what

10“Seckskabouter splijts Rotterdam”, De Volkenstrand, 26th March 2004.
11Free Santa”, Internationale Beelden Collectie Rotterdam, 28th November 2008
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Jeanne Hogenboom called the “art historic support”. The sculpture is controversial
because of its sexual allusion, but it also brings a message against consumerism. “We
can deal with that” said Mrs. Hogenboom (Interviewee 1, activist). Shopkeepers of
Nieuwe Binnenweg, a convivial neighbourhood populated with local scale businesses
and the wider area belonging to ‘Downtown Rotterdam’, were sure that such a
statement from a public artwork could do nothing but give strength to their activity.
“Santa Could never work in front of the huge multinational stores but here we
are people carrying out family businesses, Santa can be on our side” (interviewee
1, activist). They were fully committed that a public sculpture would have been
beneficial to a social and economic development of the area. Furthermore, at the
time of Santa Claus’ installation, Eentrachsplein was undergoing a more general
development. A café opened “in the shadow of Kabouter Buttplug’”12 and a
substantial renovation of the buildings was being done by a real estate company.
Erik Hoeflaak, who worked at the buildings renewals in Eedntrachtplein, declared
that the statue did not play a role in the decision making process of the renovation
of the surrounding buildings.

And although “it is difficult to prove if the statue has any effect (positive or
negative) on the development of the square, being it just one of the changes that
happened in the last 10 years”, he thinks “that the growing attractiveness of the city
centre of Rotterdam in general and the surrounding neighborhoods, the way we [real
estate company] renovated the old buildings (high quality with respect for historic
elements) and the carefully chosen entrepreneurs as well as the statue contribute to
the positive development of the square” (Interviewee X, real estate developer).

Today, the debate about the shapes of Santa Claus seems to be over and
Rotterdammers somehow ‘laugh about it’. Downtown Rotterdam keeps organising
actions around the sculpture, such as the guerrilla knitting in occasion of Tour the
France in 2010, when residents collaboratively knitted a yellow t-shirt on Santa.
From time to time one can find Santa wearing a Feyenoord scarf. Tourists tours in
the city involve it, and events such as the cutting-edge Eendracht Festival included
a show with Santa Claus13 and painted the pavement around the statue to promote
the festival. It cannot be said that Santa Claus is a site-specific art work, but it
can surely said it was welcomed and adopted by citizens and tourists, in some way
making the site specific to fit him.

4.2.4 Observation

A. Social space survey and people moving

The area around Santa Claus considered has a perimeter of about 150 metres and
an area of 1400 m2. It is surrounded by two vehicle accessible boulevards, and one
pedestrian street that ideally connects, on the other side of the large boulevard, with

12This is how Coffee Company refers to its own shop in Eendrachtplein. https://coffeecompany.
nl/locations/eendrachtsplein-2/ (last seen: September 2019).

13Pictures can be found in Eendracht Festival Facebook profile: https://www.facebook.com/
pg/Eendrachtfestival/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2705327359478818 (last seen: September
2019).

https://coffeecompany.nl/locations/eendrachtsplein-2/
https://coffeecompany.nl/locations/eendrachtsplein-2/
https://www.facebook.com/pg/Eendrachtfestival/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2705327359478818
https://www.facebook.com/pg/Eendrachtfestival/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2705327359478818
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Figure 4.3. Figure 1 - The Social Space around Santa Claus, Rotterdam. Elaboration of
the author based on Gehl Institute Social Space Survey. Image courtesy of Google Earth
Studio.

Nieuwe Binnenweg.

It is a passage area, but at the same time it offers things to look at and places
to stop. Being an urban intersection, the space does not offer a playground or
facilities to do sports, however many different things can be done in the area from
demonstrations and manifestations to shopping at shops or market stands – that
here change seasonally indeed. There is a cafe with outside tables, during the good
seasons, as well as the oliebollen (fried dough sweets) stand during the winter. The
area is populated by a mixture of shops, other businesses, and houses. Moreover
the space does not present hinders of accessibility with respect to limited mobility
persons.

According to the spatial features of Eendrachtsplein (see 4.3, people use this
space mainly to go from one place to another. However, many are those who take
some time to simply stand in front of Santa Claus. Passersby are by far a majority
of pedestrians. The bike path is just outside the area considered, so people that
cross this area on a bike are quite an exception. The flow of passersby is necessarily
subjected to the weather and this was reflected in a reasonably deserted morning,
while the late afternoon is the most thriving time of the day as people get out of
their offices, schools, or elsewhere their day occupation is and enjoy the way back
home.

B. Diary of the space: Santa Claus

Eendrachtsplein, Wednesday 12th and Thursday 13th June 2019

8.15 The city is waking up. People that cross Eendrahtplein are concentrated, on
their way to their jobs. Santa Claus is not going anywhere, he gets his job
done in the square. Two girls sit on his feet, as if they were a bench. Another
girl takes a snapshot while walking.
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Figure 4.4. People Moving Count on one sample ordinary day. Rotterdam, June 2019.
Source: Elaboration of the author

10.00 The shops facing the square start opening. While the flower kiosk raises its
shutters, two vans – Amazon and garbage truck – carry out their daily choreog-
raphy of logistic manoeuvres around Santa Claus. The incipient downpour is
no surprise to anybody who is used to the Netherlands but still considered to
be a nuisance. I find shelter inside a cafeteria at the corner of the square and
congratulate the barman for the delightful cappuccino – this can be considered
an actual surprise. From behind the wide window I catch sight of a passer-by
who seeks shelter underneath the sculpture and happily leaves his to a lady
by stepping out with an amusing pirouette. He then runs away without an
umbrella. A couple of hours later it stops pouring, however it will start again
soon. People cross this square for various reasons. Rather than a square, it
looks more like an intersection, a crossing point not far from Central Station,
the metro, and the shopping area. A sign states this is a pedestrian area, but
frequently one can spot bikes cutting short around the statue. Among them,
mostly delivery riders and teenagers.

13.00 Past lunchtime, as long as the weather is clement, pedestrians seem to have a
rather high attention margin for what surrounds them. Together with those
who mean to spend some time looking around (and take pictures), others keep
the typical metropolitan blasé look, this way they can protect themselves from
distractions in order to reach their destinations safely. Teams of fully equipped
tourists reach Santa Claus and not by accident. Some offer an explanation
about the sculpture, then it is picture time. My impression is that, among the
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Figure 4.5. Graphic visualisation of the Diary of the space. Interactions between people
and the art piece are distinguished in: physical, strong, weak, and no interactions. A
residual category of ’other activities’ indicates actions unrelated to the art piece.

middle-aged groups, men indulge in interpreting the statue more than ladies,
who instead tend to go beyond (ignore?) the mischievous divertissement phase.
A midlife man seems to be conducting casual surveillance of the buildings that
face the intersection. Meanwhile, small groups of passers-by or tourists mimic
one another when someone stops to scrutinize Santa Claus and take pictures,
regardless of the quantity of shopping bags they are carrying. Attentiveness to
Santa Claus is contagious. An easy-to-spot hipster guy slows down his fast
pace to look at the sculpture. He is now looking for something he cannot find
in his pockets. He confidently leaves and I come to the conclusion that he
was too cool to be looking for a phone to take a picture. The hipster guy will
come back two hours from now just to take a picture of Santa Claus and prove
my hypothesis wrong. Photographs are the very core activity of this ordinary
mis-en-scene. Collaborations are likely to kick off often, mutual demands to
take a picture with Santa are the most evident. Anyways, almost all of these
requests end up in a selfie. A group of youngsters even comes back to the
sculpture to retake the shot. “If you want something done right, do it yourself”.

15.00 It started raining again, first heavily, then it turned into drizzle. The buildings
surveillance men returns back on stage. Teenagers engage with the sculpture
more than grown-ups. To get out of the rain, to tie their shoes, to meet up and
then leave. Two groups of tourists rush to the sculpture, within a ten minute
distance. They are in the middle of a treasure hunt and Santa Claus is one of
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the route stops and, a group tells me, the close-by skate park is the next one.
Both groups take a triumphant picture with the kabouter as a proof of reaching
one of the destinations. A third group of tourists is doing a “free walking
tour” and is led here to assist a rich explanation of Santa Claus’ history. I
decide to step in the conversation, the visibly impatient guide notwithstanding,
who tells me he lives in this area, Binnenweg, and that he believes that since
the sculpture has been installed, the whole district has improved. Tourists
interacting with Santa Claus always have an embarrassed yet amused look
due to Santa’s shapes. A guy parks his cool red motorbike very close to the
sculpture. That motorbike will be in every single picture taken here today
between 3 pm and 7 pm. While Santa helps the umpteenth person tie his shoe,
other teenagers dodge the sculpture without even looking at it. I recognise a
white poodle walking with a man that was in the cafeteria this morning. They
came back to have another coffee. I would not be surprised if people started
recognising me, as I’ve been wandering here with my green notebook for two
days. A guy asks me for directions to the closest coffee shop, while a couple of
minutes later a man that is participating to something I would call an itinerant
bachelor party asks me to smile and tells me things I cannot understand since
I do not speak Dutch. Santa Claus is not alone in this square, there is also
another statue, a homage to a Dutch songwriter, and a colourful papier-mâché
reproduction of a cow, that the cheese shop owner puts out in the street every
morning. It is extremely popular among toddlers. A man abruptly slams on
the breaks in front of the book shop and then dashes in the cheese shop (I
admit this wrong-footed me). At the same time, a tourist takes a picture of
the papier-mâché cow. By the time the unpredictable costumer gets out of the
shop with his diary preys, the tourist decides to also take a quick snapshot
from Santa Claus. The plot untangles and the two men keep going their own
ways.

17.00 Some restaurants and cafes around here start raising the volume of the music.
Meanwhile, Santa Claus cannot help overseeing the area, working as a model,
footrest, umbrella, and meeting point. A couple of elderly tourists enjoy a
herring sandwich at the foot of the gnome. Cliché. Later, a numerous family
stops by and the head of the family offers an explanation. They are too far to
be heard but I can tell from the teenagers’ giggles that the explanation refers
to the work of art. The owner of the motorbike collects his vehicle, a baby
hugs Santa Claus. It starts raining. A man with a homeless look performs a
monologue in front of the tap water fountain right in front of the sculpture.
Then he looks back at Santa Claus, impersonated by two passers-by.

19.00 It keeps on raining cats and dogs and considering we are in June, it is pretty
cold. More or less distracted tourists – who speak Spanish and Asian languages
– stop succinctly to take a glance and a picture at the sculpture. One more
group of Spanish tourists give a quick peep at the statue but prefer interacting
with the Lipton Tea commercial installation a bit further away. Two girls
cross each other’s paths for the time necessary to independently take a picture
of the statue. My day ends at 8:25 pm, when a girl with emerald green
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hair, determined on where to go but open to surprises, smiles at Santa Claus,
without interrupting the pace, while the sky is still uncertain and the constant
wind intensifies. The last diapositive of this day seems to capture perfectly
the essence of this city.

4.2.5 Discussion

The area were Santa Claus is located is a central and pivotal to urban public
transportation, allowing for the statue to become the symbol of such a spatial
organisation and to work as a real urban node. Over time, the area of Eendrachtsplein
developed significantly and the installation of Santa Claus is a cornerstone of such a
change.

However, Santa Claus does not belong to some ‘masterplan’ of Eendrachtsplein’s
development, if there has been any at that time. Some local stakeholders, meaning the
shopkeepers and denizens that started the lobby to place Santa there, spontaneously
triggered a movement that was conscious of the resourcefulness of public space. The
local community that fought to have Santa believed that the features of public space
could have an impact on adjacent activities, in their case the local entrepreneurship
and the sense of community of the neighbourhood.

Moreover, it could be said that the result of the lobby action was not just
accomplished with regard to their specific purpose of community and local economy
development. Their actions also contributed to the realization of the commissioners’
intention of giving a provocative to the city. In its current position, Santa Claus
openly challenges the close commercial district.

Certainly the community that worked to bring Santa in Eentrachtsplein is not
the entire community of the area. Some denizens in fact tried to fight the installation
of the sculpture (Zebracki 2012). Nonetheless, the story of Santa Claus is now most
evidently a story of clever adoption.

The adoption of Santa Claus works both in space and time. In space, because
Santa has a clear role in the physical space, representing the linchpin of the urban
node of Eendrachtsplein. But it has also been pivotal over time, because since its
arrival, the area improved significantly and, even though the statue was not the
cause of it, surely it represents it as such.

Today, the nodal role of Santa is visible especially with respect to the flows
of relations that goes around it. People make use of the sculpture in several and
unpredictable ways, and by doing so they realise their values. It works as a touristic
attraction, but it is also object of local pride. Its shape attracts not just tourists,
that inject live in the streets, touring the controversy into a local strength, through
the adoption of Rotterdamers.
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4.3 Copenhagen

4.3.1 Conception

Larsens Plads is Copenhagen’s waterfront and it used to be the harbour where
once colonial ships to West India and later emigrants to America transited. On
Larsens Plads the West India warehouse is located; that was where the goods
from colonies were stored and now hosts the Royal Cast Collection, a museum
only open with appointment or for special occasions. Behind the waterfront, the
area hosts institutional places such as the winter royal residence, Amalienborg,
and several embassies, and touristic spots such as the Design Museum, the Royal
Danish Playhouse, the much instagrammed Nyhavn, the Botanic Gardens, and the
star-shaped Kastellet.

Right in front of the warehouse, along the waterfront that is now mainly a
touristic stroll between Nyhavn and the Mermaid, one can find, besides the replica
of Michelangelo’s David, the first sculpture representing a black women in Denmark:
Queen Mary.

Two artists, Danish Jannette Ehlers and Virgin Island La Vaughn Belle, teamed
up and conceived the sculpture of Queen Mary with the aim of challenging the
contemporary discourse on Danish colonialism. I am Queen Mary is the statue of
Mary Thomas, leader of a crucial uprising against the labour and living conditions
of former slaves in the Danish colony of Virgin Island, on 1st October 1879. The
sculpture was conceived at the occasion of the centennial anniversary of the sale of
Virgin Island to the United States, occurring in March 1912, and it was eventually
unveiled on 31st March 2018 in Copenhagen.

I am Queen Mary is a multifaceted public art piece. It is a memorial but also a
provocation. It is a monumental piece that commemorates and at the same time
challenges Denmark’s colonial past, in contrast with what is felt to be a topic absent
in public debate.

4.3.2 Content

I am Queen Mary is a tall sculpture of the leader of the independence and anti-
slavery movement that eventually led to Virgin Islands’ sale to the United State and
consequentially to the end of their colony status.

At the base of the sculpture, a plaque states I am Queen Mary is a hybrid of
bodies, nations, and narratives and the names of the artists, while a very simple A4
paper poster, stuck to the warehouse’s window, explains briefly the history of the
protagonist of the sculpture.

Mary Thomas was a slave, who started a fire in the St. Croix Danish warehouse
in 1879, a pivotal event in the fight for the end of colonialism in Danish West India.
She undertook the revolt together with two other women that gained the nickname
of ’queens of the fire burn’, hence the appellation ’Queen Mary’. After the revolt,
the queens of the fire burn were arrested and brought all the way from Virgin Island
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to Denmark and incarcerated in Christianshavn’s Women’s Prison, not far from the
warehouse. Queen Mary is part of the cultural and historic heritage of Virgin Island
nowadays, a heritage not fully shared by Denmark.

The depiction of Queen Mary’s image is the result of the merger of the faces
of the two artists obtained with 3D body scanning technology. At the moment,
the sculpture is still a prototype in polystyrene, sealants and black paint, that is
supposed to turn into an actual bronze piece as soon as the project gets additional
funds. The base of Queen Mary’s seat is made of corals coming from Virgin Islands.
These corals have an important symbolic meaning as they are original pieces of
Virgin Islands colonial edifices foundations. African slaves were those who were sent
out on the ocean to harvest the corals and on their strenuous labour were built
buildings and so were the whole colonial system and subsequent Danish wealth.

I am Queen Mary is a contentious monument with various layers. It is the first
sculpture of a black woman in the Country. At the same time it mimics the posture
of a royal and yet she is a former slave. In the informative papers one can read: I Am
Queen Mary speaks to many resistance movements and claims a space to challenge
the historical narrative.

4.3.3 Critique

I am Queen Mary is a bottom-up project. Two artists agreed that time was ripe
to finally make public a discussion withheld for too long about Denmark’s public
history, that of its colonial past. But was the time truly ripe? Let us take a step
back. Before knowing the project would have been bottom-up, Jeannette Ehlers and
La Vaughn Belle knocked on the various public bodies’ doors asking for a support.
They did not receive any.

One can read in the plaque on the back of the statue’s base that the project has
received the support of SMK, the Municipality, and other private partners. In fact,
the National Gallery simply gave permission to place the sculpture outside the cast
museum that it manages. The only link between the artists and the National Gallery
was the curator of the cast museum, who embraced Jeannette and La Vaughn’s
project pretty soon in its development.

One can read in the plaque on the back of the statue’s base that the project has
received the support of SMK, the Municipality, and other private partners. In fact,
the National Gallery simply gave permission to place the sculpture outside the cast
museum that it manages. The only link between the artists and the National Gallery
was the curator of the cast museum, who embraced Jeannette and La Vaughn’s
project pretty soon in its development.

The curator of the cast museum has had for a long time the idea of realising
a project about the relation between Denmark and West India Islands, a relation
physically represented by the two warehouses, one in Copenhagen and one in
Christiansted. However, the idea went nowhere due to a substantial lack of support
from any other public body.

In his words: “We had the idea to do something together with the Virgin Island
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warehouse. Nobody wanted at all to do this. So we had no money, no support. . .
We could do nothing. I am talking about public funding: National Gallery, Ministry
of Culture. . . They could not really grasp the idea of what we were trying to do.
This thing looked like nothing else in Denmark. In a time of constant financial
struggle in the cultural sector, this was unthinkable to them. At that time I got
in touch with the artists. Then the idea came to do something out there, outside
the museum. We had to start with a monument that was in the public in order to
see if people were interested in this. (. . . ) So the artists said: we can build that
monument. At that point they started working and Queen Mary was realised with
very little financial provision” (Interviewee 8, museum curator).

On 31st March 2018, the sculpture about an important public issue was placed
“in public” with scant support of public institutions, and not just in financial terms.
Neither the project advocates nor the public bodies would expect what happened
in the aftermath. Media attention “exploded” (Interviewee 8, museum curator).
Newspapers from all over the world 14 mentioned that Denmark was getting its
first sculpture about Queen Mary. Although many titles would not specify that the
project was not underpinned by “Denmark”, ignoring the controversy around the
advocacy of the project, the press coverage exceeded the expectations. This means
that the message was received by a wide spectrum of people. The people I could
talk to agree that Queen Mary is a huge success. Hence why such a success? What
is this success all about?

The clear mission of the artists was to “challenge and provoke the Danish people,
since they prove not very conscious of their Country’s past”15 . This could explain
the reluctance of the Danish public bodies to offer any kind of patronage. However,
the response of the public is felt quite strongly. Mr. Holm maintains that the
position of the sculpture is crucial. While some sculptures are – often on purpose –
put away, in desert places not to trigger too much debate, in front the warehouse
“now there is this unmissable statue about a piece of Danish history nobody wants
to talk about. And she is sitting there, you cannot miss her, you pass by and you
see her, she is that big and that prominent. It is a good position if you want to be
well known and noticed. And she is noticed every time I come here I see people
talking about something. I don’t know exactly what do they talk about but they
do. Something is changing. A lot of artworks do not change anything at all. This
artwork is different. It changes the way people are thinking and reflecting in a way
they were not doing before” (Interviewee 8, museum curator).

However, it is not all about the position. Interestingly enough, right in front of

14A simple search on google news has provided articles about the opening from geographically
various sources. Besides Denmark and Virgin Island, one can read the same news covered by at least:
Americans The New York Times and Smithsonians.com, British The Guardian, Polish Wyborcza,
Swiss Neue Zürcher Zeitung, Belgian Le Soir, French Le Monde, and Spanish La Vanguardia.

15In a double interview to the artists, I also learnt in depth about the process of conception of
the sculpture: “During the research process for the statue, two open forums where held. One in
Denmark and one in Virgin Islands. In Denmark the debate with people has proven quite weak, as
an evidence of the lack of knowledge Danish people have about their past. The forum in Virgin
Islands, instead, have been thriving because people proved to be very engaged in the topic, feeling
part of that story and that project. They would have even expected to be able to take part in the
design of the sculpture” (Interviewees 4A and 4B, artists).
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Queen Mary an abstract piece as big as the Queen passes totally unnoticed. “Nobody
cares about that statue. It is just very big. It is called the asshole of Copenhagen,
for what it counts” says Mr Holm (Interviewee 8, museum curator). Besides being
in a lucky, and meaningful location, the message brought by Queen Mary is perhaps
what makes her so successful. A trace of the change Queen Mary has brought can
be found in the tourists narratives. Tourists boats that usually bring people to the
Mermaid have started to slow down in front of the warehouse and telling the story.
“Sometimes they tell it all wrong but does not matter. At least they are mentioning
the Danish colonial past” (interview 8, museum curator). Also schools come here to
learn about Danish colonial history, traditionally conveyed in a “whitewashed” way
(Interviewee 6, activist).

A further challenge offered by Queen Mary, or better their creators, is a limited
provision of information about the background of the sculpture. The aim is to push
people to engage in a deeper investigation and get them to collect more information.
They want to foster public debate and private awareness. An extensive interview
to the artists reported by the online magazine I do Art reports: “With I Am
Queen Mary, Jeannette and La Vaughn show that art can play an important role in
highlighting hidden structures and initiating important conversations”. And the way
in which hidden structures are put in evidence is all upon the viewer: “When you
see such a large sculpture, your first question is ’Who is it?’ And then you think
’Why don’t I know?’”16 .

But very soon after the unveiling, it came clear that Queen Mary does not only
serve the past. As media put it, she is the first sculpture of a black woman in
Copenhagen. They started memorialising the role of women in history, as seen in an
article published on The Guardian in occasion of Winnie Mandela’s death in 2018
17. Queen Mary has become a symbol of anti-racism in present times too. It also
highlights how connected the history is. In Mr Holm’s words: “There are some EU
countries who have problems with people coming from Africa, Denmark being one
of them. And this is related to our north western history of slavery and its denial.
The monument [Queen Mary] makes people reflect on how they feel about people of
colour coming here, it is not just about the past. It is also about the future. It’s a
connected topic” (interviewee 8).

As a proof of the sculpture’s functioning in the public space, it also encountered
some dissent. Two days after its installation, a neo-Nazi group made a demonstration
around the sculpture, holding that Queen Mary was a terrorist, a violent character,
and not a heroine. According to Mr Holm, this is a common argument used by those
who are so attached to that “white-washed” history. “Mary is a political monument,
is identity politics, we all know how underrepresented black people and women are.
So many layers are just critically put together and this is what makes an artwork.
This work can generate so many discussions. . . She is an activist just sitting out

16Rikke Luna and Matias Albæk-Falk, “Hvem er det?’ Tænker du, og, ’Hvor-
for ved jeg ikke det?, IdoArt.dk, 19th April 2018. https://www.idoart.dk/blog/
hvem-er-det-taenker-du-og-hvorfor-ved-jeg-ikke-det (last seen: September 2019).

17Hirsch Afua, “Winnie Mandela was a hero. If she’d been white, there would be no de-
bate”, The Guardian, 3rd April 2018. https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/apr/
03/winnie-mandela-hero-white-protest-apartheid (last seen: September 2019)

https://www.idoart.dk/blog/hvem-er-det-taenker-du-og-hvorfor-ved-jeg-ikke-det
https://www.idoart.dk/blog/hvem-er-det-taenker-du-og-hvorfor-ved-jeg-ikke-det
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/apr/03/winnie-mandela-hero-white-protest-apartheid
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/apr/03/winnie-mandela-hero-white-protest-apartheid
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there in front of all she is up against to” (interviewee 8).

Furthermore, Black Lives Matter Denmark, the Danish division of the anti-racist
socio-political movement originated in the United States in 2013, embraced the
project in a quite material way, which is a surprising detail considering that the
whole movement is mainly active online, it was even born as an hashtag. On the day
of the statue’s unveiling, Black Lives Matter organised a women’s march from the
prisons were Mary Thomas and the other Queens were imprisoned, to the warehouse
where the statue is. The activists keep on using Queen Mary as a meeting point for
their events, such as on Labour day and Women’s day.

This is about representation. They needed a symbol, and they found one in
Queen Mary: “ Denmark is full of white men on statues, riding horses or whatever,
all kinds of versions of white men. Now there is a black woman... I think every little
black girl from Denmark should come here and look. Their teachers and educators
should take the classes and come here and learn: ‘this is Queen Mary, this is what she
did’. So now you can see yourself in Denmark. It means something psychologically,
in terms of self-esteem. You can see yourself here” (interviewee 6, activist).

The incredibly successful aftermath of Queen Mary has eventually led to a more
tangible interest of public authorities. The Municipality of Copenhagen is becoming
aware of the importance of Queen Mary for the city. “Those in charge of tourism
are asked by tour operators and potential tourists if Queen Mary is in Copenhagen,
because people are willing to travel here to see it. It is reaching the same level of
the Little Mermaid” (interviewee 8, museum curator). The municipality has referred
to the sculpture as “an asset, they do not care about art” but “they understand the
global impact of Queen Mary, as well as her local impact because people stop here”
said the cast museum curator. This led to an active involvement of the municipality
in financing the preliminary expenses towards the creation of a cast bronze version
of the sculpture.

Although meant to be permanent, the current Queen Mary is in fact a provisional
arrangement. And the problem is that “with the money also come some cons”
(Interviewee 8, museum curator). Due to the fact that the State is trying to sell out
the warehouse, the Municipality, that has now a financial stake in I am Queen Mary,
has a say in the potential relocation, and the risk is that a white-washed structure
might repeat, leading Queen Mary to end up cast away and unheard in what curator
Holm would call a ‘wrong’ location.

4.3.4 Observation

A. Social space survey and people moving

Larsens Plads is the panoramic stroll of the city. It overlooks the sea and, beyond
it, the western districts of Copenhagen. The area considered in the space survey
and people moving count is that around the statue of Queen Mary, in front of the
Plasters Museum and it is about 920 m2 (see Figure 4.6).

The space is not really designed for people to stay or do things here, yet flows
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Figure 4.6. Figure 1 - The Social Space around I am Queen Mary, Copenhagen. Elaboration
of the author based on Gehl Institute Social Space Survey. Image courtesy of Google
Earth Studio.

are considerably high and there is even a food truck that offers a reason to spend
time in front of the statue. Not far from here one can find public restrooms, an info
point for tourists, and several bars and restaurants. People with limited mobility
should not find problems in accessing the area.

Although the waterfront was conceived as a first connection sea-land, now it is
a proper touristic area. This implies that there is very little to do here after dark,
unless you are lucky enough to be on one of the boats moored here. People can find
a more entertaining context in the close canal bank of Nyhavn.

Due to tourists, people flows here are rather intense all day long. Peaks have
been registered approaching and past lunchtime (see Figure 4.7), corroborating the
idea that tourists constitute a substantial share of the population.

B. Diary of the space: Queen Mary

Toldbodgade 40, Tuesday 18th and Wednesday 19th June 2019

9.00 The train that crosses the Oresund was late, but this did not prevent me from
buying a delicious raspberry danish before getting to Toldbodgade. When in
Rome. . . The atmosphere around Queen Mary is calm but at the same time
one can feel an underlying liveliness. There are boats moored on the dock, the
nearest is so big that its tender is actually a yacht. I realise the impressiveness
of the sculpture. The pedestal alone is taller than me. Not far from Queen
Mary, many kiosks and bars are preparing to start their daily business in
front of the dock where many Danes will soon get a tan in a bathing suit.
Here comes Jeannette Ehlers, one of the two artists of the statue. She comes
towards me with her bicycle. It is the first time we meet in person. We walk
towards one of the kiosks for the interview.
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Figure 4.7. People Moving Count on one sample ordinary day. Copenhagen, June 2019.
Source: Elaboration of the author

12.00 After the chat with the artist, I go back to Queen Mary. A small hot dog stand
is placed right next to the pedestal. Many tourists pass by without paying
attention, the other half stops to look at Queen Mary. Under a warm sun and
cool breeze, a tour boat slows down in front of the sculpture and tourists point
at the bank where Queen Mary sits. The street is now quite animated. In a
minute a tangle of sociality: a team of tourists on rollers stands in front of
Queen Mary and listens to the explanation of the guide, some blue-collars and
some white-collars (later on I will learn that a conference is going on in the
closest building) converge at the foot of the statue dedicating the respective
breaks. All this happens while the hot dog stand naturally carries on its mere
activity of selling snacks and water to tourists visibly interested in Queen
Mary’s plaque. The tangle unravels in a few minutes, the rollers take off
towards the next destination and the workers scatter apart. The saver of
Virgin Island is not the only work of art on this stretch of Larsens Plads. On
the other side of the plaster cast gallery stands a copy of Michelangelo’s Davis
which does not go unnoticed and, opposite Mary, on the edge of the foundation,
there is an abstract stone sculpture by Soren Georg Jensen dating back to
1979. I will realize, later today, that the role of the latter is to offer shelter
to tourists who seek some shadow. The attention of passers-by who stop to
scrutinize Queen Mary passes quickly from an overview to the details of the
composition: the pedestal is made of rocks and corals, the plaque on which
the title of the work is engraved, the informative A4 taped to the window of
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Figure 4.8. Graphic visualisation of the Diary of the space. Interactions between people
and the art piece are distinguished in: physical, strong, weak, and no interactions. A
residual category of ’other activities’ indicates actions unrelated to the art piece.

the plaster cast gallery which reads “Queen Mary speaks to many resistance
movements and claims space to challenge the historical narrative”. The black
Queen wants to create an immaterial space, a space for discussion, through a
material, sculptural action, which is the presence of a monumental sculpture.
To damage, at least temporarily, monumentality, is the material with which the
current Queen Mary is built. It is in fact still a prototype made of polystyrene.
The light material causes some ends like the hand to swing, due to the wind,
arousing curiosity and apprehension in its spectators. Almost everyone who
passes by here takes a glimpse at the Queen. They often seem to have no
intention of accepting the compromise to interrupt the pace to find out what
is written at the foot of the sculpture, which they look at insistently. Some
tourists involved in a treasure hunt carefully inspect the corals in search of a
key detail. Other blue-collars gather around the hot dog stand. The sun is
more enjoyed than the sculpture. A lecturer enters the scene with the look of
one who has time to waste. While smoking his electronic cigarette, he leaves
Queen Mary behind and walks towards the huge blue yacht. Tourists boats
pass at almost regular intervals. Its lunchtime and the atmosphere gets calmer.
The silence allows me to notice that the hot dog stand has turned on the radio.
Poor Jansen, two tourists are taking advantage of its shadow to photograph
Queen Mary, or the two managers of the hot dog stand who joke and dance
lightly.
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14.00 On this urban waterfront that leads to the famous Little Mermaid, many
different things happen at the same time. Workers from a construction site
nearby mingle with tourists, habitué passers-by and conference lecturers, while
on this side of the road the coast guard is perched on his mooring next to the
big blue yacht that is being polished by his team of hubs. Not to mention
that a few hundred meters away someone is sunbathing on the pier and is
also taking a swim. The hot dog lady walks away as a large group of Indians
discuss the statue. She then returns shortly after with two ice creams: it’s
snack time. There are many tourists who pass by here in groups and stop,
not like the three Spaniards who are quarrelling about which path to take
and ignore Queen Mary completely while taking advantage of her shadow.
The food stand raises the volume of the radio, while a man visibly distraught
plays a brief and unheard incomprehensible speech in front of the statue,
then leaves. I observe two middle-aged twins looking at Queen Mary, but
my attention is soon caught by a third lady who, intent on taking an artistic
picture of the sculpture, stumbles on the pavement. Fortunately, nothing
serious. Shortly afterwards, Queen Mary becomes a meeting point for a small
group of international students, probably Erasmus, who contribute in creating
some congestion in front of the statue. Some tourists linger, others wait their
turn to take pictures, others take advantage of the wait by reading the little
information available on Queen Mary. I hear a guy explain to two friends:
“This is Queen Mary. . . ” and I didn’t grasp anything else because the three
did not stop and are now too far from me.

16.00 The radio of the hot dog stand is now playing Back for good by Take That,
which cheers me up. While my enjoyment makes my head follow the beat, a
young lady wearing a veil accompanied by a very blonde partner reads the
plaque and other information sources of Queen Mary avidly. Shortly thereafter,
another girl strikes a pose next to the plaque of which she covers a part of
writing leaving only the following uncovered: I AM QUEEN. Later, another
girl will do the same thing, but without covering MARY, making me conclude
that her name is Mary. I hope they will get a number of likes appropriate
to the effort to take these pictures. A little boy tries to climb the corals of
the pedestal. Kids always try to climb statues, insane. Soon another group
of kids will get here, and they will be quite enthusiastic about the corals as
well, unlike their parents who will be in a hurry to proceed with their stroll. I
often recognise passers-by or entire groups coming back. Now, a Lagotto dog
inaugurates the sculpture by peeing on the pedestal. Not even two minutes,
and here comes a Beagle which marks the territory once again. A noisy Spanish
high school class passes by. They don’t notice Queen Mary. A lady who comes
from the opposite direction instead approaches Michelangelo’s David first, then
Mary. A third dog contributes to the unconscious initiative. The Spanish
teenagers are back, and. . . once again miss the opportunity to discover the
enormous statue of Queen Mary.

18.00 The hot dog cart has now left without a trace. So handy to assemble a food
stand on a motorbike, actually. A couple parks their bikes on the back of
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the sculpture and carefully inspects it in a rather long stop. Other two girls
approach Queen Mary with interest. They read the inscriptions and examine
the details of the statue and the pedestal. The fact that one of the two
observers is of African origin makes me imagine that there is a note of pride in
the inspection in progress. The flow of pedestrians has dramatically decreased,
especially that of tourists. About twenty joggers pass, many of whom, without
interrupting the pace, turn their heads to look at Queen Mary. The tourists
are not finished. Here comes another little group that improvises artistic poses
for their pictures. And again, other children attracted by the shapes of corals.
Who knows if it is because they are the only gadget within their reach or
because they are actually more interesting than Mary’s silhouette. Another
touristic boat arrives, this time much closer to the bank than usual, perhaps
to let tourists take better shots at her.

20.00 Last two notes of the day. A coastal guard, tanned, face marked by the salt,
golden hair, greasy hands, approaches me and asks – first in Danish, then in
English – what am I doing here. I answer. He offers me a bottle of water and
invites me to count on their presence here, in case I need anything. I take
this opportunity to ask his opinion on the new sculpture. He says nothing has
really changed that much since Queen Mary arrived. A lot of tourists pass
by here anyway, but it is a good spot for a sculpture for this very reason. He
goes back below the deck and I go back to my station. I hear the sailor’s voice
again, he is back on the bank and chats with a lady next to Queen Mary. The
lady is walking her dog – I could not surprise it in the act of marking the
territory. The dog and its owner must live nearby. They take a walk every
day at sunset without minding Queen Mary. Unlike me, they already know
everything about this place. This is their home.

4.3.5 Discussion

As the sailor maintains, Queen Mary’s statue may have not changed this section of
Larsens Plads, being the area a very populated touristic stroll in town. Yet Queen
Mary changed something. As soon as the statue was installed, its message started
spreading globally as a matter of public realm, triggered in the public space.

Queen Mary is indeed a lesson of public history. The project was promoted
fiercely by two artists who found the support of a public institution, the Royal Cast
Collection, and the resistance of the rest of the other public institutions. However,
its message has a reach that exceeds the local and touches upon the global scale.

The result of Queen Mary has been the ability to foster a public discussion on a
public topic such as the colonial past of the Country, switching from the material
to the immaterial space of debate. So the statue has become the physical space
of representation of a community that does not even have a physical headquarter,
Black Lives Matter Denmark, tackling not just colonialism but also racism and
representation. The resonance of Queen Mary’s message spread all over the world
and resulted in commissions of the same sculpture or related artistic actions from
other countries. So even though Denmark did very little if anything to make this
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project succeed, the project has become national, because it deals with a public
topic with necessary international implications.

According to the interviewees, the density of tourists from all over the world in
the area where Queen Mary sits is a catalyst for her message to be spread far. People
in public space have a behaviour that is productive with regard to the relational
commons they are part of. However, the majority of the people bump into her
rather than looking for her when it comes to everyday activities. Rather, Black
Lives Matter has started using this space actively although not on an ordinary
base. Queen Mary attracts several and different practices, those of the activists, the
tourists, other museums that make the message resonate.

Nonetheless, Queen Mary’s location is in danger at the moment with serious
implications on the potential depletion of all those practices and relations that grew
around her. The curator of the cast collection of SMK expressed his concern with
the future of the statue since the building of the collection, that officially hosts the
installation, is being sold. Moreover, some public authorities such as Copenhagen
Municipality jumped into the project helping it but, at the same time, acquiring a
say about its possible re-location. As stated by the SMK curator, if the sculpture is
relocated somewhere far from the flows, its message could be weakened. And the
concern could get tainted with bitterness if one starts questioning whether the true
intention of the public body is to weaken or enhance Queen Mary’s voice.

This speculation naturally leads to question about the success of a public art
project and in particular on the importance of external arrangements in the relational
commons, a problem that will be similarly encountered in the experience of Rome.
The commons can deplete also with underuse. Sometimes the right thing to do
would be to involve providers of the relational commons in the project, making
them taking a more central role. In this case, instead, it is perhaps beneficial that
the public bodies stay, at least up to a certain extent, external to the commons. I
am Queen Mary is a statue that brings a message and sparks a conversation far
exceeding its local realm, but, in order to succeed, it needs its public space, proving
the mutual relationship between public space and public realm.

4.4 Barcelona

4.4.1 Conception

From April to September 2016, the Palau de la Música Catalana hosted an exhibition
of four sculptures by Catalan renowned artist Jaume Plensa on the theme of the
concept of ‘classic’ across music, visual arts, and architecture 18. The exhibition
had a peculiar arrangement based on a progressive openness: two artworks, Sanna’s
dream and Rui Rui’s dream, were exhibited inside the theatre, thus accessible with
a concert or tour guide ticket; a third work was displayed in the theatre’s foyer,

18https://www.palaumusica.cat/en/the-sculptures-of-jaume-plensa-in-dialogue\
-with-the-architecture-of-the-palau-de-la-musica-catalana_398125 (last seen, September
2019).

https://www.palaumusica.cat/en/the-sculptures-of-jaume-plensa-in-dialogue \ -with-the-architecture-of-the-palau-de-la-musica-catalana_398125
https://www.palaumusica.cat/en/the-sculptures-of-jaume-plensa-in-dialogue \ -with-the-architecture-of-the-palau-de-la-musica-catalana_398125
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reachable to anyone entering the theatre’s hall; and the final sculpture, Carmela,
which this section focuses on specifically, was put just outside the modernist building,
in the street, open for everyone to encounter it randomly.

Palau de la Musica Catalana is the concert hall of Barcelona and its art nouveau
building is listed in Unesco World Heritage Sites. Around the early 1900’s jewel, a
modernist addition has been built to enlarge the auditorium, resulting in a fascinating
and peculiar architecture. The complex sits in San Pere, a picturesque district at
the heart of Barcelona. Due to the artistic relevance of Palau de la Musica and the
central position, the area around Carmela is predominantly touristic.

Jaume Plensa’s Carmela used to belong to the aforementioned temporary exhibi-
tion but soon enough – the exhibition was meant to stay only few months – it was
clear that she was a proper public art piece, sitting in an intersection, not really a
square yet with the option for passersby to sit, rest, and meet. The space is a shelter
from the rather chaotic via Laietana, the adjacent boulevard. Some shops and a
chain cafe, besides Palau de la Musica, make this streets a potential destination. A
pedestrian corner of this intersection offers some seats and shadow. Facades of the
buildings are beautifully decorated in art nouveau style.

Somehow Carmela felt very fitting with the surrounding and requests for it
to stay started circulating. A petition was sent online19 and eventually the artist
and the municipality came to an agreement in order to let the sculpture stay for a
renewable term of 8 years.

4.4.2 Content

Carmela is a cast iron 4 and a half metres tall sculpture portraying the face of an
unspecified Mediterranean girl. Her traits are classic and could be everyone’s, even
though the image was actually taken from the picture of a 14 years old Barcelonan
girl the artist himself shoot in 2013. Indeed Carmela is the result of a meeting
between sculpture and photography20.

Besides her halo of classicism and timeless beauty, Carmela has a striking feature
that surprises and engages the viewer. The sculpture is adapted from a 3D scanned
photograph and it appears different when looked at from different angles, replicating
a strong three dimensions effect that makes it look almost flat from the back, and
progressively fully three dimensional when one looks from the opposite side. The
result is close to a process of a real time building up of the image and it recalls the
process of human memory.

Carmela is the first public art work that the internationally acclaimed Barcelonan
artist has in his hometown. Jaume Plensa is a visual artist well known for his works
concerning the body and the idea of it. He has several public art works across the
globe, the most prominent one is probably Crown Fountain in Millenium’s Park,
Chicago, 2004. Thus the importance of its installation also entails the status of the

19https://www.change.org (last seen: September 2019).
20http://xtec.cat/~rnieto/volum/temes/escultura%20urbana/espais%20urbans/

palaudelamusica.html (last seen: September 2019).

https://www.change.org
http://xtec.cat/~rnieto/volum/temes/escultura%20urbana/espais%20urbans/palaudelamusica.html
http://xtec.cat/~rnieto/volum/temes/escultura%20urbana/espais%20urbans/palaudelamusica.html
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artist and its relationship with his city of origin.

4.4.3 Critique

Carmela should have been a temporary installation outside Palau de la Musica, sit
in that spot for 4 months, and then go away to the next destination. But something
went ‘wrong’ in the meanwhile. Perhaps its site specificity has worked, allowing for
people to question why should she go? Why can’t she stay?

In September 2016, news started circulating about an agreement that the artist
had made with the City Council to keep Carmela there for eight years. The reason
why Carmela stayed is mainly connected with her ability to bring something good to
the space. The artist declared that the intersection used to be a “stalemate”21 and
that, with the occasion of the exhibition at Palau, he wanted to do something for it
so that he specifically asked for one work of art to be just where Carmela is now. A
student from Barcelona working in a museum that at that time hosted an exhibition
of Jaume Plensa, told me in an interview: “I read that Plensa studied the vibrations
of the space, he discovered that there was something missing 22. Honestly I think he
was right because it felt a bit empty although there are lots of people because of the
Palau. Now you can feel that the composition is balanced” (Interviewee 5, museum
intern, dweller).

Similarly, a person within the Consell d’Art Públic, that is the municipal authority
for public art, told me that this sculpture had a precious impact on that square.
Carmela has been able to pacificar the space, let it breath, make it more peaceful.
“Now people do not just go from A to B. They have something to stop for, to take a
break” (Interviewee 7, civil servant, public art expert). One could really say Carmela
is site specific and this payed back for sure.

Something less sure is instead the process that eventually led to the agreement
of keeping the sculpture. Media referred to a demand coming from neighbours23 .
A petition on change.org was launched by denizens and public authorities, namely
Jaume Collboni from Cultura del Ayuntamiento, i.e. the department of culture of the
Municipality, reacted promptly and started a negotiation with the artist. So, when
I talked with a public art expert from Consell d’Art Públic, the body in charge of
managing public art projects in the city, I was surprised to learn a different opinion.

21https://www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20161021/411181389350/
carmela-escultur-jaume-plensa-se-queda-barcelona.html (last seen: September 2019).

22To be precise, Jaume Plensa did not studied the vibrations of the space but applied some
teachings learnt when working with gongs.
Cfr https://www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20161021/411181389350/
carmela-escultur-jaume-plensa-se-queda-barcelona.html

23For instance:
https://www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20161021/411181389350/
carmela-escultur-jaume-plensa-se-queda-barcelona.html
https://www.vilaweb.cat/noticies/volem-la-carmela/andhttps://
www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20160603/402250082749/
carmela-plensa-belleza-mediterranea-vecinos-escultura-palau-de-la-musica.html (last
seen: September 2019)

https://www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20161021/411181389350/carmela-escultur-jaume-plensa-se-queda-barcelona.html
https://www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20161021/411181389350/carmela-escultur-jaume-plensa-se-queda-barcelona.html
https://www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20161021/411181389350/carmela-escultur-jaume-plensa-se-queda-barcelona.html
https://www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20161021/411181389350/carmela-escultur-jaume-plensa-se-queda-barcelona.html
https://www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20161021/411181389350/carmela-escultur-jaume-plensa-se-queda-barcelona.html
https://www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20161021/411181389350/carmela-escultur-jaume-plensa-se-queda-barcelona.html
https://www.vilaweb.cat/noticies/volem-la-carmela/ and https://www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20160603/402250082749/carmela-plensa-belleza-mediterranea-vecinos-escultura-palau-de-la-musica.html
https://www.vilaweb.cat/noticies/volem-la-carmela/ and https://www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20160603/402250082749/carmela-plensa-belleza-mediterranea-vecinos-escultura-palau-de-la-musica.html
https://www.vilaweb.cat/noticies/volem-la-carmela/ and https://www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20160603/402250082749/carmela-plensa-belleza-mediterranea-vecinos-escultura-palau-de-la-musica.html
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According to the aforementioned interview, what happened instead was that
the department of culture did not follow the standard procedure and acted “upon
political interests aimed at increasing consensus, despite the procedure and without
considering that such a project would have easily passed the technical revision of
the authority for public art” (Interviewee 7, civil servant, public art expert).

As a public art expert, the interviewee’s concern expressed towards political
choices instead of bureaucratic ones lies in the acknowledgment of public art’s
importance to society. Public art bears artistic, historic, and social values whose
impact is not as immediate as the politicians’ electoral horizon. Public art influences
generations and centuries of history of a country. And such a statement seemed
particularly relevant if we consider that at the same time of Carmela’s debate, in
the same quarter of Barcelona, a situation in which a decapitated sculpture of the
dictator Francisco Franco, installed for an exhibition named “Franco. Victoria.
Républica. Impunity and urban space” 24 was insistently vandalised and eventually
removed25 .

Besides the ambiguity of the decisional process, something is clear. Among the
various sources considered, media, interviews, and occasional talks to locals, this is
something they all agree upon: Carmela simply worked in the space. In the artist’s
words: “that sculpture makes community”26 .

4.4.4 Observation

A. Social space survey and people moving

The area around Carmela is incredibly rich. It is a very small square, about 550 m2,
that originates from an intersection of the two streets surrounding the auditorium
and the hectic via Laietana. Car traffic in the square is restricted to cabs and
working vehicles, whereas scooters, bikes, and motorbikes are free to pass.

Placa de Luis Millet offers a bunch of options for a passerby. Besides Palau de la
Musica, also the surrounding buildings are very interesting, with beautiful frescoes
in art nouveau style on the facades. The cafe just in front of the statue, like in
Rotterdam this is a chain too, is an attractive points both for tourists and locals.
Besides a couple of touristic shops, the space offers six public seats that seemed to
work better with locals, mainly retired elders reading the newspaper, that tourists
(see Figure 4.9.

The amount of people counted here exceeds conspicuously the other tallies. Prob-
ably in accordance to the Mediterranean lifestyle, flows peaks have been registered
in the late afternoon. At 17, the end of the elementary school played a big role. In
fact, despite the very high density of tourists in Barcelona, the area around Carmela

24https://www.juliaschulzdornburg.com/franco-victoria-
republica-impunity-and-urban-space-born-barcelona?pageid = 1426(lastseen : September2019).

25https://www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20161020/411168880009/
estatua-franco-born-tirada-suelo.html (last seen: September 2019).

26https://www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20161021/411181389350/
carmela-escultur-jaume-plensa-se-queda-barcelona.html (last seen: September 2019).

https://www.juliaschulzdornburg.com/franco-victoria-
https://www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20161020/411168880009/estatua-franco-born-tirada-suelo.html
https://www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20161020/411168880009/estatua-franco-born-tirada-suelo.html
https://www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20161021/411181389350/carmela-escultur-jaume-plensa-se-queda-barcelona.html
https://www.lavanguardia.com/local/barcelona/20161021/411181389350/carmela-escultur-jaume-plensa-se-queda-barcelona.html
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Figure 4.9. Figure 1 - The Social Space around Carmela, Barcelona. Elaboration of the
author based on Gehl Institute Social Space Survey. Image courtesy of Google Earth
Studio.

is also rich in locals that live close or work here.

Figure 4.10. People Moving Count on one sample ordinary day. Barcelona, September
2019. Source: Elaboration of the author
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Figure 4.11. Graphic visualisation of the Diary of the space. Interactions between people
and the art piece are distinguished in: physical, strong, weak, and no interactions. A
residual category of ’other activities’ indicates actions unrelated to the art piece.

B. Diary of the space: Carmela

Placa de Luis Millet, Tuesday 17th and Wednesday 18th September 2019

9.00 The day just started and the atmosphere is already vibrant and hectic. Many
pedestrians, cross Placa Millet, some are working, such as porters, labourers,
and mailmen, others are going to their offices, others are on holiday yet
operative. The amount of vans, trucks, porters that work to switch the city on,
brings effervescence to the space. Soon, I get to understand the importance of
Carmela’s plinth. A girl sits there while waiting for someone. The square is a
sort of small tranquil island, compared to the chaotic adjacent via Laietana.
However, from time to time, a taxi, a van, or a scooter burst into the stillness.
Right in front of Carmela, there is a bike sharing parking. On the other
side of the street, two lines of three single seats encourage people to take a
break and admire Palau de la Musica and Carmela. A random guy casually
playing ukulele crosses the street, but he does not receive attention from the
two American tourists nearby who instead ask others to take them a picture
with Carmela. Passersby, especially if tourists, seem intrigued by Carmela’s
shape, and usually try to capture the 3D visual gimmick in a video. At 10,
the souvenirs shop next to the cafe opens. The automatic doorbell will be the
unpleasant soundtrack of the day: dlin, dlon.
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11.00 The statue’s base seem to have a function that is independent from the
sculpture, if possible. For instance, right now an elder man uses it to clean
something off his shoe. At the same time, the flow of tourists and passersby
stopping to look at Carmela, some with more care than others, continues. The
spot of the elder man is soon replaced by a group of visitors that use the base
as a proper bench: one drinks a soda, other two chat, the last one smokes.
These persons are going to be in every picture that is now being taken by the
rest of the presents. It should not be said that everyone pays attention to
Carmela when crossing the street. A trio of Catalan teenagers are busy with a
photographic shooting and do not care about Carmela. On the other corner of
the square, a local gentleman looks at her for all the time needed to cross the
street towards via Laietana. More videos, more pictures. A rickshaw makes a
deviation to let the passenger admire the sculpture, while four elders doing
errands – one can tell from the shop bags and the attire – stop and comment
on the big cast iron face. The single seats around the one am I currently
occupying stay empty for some time, while the less comfortable Carmela’s
plight is crowded. Soon two elder men, they look retired, join the single
benches. The three of us are now just absorbed in a watch of the life going
on around Carmela: videos, photos, breaks, stones off some shoe, cigarettes,
“wows”, some disregard. And in the background the souvenirs shop’s doorbell.

13.00 | Pedestrian flow seems to be a sort of muscular energy: it swells and relaxes,
as if there was a traffic light periodically releasing pedestrians. A numerous
group of South American tourists stops around Carmela for at least a quarter,
about twenty of them are taking pictures, videos, or touch the sculpture. At
this time, that is siesta for Catalans (did you know the taxi increases the price
during siesta?), protagonists of pedestrian traffic are mainly tourists. Carmela
is a very big girl head, installed on a base that has the shape and size of a
bench. This makes the statue accessible, so that touch is a highly involved
sense in the interaction viewer-artwork. Often one can see a passer-by slightly
touch the iron surface as it is common to do with bushes. Children always
want to touch the sculpture. Some kids, tourists from Italy, all dressed up as
Lionel Messi, play on and around the plight. Other passers-by touch the head
and discover its identity reading the small plaque.

15.00 The usual coming and going is restored as siesta ends. Large teams of tourists
never stop passing by. An Italian young lady is excited for having recognised
the artist of Carmela. After a half-day watch, I can say that people like being
photographed next to Carmela while mimicking her expression. She does not
really have a specific expression. And the faces I see from tourists doing this
same thing, are always different from each other. Some extend their chin,
other squint, other engage in a neutral and relaxed expression, eyes open,
eyes closed. I keep on sitting on my seat, and around me elders and tourists
come and go. A tourist leave his seat to look at Carmela close-up, and his
movement influences a skateboarder that stops to look as well. A girl with
a dog on a leash stops to observe two tourists, and at the same time a mum
takes pictures to his teenage son who gets down the plight in a somersault.
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The intersection becomes empty for some seconds, until a young man runs
into my sight clearly looking for someone. Found! He leaves. More tourists
approach: Asians, Americans, European. A school class ignores the sculpture.
A small ambulance working as disabled bus picks up a guy with a plastered
leg who was waiting on Carmela’s bench. The bench hosts cigarette breaks,
tourist breaks, lonely waits. A skater noisily burst into the scene and gest
all the attention as he is running on the rear wheels. A street cleaner takes
advantage of the situation to drink a beer. A kid kicks Carmela, and gets a
prompt lecture.

17.00 The intersection gets overcrowded for some minutes. Then it empties. Only a
young man stands here now, on a delicate phone call with the cable company.
It does not take long until the flow is normalised and eventually intensifies at
the end of classes of the local elementary school. Atmosphere is diffusely hectic.
Carmela’s plight is popular among mums and tourists, while kids favour to
play with, and possibly on, the sculpture. Although a kid is screaming because
he really wants candies, I recognize some tourists discussing the installation
project of Carmela. Activities around her are playful. It is fun to observe and
comment on the visual effect of her head. However, there are also lazy glances
or missed glances. A lady gets to see Carmela through the screen of the phone
while taking a picture of the surroundings.

19.00 The sun is still up, but the sunset is approaching, and this shows mainly
through the increasingly relaxed atmosphere. Pedestrians and scooters flows
diminishes, and those who pass by do not look as in the rush as this morning.
Guided tours must have ended for today. A man with a trolley is waiting for a
cab, and switches from the plight to the more comfortable single seat. A guy
that looks like an expat runs fast on his foldable bike and smiles at Carmela
while curving and not stopping. Thirty seconds of emptiness. Two young men
approach and discuss quickly the sculpture with a tourist who passes by too.
Other young locals laugh at Carmela. Twenty minutes later, the taxi arrives.

21.00 The sun has finally set. I hear some clamour from a hidden corner of the
intersection; it is a group of “paki” (immigrants from Pakistan) drinking a
beer after a work day. Meanwhile, the area around Carmela is getting slightly
crowded. It is because of the flamenco soirée at Palau de la Musica. One can
discern who will be attending. They look at the time often, or ask others what
is the time. The doors of the theatre finally open and the audience vanishes.
Only a kind of a nuts man stays, he engages on a dance in front of a mirrored
walls behind Carmela and then moves on the plight to sing. Barcelona looks
to me like a full city. Full of colours, full of people, full of things.

4.4.5 Discussion

Even though I have no knowledge of what the intersection used to look like before
Carmela’s placement, I can picture an idea of that, knowing what the space looks
like now and after some interviews with locals. The artist himself conceived the art
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piece in order to improve the quality of Placa de Luis Millet, that was commonly
perceived as a dead space.

Carmela’s contribution to the space is tangible. People, tourists as well as locals,
are clearly interested in experiencing the sculpture. They spend time around the
statue, mostly sitting on its base, even if the close benches are available (and more
comfortable).

While the resembling statue in Copenhagen – Carmela and Queen Mary are both
tall black statues portraying a woman – operates in the immaterial realm of the
public space, Carmela reaches a rather haptic dimension. It is a tactile experience
to explore its three dimensions feature, people are intrigued by Carmela’s peculiar
shape. But the statue has a tactile impact even besides its formal appreciation. It
has changed the physical space, a dry intersection – closed in by a loud boulevard
on one side, and a splendid building and neighbourhood on the other side – into a
cheerful small square.

The observation of the space shows that Carmela is the main author of the
cosiness of the square, yet it shares some responsibility with the cafe, the bike
sharing station, and certainly the presence of Palau de la Musica, whose value is
not only the theatrical activity but also its composite architecture, all things that
enhance the flows of people across the square and offer a reason to stay. Even
without the clamour of controversy, the addition of Carmela to the square alters the
experience of it.

Given the result of its installation, Carmela could be easily understood as a
project commissioned to a team of experts in developments of public space. Certainly
the work of art and its collocation are site specific, decided by an expert: the artist.
However, the sculpture would have gone away if dwellers did not taken an action in
order for it to stay. Like in the case of Santa Claus in Rotterdam, people who use
and live the space seem to know exactly what is important to them, because their
environment is that of a relational commons, they are producers and appropriators
of.

Besides the predominant role of the locals in keeping Carmela, external arrange-
ments needed to be done and, as one interview let emerge, the process of obtaining
successful arrangements may not have been conducted according to the official
procedure, a detail that does not help get a clear understanding of this specific phase.
It is possible that politicians involved in the case took advantage of the initiative
of people to consolidate their consensus. However, from other sources such as the
online petition and the news reported by media, it is possible to see the leading role
of locals: Carmela teaches us that people count on public space.
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4.5 Rome

4.5.1 Conception

Rome is a majestic city. Its landscape is a sedimentation of historic, artistic, and
architectonical traces from centuries BC until now. One can really breathe in such a
heritage when strolling around in the city’s historic centre. However, its blessing is
also its curse, and the Eternal City is constantly facing neglect, decay, and further
problems connected to its highly demanding – and hardly met – urban governance.

Around 2012, Tevereterno, a non-profit organisation based in Rome that puts
together artists, architects, and urban planners, decided to work in order to contribute
to the revitalisation of one neglected and underused area of Rome’s city heart that
back in time used to be central to the ordinary activities of the city (Benincasa, Neri,
and Trimarchi 2019), constituting an inherent part of Rome’s urban fabric. This
area is the embankment of Tiber river. Most specifically, Tevereterno focuses on the
riverfront between the historical centre and Trastevere, limited by Ponte Mazzini
and Ponte Sisto, and that they dubbed ’Piazza Tevere’.

The space is a section of the wider pedestrian area below the level of the city
that originated from the construction of the massive muraglioni27 at the end of XIX
century. On each bridge across the Tiber, a marble staircase gives access to this
quiet area that run along the river and across the whole city. On one side, the cycle
path runs here, away from the chaotic oil-fuelled traffic upstairs. Piazza Tevere
is the most central section of this “green infrastructure” (Rankin 2019 n.a.). The
area is not easily accessible. Only crumbling staircases lead to the riverfront. This
inaccessibility, which is actually structural since the walls were built specifically to
control the mighty upstream of the Tiber, encourages dodgy activities at night and
homeless to find shelter under the bridges, as it is the case for Ponte Mazzini, where
a few homeless and dogs live and even grow a small urban garden in a stable little
camp base (see Figure 4.12).

The result of all this is a non-crowded green space, predominantly used by
runners, joggers, bikers, and pedestrians on a stroll. During summer nights, the city
of Rome usually sets up a complex of pop up stores and restaurants along the river,
a commercial activity masked as cultural that constitutes the main public use of
this area.

Triumphs and Laments is the huge project aimed at revitalising Piazza Tevere.
It is the public art work by South African artist William Kentridge that since
2016 dominates the XVIII century massive walls that separate Tiber river from the
urban settlement. But this is not a no-sweat story. Tevereterno encountered several
difficulties in having the project approved by the many local authorities. After some
turmoil, and with two years delay on the schedule, Triumphs and Laments was
finally unveiled in Piazza Tevere on 21st April 2016, anniversary of the foundation
of the city.

27In English: wide walls.
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4.5.2 Content

The work of art is a frieze that emerges from the black patina that naturally covers
Tiber’s walls surface. It depicts a five hundred metres procession of 80 to 90 figures
(the number depends on how one counts them) about 10 metres tall. They are the
triumphs and laments of the history of Rome, in a non-chronologic order that calls
for viewers’ engagement in recognising who is who.

The artist was interested in depicting a narrative of the history of Rome, high-
lighting the fact that for each victory there is a tragedy, for each triumph a lament.
He was helped by Tevereterno and John Cabot University’s students to build a
cumbersome iconographic database. “Kentridge is remarkably humble for an artist
of his stature. He listened with childlike fascination to explanations of images, to
stories from Rome’s history. He learnt, he made connections, but as a visual artist,
not a historian, he gravitated to the images themselves independent of the story
they told” (Rankin 2019 n.a.).

During the five hundred metres stroll along the frieze, one can find very different
images, some close to collective imagination, such as the emblematic she-wolf, or
the dead body of Pasolini as depicted by newspapers in 1975, or the busts of Cicero
and Mussolini. Other figures have been worked on by the artists or are details of
famous icons. Aldo Moro’s car is combined to Bernini’s Estasi di Santa Teresa; a
donkey-headed creature emerging from the Tiber’s water is the symbol of Pope’s
Antichrist and it is portrayed while offering an espresso from a Bialetti moka pot
to a decrepit old lady that signifies a decadent, ailing Rome. The images represent
Rome but the frieze does not offer explanation, encouraging the viewer to engage
with the art piece and play with its memory.

The technique consists of cleaning off the background of the images of the
frieze with a high pressure water jet. The removed substance is a biological cover
that naturally grows on the stone walls and, despite the reluctance of the public
administration in giving permission to the project also because of this, the technique
is in fact totally environmental friendly. This means that, without any maintenance,
the frieze is doomed to be re-absorbed. This is exactly the case of Triumphs and
Laments, since the artist conceived the work as indeterminate temporary. Lifespan
was calculated to be about 3-5 years and indeed at the time of writing some parts of
the figures are hard to see already.

4.5.3 Critique

The vision and mission of the promotor organisation, Tevereterno, is probably the
most crucial element of Triumphs and Laments. The whole initiative depends indeed
on the group’s idea of turning the area of Piazza Tevere from a “publicly owned”
space into a “public space” (Interviewee 3, promoter, urban planner). In order
to achieve that, Tevereterno is mainly concerned with the organisation of events
on or about the space. They work on “three main fields of activity: art, space,
and society that are triangulated by projects such as Triumphs and Laments, that
is meant to entail indeed art, space and society, also in collaboration with other
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small realities such as Openhouse, Azienda Tevere, cyclists associations, or schools”
(Interviewee 3, promoter, urban planner). Triumphs and Laments is indisputably
the most prominent endeavour realised in this direction so far.

The realisation of the frieze was not an easy task. The project encountered
a long series of hinders from the bureaucratic system of permits and licenses to
act on public space on a Regional and a Municipal level, even though no financial
involvement was asked by Tevereterno28 . Once regional and municipal authorities
gave permissions, the local authority for the cultural heritage stopped the process,
eventually causing a delay of 2 years on the schedule. Media did not miss to report
on the bureaucratic controversy and some questionable opinions of politicians, such
as the idea that contemporary art is better located in the suburbs rather than in
the heart of Rome29 . In 2014, the advancement of the project was quite a hot topic
in the local chronicle.

The project was finally inaugurated in 2016,with a theatrical procession and a
concert on the night of April 21st, the anniversary of the city’s foundation. But
what happened after that? Attention of the media fell and news mainly concerned
occasions in which the frieze was vandalised by some writer tag, in response to
which the public service would intervene, but ignoring the rest of the vandalised
walls. Nothing about the envisioned transformation of the space into a ’public space’
could be read on the newspapers. Somehow the organisation could not hold together
and stopped lobbying the public administration for the needed improvements in
the space, such as lighting, seats, cleaning. Hence the question whether that turn
happened or not. What about the aftermath of Triumphs and Laments?

Soon the activity of Tevereterno in Piazza Tevere started again. The aspiration of
Tevereterno, admits Architect Carlo Gasparrini, Tevereterno founder, “comes from an
élite, but quite an amount of people, still not the majority though, is recognising that
this is a good place to go to” (Interviewee 3, promoter, urban planner). Additional
reason against a straightforward transformation of the space is its essential nature,
that “encompasses flooding and nocturnal desperation” (interviewee 3, promoter,
urban planner), with regard to the river’s over flooding and the illegal activities or
vagrancy this space witness especially at night.

The promoter of the project consider Triumphs and Laments as a real cornerstone
in Tevereterno’s mission accomplishment. They keep organising events, such as
public debates with experts and intellectuals in front of a figure of the frieze, that
functions as a trigger for discussion on the city more in general. But, as Gasparrini
confirms, the ordinary life of that space did not really change, except for the – quite
exclusive – events organised by Tevereterno and Open House Roma, that once a
year on Open House day, offers a tour including a visit to the frieze.

At walking distance from Piazza Tevere, one can come across an experience of

28An insightful report of the early stage of the project can be found in Rankin, T. 2019. Culture
meets ecology in the public space. ‘Triumphs and Laments’ on the Tiber, in Benincasa, C., G. Neri
and M. Trimarchi, Art and Economics in the City. New Cultural Maps. Columbia University Press.

29Mozzetti, C. “Graffiti sul Tevere, il ministero frena”, Il Messaggero, January 2014. http://www.
ilariaborletti.it/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/messaggero_kentridge_roma.pdf (last seen:
September 2019).

http://www.ilariaborletti.it/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/messaggero_kentridge_roma.pdf
http://www.ilariaborletti.it/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/messaggero_kentridge_roma.pdf
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art in public space that recently gained great international success. It is Cinema
America, former squatting activity in a movie theatre endangered by rent seekers,
now in the form of a non-profit. They, all twenty-years old romans, organise public,
free movie projections in a square in Trastevere, piazza San Cosimato, 10 minutes’
walk from Piazza Tevere, according to Google Maps.

It was strikingly surprising to hear from a member of Cinema America’s board
that she had no idea about their neighbour project. Nonetheless, she gave me the
impression of having clear in mind what does public space mean. Referring to Piazza
San Cosimato, the square where most of movie projections take place, she said: “I
started realising that elsewhere I would just pass by with a shallow attitude, because
some public spaces have simply lost their power to aggregate people. We believe
that every square should have a good reason to stay, be it a market, a small park,
an installation. The square should be a place you can live. For instance, what I do
like about San Cosimato is that at lunch time you would see people around eating
their lunchboxes, it takes so little” (Interviewee 9, activist).

Certainly Piazza Tevere cannot be compared to Piazza San Cosimato. First and
foremost, the morphology of the spaces is thoroughly different, being the former
a typical Italian square in a dense urban fabric in a very local although touristic
district, while the latter is a space that is detached from the surroundings, resembling
more an urban park than a Piazza.

However, residents of the surrounding areas seemed to care about what would
go on in such a “grey area”. Before Triumphs and Laments implementation, at least
a couple of articles in the local news reported that the residents of that area, an
area whose social spectrum is “hyper-local to super international” (Interviewee 3,
promoter, urban planner), expressed some dissent towards the initiative of decorating
the walls instead of providing more effective actions to contrast degradation and
safety.

During my observations of the space, I asked the little homeless community
their opinion about the frieze. At the end of the day, they spend here more time
there than anyone else. They are the actual ’eye’ on that street. Their opinion is
that nothing really changed in the way that space was used, apart from the events.
People keep on using the cycle path, or jog here as they did before. What changed
instead was the location of the summer nights stands: “It was awful to see those
stands covering the view on the frieze. They finally managed to move them away, so
that the work of art is finally valorised” (Interviewee 10, homeless).

4.5.4 Observation

A. Social space survey and people moving count

The area that Triumphs and Laments’ promotors have named Piazza Tevere, an
area of 5.206,22 m2, is the largest site among the experiences selected in this work
and so is the art piece indeed. Besides the choice of the term piazza conveys a clear
endeavour to make the space social, lively, and much attended, Piazza Tevere is
instead a rather contemplative area, below the traffic level of the surrounding streets,
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Figure 4.12. Figure 1 - The Social Space around Triumphs and Laments, Rome. Elab-
oration of the author based on Gehl Institute Social Space Survey. Image courtesy of
Google Earth Studio.

surprisingly tranquil, that one could rather consider as an inner park.

The physical features of the space involve well-designed entrances, stairs for
pedestrians and a bike path that is part of the main cycle lane of the city that is not
directly accessible from here, implying that people who cross Piazza Tevere via the
lane have been cycling quite a lot before getting here (see Figure 4.12). In addition,
the area is not easily accessible by limited mobility people and there is no supply
facilities such as benches, illumination, or sports and play activities besides the bike
lane.

However, the most of those who come here engage with open air sport under-
takings. The area is not provided with restrooms nor food options and actually
it is quite a neglected area, even dodgy at night, while just upstairs is the city
centre. On an ordinary base, pedestrian traffic is lower than bike and joggers traffic,
somewhat corroborating the idea of this space as a park. During summer nights,
the bank becomes the stage of small shops and restaurants, a commercial initiative
that provide some life to this area after dark.

B. Diary of the space: Triumphs and Laments

Piazza Tevere, Tuesday 10th and Wednesday 11th September 2019

9.00 Rome is beautiful and is my hometown. I cannot help: it always moves me. I
quickly get off my father’s scooter to walk down the marble stairs – always a bit
fetid – towards the embankment. Traffic on lungotevere is already impetuous.
Two middle-aged French tourists stop me and mime their request: what is the
way to Sant’Angelo castle. I take the chance to brush up my French. They
do not buy my answer. I convince them (c’est juste une petite promenade!).
Finally I take the stairs. It is so close to the up street, but it feels to be
far already. The noise of the city sounds surprisingly remote. First cyclists
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Figure 4.13. People Moving Count on one sample ordinary day. Rome, September 2019.
Source: Elaboration of the author

of a long series appear. I hear one saying to the other “this girl draws the
architecture”, I correct them “no, I tally people, sir!”. They are puzzled, but
say hi and keep going. Passersby are mainly joggers and cyclists, race or city
bicycles. Some people walk their dogs here, others are on a stroll or sightseeing.
A group of teenager tourists comes across Piazza Tevere showing an exuberant
attitude. Meanwhile, a passerby takes picture at Remo and Dolce Vita figures
on the frieze. More cyclists, 4, more joggers, 2. The procession of touristic
boats starts. This boat now is quite empty, only two persons on board. In
the background, the alarm of an ambulance. Pedestrians, 3, cyclist, 1, jogger,
1, businessman on electric roller, 1. Two tourists dressed alike, two tourists
dressed different.

11.00 So far I have noticed few explicit interactions with Kentridge’s frieze. Sun is
warm, freshwater tickles my sense of smell, and little shadow at hand on this
side of the bank. That is why the 11.23 runner is jogging with no t-shirt. A
butterfly perches onto my phone, both are light lilac, it could be a commercial.
I think I have never seen such a beautiful butterfly and so close up. It flies away.
A firemen dinghy steers placidly across the river, while on the bank American
tourists cross local teenagers focused on organising something. More joggers.
For some minutes, the space is empty, just like this tourists boat. Soon the
traffic resumes, starting from the firemen dinghy coming back. Electric scooter.
I am pleased to finally notice two tourists looking at the artwork. They speak
in English, she seems to know a lot about the piece. A lady, tourist, comes
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Figure 4.14. Graphic visualisation of the Diary of the space. Interactions between people
and the art piece are distinguished in: physical, strong, weak, and no interactions. A
residual category of ’other activities’ indicates actions unrelated to the art piece.

down the stairs and picks the marble edge of the bank as perfect spot to enjoy
the sunlight and the peaceful surrounding. The little shadow makes joggers
skirt the walls and hence the frieze. However they do not really see it. Three
guys pass by but stop a little further, to check out graffiti and writers’ tags. A
girl with a dog and a girl on a bike stop, independently, and take some pictures.
Barking, no: howling coming from the other side. A boy on a bike was about
to cross the homeless camp and the dogs stopped, terrified, him. The owner
of the dogs calm them down, and the unfortunate boy is free to go. On my
side, time is up for the lady’s break. Back on the other side this time a van
tries to cross the camping. The dogs protest. A sequence of: mountain bikes,
2, cyclists, 3, tourists, 2, joggers, 3. A man with a selfie stick captures the
graffiti under the bridge. I walk towards Ponte Sisto. From here the music of
the street performer is much clearer. Cyclists, four, joggers, five. A dad on a
bike gives rich answers to his toddler’s question about the physiognomy of any
thing: this boat, that river, those trees, that bridge. Two bicycle racers greet
each other, while a local police car makes a check down here. More cyclists,
more tourists. “Bonjour”. These two were French. Other two stop in front of
Pasolini, then resume the stroll.

13.00 | A men gets off his bike and stops in front of the Wolf. Is he waiting for
someone? He lights a cigarette, then takes a phone call. One more firemen
stroll, one more police stroll. A lady retrieves her dog, the men with the bike
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goes leaves. From the opposite direction a group comes that observes eagerly
Kentridge’s mural and makes comments. I think they are mostly intrigued by
how is it made. A school group of at least 25 teenagers crosses the bank and
ignores everything. It is lunchtime.

15.00 Time of another tourists boat. A dozen of people on bikes approaches, wave at
the fluvial tourists, stop in front of the murals. I know one person there. It is
Tom Rankin, he is part of Tevereterno and professor of architecture. These are
his students on a field trip. While we say hi to each other, a flashy motorised
bicycle with a dog in the basket passes by. Tom tells me the owner and the
bike are regulars here. I leave Tom and I get curious about three girls taking
‘instagrammable’ pictures with Kentridge as a background. Two different
couples of passers-by interact with the frieze: they touch it, talk about it, seem
intrigued by it.

17.00 Some people are assembling a tripod to take professional pictures to the work of
art. A cyclist stops to check what are they pointing at. Two small trucks pass
by. After about ten minutes, I see two guys approaching. They wear specific
cloths but I cannot tell specific for what, but there is some style, some code.
As soon as one performs a headstand I understand they are two parcourers,
probably here to shoot a video and this is a very underground setting. At
this time, it is about 18, the most incredible thing happens. I see from far a
Borsalino hat that looks so familiar. It is the artist’! William Kentridge is
taking a walk down here. Then I realised it is not so crazy, he came to Rome
to present an art work for the city’s opera house. I slowly try to get closer
showing my best non purposive look and the manager intercepts me and asks
me if I want to be introduced. So I meet William Kentridge who invites me to
walk together. He is interested in the way the frieze is getting absorbed by
the walls. In fact, some figures look more degraded than others, some spots
are way more defined the others indeed. “I do not really know why, it may
be leaves, the smog. . . I am surprised”. He finds out the frieze can be better
seen from far, or in pictures, than from a close sight. I agree. Then he asks
me what I do, and I briefly explain my argumentation. I think he was pleased
to know someone is studying his first public art project. I thank him and say
goodbye, then I go back to the last hours my observation. A van, 1, tourists
taking pictures, 4, tourists looking around, 3, a smiling cyclist.

19.00 The sun starts setting, the workday is almost over. Consequently, mostly
joggers pass by at this time of the day. One more fireman dinghy on the river,
and a cool girl on a skateboard on the bank.

21.00 The sun has finally gone but the city is still majestic. My good friend Andrea
joins me. He brought a cold beer, so we sit down – where that lady spent her
break before . The Tiber-green (Andrea and I maintain that it should be a
specific colour) and the persistent light blue of the sky gave way to pink and
purple, first, and to the warm yellow of lighting of the lamps and monuments,
now. Piazza Tevere is not illuminated. This is why, or at least this is one
reason why, at 21 nobody but two pedestrians are spotted. And this is why,
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or at least one reason why, we take a handful of minutes to see the sight: the
bridges, Santo Spirito, and the perilously flourishing fronds of the plan trees.

4.5.5 Discussion

The spatial features of Piazza Tevere hardly allow for the space to be considered a
priori a square and this is reflected by the life of it, that hardly resembles that of
a square. Turning this area of the river bank into a square was the mission of the
organisation that brought, temporarily, Triumphs and Laments here.

Triumphs and Laments is a project carried out by a group of people with
a specific connotation of experts in the field, like in Copenhagen with the two
artists and unlike Rotterdam and Barcelona with local activism. But differently
from the other experiences, in this case the frieze is not the central focus of the
organization’s endeavour. Triumphs and Laments is certainly the most important
project Tevereterno realized, yet it does not fulfil their mission.

The non-profit organisation works in order to vitalise Piazza Tevere, nevertheless
a new trend in their activity seems to emerge, now that the (undefined) expiration
date of Kentridge’s frieze is approaching. They are starting promoting events and
other artistic activities30 connected to this specific work of art rather than to Piazza
Tevere, that is supposed to be the real object of their mission. While on the one hand,
this could be interpreted as a proof of power inherent to Triumphs and Laments, on
the other hand this shift in interest makes us wonder whether Piazza Tevere will
ever become a piazza.

What makes a piazza, besides the technical planning conditions, are certain
urban planning elements that let social life happens, elements linked to spatial
connections and reasons – both material and symbolic – for people to stay. Flows in
this area are low, and the options that usually make a public space pleasant are few.
Several elements are missing, such as seats, lights, and accessible entrances. Yet the
space is crossed by a bike path, that contributes substantially to the social life here.

People stop to enjoy the frieze and some come here just to admire it. However,
the majority of the passers-by are here for other reasons. The use of this space is
predominantly connected to open air sport activities. Users of this space mostly run
and bike. Piazza Tevere is more an urban park than a square. There is a practice of
this space, whose driver does not seem to be the frieze. This is also connected to
the role of the external actors of the commons.

As in most of the experiences considered, public administrators did not underpin
the public art project. Frictions between Tevereterno and the authorities have
hindered the lean implementation even in this case. But this time, public admin-
istrators seem to overlook also other possibilities, such as the provision of those
urban elements that make the basis for a good public space and that can hardly be

30For example the exhibition “Beyond Triumphs and Laments” that is also the name of
the next project by Tevereterno, ideally a new frieze in the same location and with the same
technique that will be realised by other artists. http://www.teatrodiroma.net/doc/6590/
beyond-triumphs-and-laments (last seen: October 2019).

http://www.teatrodiroma.net/doc/6590/beyond-triumphs-and-laments
http://www.teatrodiroma.net/doc/6590/beyond-triumphs-and-laments
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provided by other actors.

4.6 Comparison of results and general discussion

In order to understand how does public space work, I followed Professor Mitchell’s
advice on how to study public space. I went outside and looked. I spent time
watching the life taking place around four different urban nodes, four public art
pieces, in four different cities. I noticed that every space has its distinctive traits of
the way people use and behave in the space.

A set of variables can be deduced from the experiences I observed in Rotterdam,
Copenhagen, Barcelona, and Rome, that help showing the results. They are: use
of space, type of initiative, image, and intrinsic features. Some art works operate
on the use that people make of the public space, as it happened in Rotterdam and
Barcelona, while others have a higher impact on the immaterial space, with little
changes in transforming the space, as it is the cases of Copenhagen and Rome.

Although all the projects are bottom up, a further distinction should be made.
In Barcelona and Rotterdam the initiative came from locals, daily users of the space.
In Rome and Copenhagen instead, the initiative came from specific types of locals,
namely a cultural association of architects, professors, and historians in Rome, and
a duo of artists active in the field of de-colonialism.

Santa Claus acquired the role of symbolizing the neighbourhood and its devel-
opment, it has a sort of landmark property attributable to its image. Similarly,
Queen Mary was described as Denmark’s statement on colonialism. Soon after its
inauguration, Queen Mary scaled up globally. Conversely, it seems that this did not
happen in Rome and Barcelona, whose public art pieces’ role remains rather local.
Carmela altered the perception and the experience of the small square. In Rome,
the frieze did not significantly further the intensity of the relations occurring in the
space, yet the landscape assimilated it softly.

Lastly, I noticed that trajectories of some public art pieces were clearly related
to an intrinsic feature of the art work, whereas others developed more independently
from the message they bring, with other features driving the process. Santa Claus’
story began with a loud refusal precisely because of its content. By the same token,
Queen Mary is successful insofar it drives a message that belongs to the public
discourse. Triumphs and Laments’ trajectory is halfway the crucial relevance of its
message, Rome’s triumphs and laments, and other characteristics such as the ability
to play a role as urban device. The latter feature seems to be crucial in the case
of Carmela, whose contribution deals predominantly with its physical feature in
relation to the material space, rather than the girl represented.

Around Carmela and Santa Claus activities are playful. The degree of physical
interaction is high: people scrutinise, touch, take videos or pictures of the sculptures
(see Figures 4.11 and 4.5). At the same time, both the statues sit in an intersection,
so flows are erratic and irregular. Instead, Triumphs and Laments and I am Queen
Mary are on a waterfront, quite empty and meditative the former, and very busy
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the latter. In both cases but with dramatic differences in volume, the flows of people
are organised, necessarily induced by the form of the space. This also reflects on the
array of activities that, at least from the perspective of the spatial observation, look
more homogeneous within a rather short ray from the work of art (see Figures 4.14
and 4.8).

Each of the four cases offers specific insights that help understand the functioning
of social life in public space and that nudge towards the interpretation of it as a
commons. Santa Claus is a story of clever adoption, in both time and space.
Its meaning evolved and expanded to the point that it became a landmark for a
neighbourhood and consequently for the whole city.

I am Queen Mary teaches a lesson of public history, shedding light on the delicate
balance between public and national. Queen Mary’s teachers do not come from the
Ministry but they have an impact thanks to the public space through which they
instigate a public debate.

In Barcelona, when Carmela was about to leave the devitalized, yet central,
interception where it was on display, people realised that they could have a batter
public space. So they activated a movement to convince the public authorities and
the artist to come to an agreement in order for the statue to remain. Carmela turned
a space into a place.

The mission that Triumphs and Laments pursues is the same. The organisers
of its project work to make a space convivial enough to call it a piazza. However,
the frieze in Rome draws our attention on the attributes of a common resource,
and specifically the importance of external agreements. Triumphs and Laments
has not had a striking impact on the river bank, yet people keep on carrying on
their practices in the space, and now a new layer of relations is present, those
connected to the frieze. More attention by the providers of the space, namely public
administrators, could have made a positive difference in the project. And such a lack
of attention eventually may have exasperated Tevereterno, whose activity has now
become rather “thematic” revolving more around Triumphs and Lament’s flagship
than on the enhancement of Piazza Tevere’s liveability.

The experiences of public art unveil an essential trait of public space. It is
important because of the bundle of relations that occur there. Human flows interact
mutually. People goes where people are, people observe what happens around them,
they copy and learn from each other, they assemble in public space to make sure
their ideas are listened. Flows of relations around a public art piece occur over time
and space. Moreover, they form a lattice of exchange and sharing that operates
mostly on an erratic, unplanned, and spontaneous way. Yet people know that such
a lattice is there, they count on it and often – residents and restricted groups in the
studied experiences – they are willing to roll up their sleeves to make that social
infrastructure happen.

The experiences of public art considered also teach us something about public
art itself. I compared it to a social infrastructure and to an urban node. Public art
triggers relations and is part of the relational commons that goes on in public space.
Moreover, the necessary, yet often reluctant, providers of the resource system are
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indispensable and a good relationship between them and the commons is decisive,
proving the issue of external arrangement the most problematic aspect of social life
in public space as a relational commons. Thus, public art can also be a possibility
to enhance such a commons, it could be the arm’s length “body” through which
providers of public space enable the relational commons in the most open possible
way.

What emerges from the exploration are some qualities of the relations that
constitute the commons. They concern with the practice of consuming and producing
the space (Mitchell 1995): tourists trajectories, public discourse, memory and
experiences, but also the peril of commons’ depletion when an element of the
infrastructure is endangered, as emerged in Copenhagen and Rome as a consequence
of non-ideal external arrangements.

Conceptualising the relational commons, in fact, is just a beginning and delin-
eating the crucial qualities can be helpful to the management. From the analysis of
the four experiences of public art, at least three tiers emerged. First is the density
of action of the artistic intervention. In Barcelona, Jaume Plensa proved to be a
masterly urban designer, whereas in Rotterdam and Copenhagen the statues brought
a stark message that people had to face. The artistic intervention meets a second
quality, that is the density of the material space. The features of the space are
part on the resource system and so impact the way the relations are able to come
about. Every space as an essence and an identity, that planners call genius loci,
and that, combined with the artistic intervention, exerts site specificity. Triumphs
and Laments in Rome encounters precise types of conversations: sport activities,
off-beaten paths tourism, and the audience of Tevereterno’s events. Finally, all this
has to deal with public administrators’ intervention, that can occur on different
densities. Copenhagen and Rome witnessed antagonism that in the first case put
in danger the statue’s continuity and, in the latter, prevented the ‘temperature’ of
the atmosphere to go beyond lukewarm, meaning that the frieze did not manage to
revolutionise the relational commons.

As known for existing categories, the commons depletes with no nurture. And
also, it can be made excludable by enclosures and other interventions of administrator.
The features of economic public goods are not sufficient to explain the relational
commons and, consequently, they do not help with the provision/allocation of the
common resource. The process of making and sustaining the relational commons is
based on a variety of shared practices, and the bundle of striving and attaining the
subsequent benefits. Behaviours are productive and, although not easy to categorise,
especially based on the presented exploration, it should be said that they make the
relational commons overcome, at least in principle, excludability, in contrast to other
shared practices such as friendship. This is possible because the relational commons
is a rich multiplicity of contingent practices, ephemeral yet recurring, unexpected
yet sought.

Traditionally, the value of goods stems from the object towards the user. This is
true for apples, national defence, and also traditional, cultural, and urban commons.
Conversely, in the case of a relational commons, the value originates in an inverted
way: from the users to the object. What makes art in public space successful is the
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lattice of relations that occur around it. Yet, the material features, that I called
density of artistic intervention and space, proves necessary. Before Queen Mary,
little was the resonance of the discourse about colonialism. Relations constitute the
value of public art. It works insofar it is dialogic, it instigates conversations and
practices. And the same can be said about social life in public space.

This is why a collective recognition of social life in public space as a relational
commons is useful. First, it furthers the theory of commons and the notion of shared
practices. Ultimately, it is a new way to make those who participate to social life
in public space aware of what is at stake and what it takes to keep it alive: social
practices and an enabling institutional toolbox.

Figure 4.15. Visual representation of the emerged crucial features of the four public art
experiences: Intensity of initiative, image, use of space, and intrinsic features. Source:
Elaboration of the author.
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Conclusion

Lessons learnt
In the first pages of this thesis, the reader was encouraged to picture a public

space in her mind. I suggested a square, a space between buildings such as the
church, the city hall, houses, shops, and cafes. The necessary element to make
everything work, however, are the people. Everyday strolls, memories, moments,
movements, encounters. The effervescence of a city is given by the way it is lived.

In May 2018, I escaped for a couple of days to Venice, a far home of mine I need
to go back to every once in a while. In Campo Santi Giovanni e Paolo, I witnessed
the perfect scene of social life in public space, that has become my personal epitome
of a public space. In the middle of the usual pedestrian bustle of residents and
tourists (not so many in this square), a group of children was playing football, using
the medieval façade of the cathedral and the Renaissance front of the Scuola Grande
of San Marco to bounce the ball and even score. A stray cat got involved in the
match, before finding shelter inside the church. Soon enough someone tossed the
ball in the canal. The entire team had to make good use of the gondola stop –
providentially the gondolier was busy chatting with a lady – in order to protrude
enough to recuperate the ball. In a minute, the spontaneous mise-en-scene started
over.

This is the subtle yet rich lattice of relations upon which this thesis has focused.
And what motives the endeavour is not just the fact that public life exists, but the
idea that people count on it. When I witnessed that scene in Venice I felt enriched
and that picturesque experience a fine memory. The present work is an endeavour
to understand how social life in public space is produced, sustained, and challenged.
Conducting this research project taught me, and hopefully others as well, few lessons.

As a cultural economist, I was interested in understanding where does the value
of public art come from and how to maximise the extraction of such a value in a
sustainable and inclusive manner. That got me to reflect on the life in public space:
what makes social life in public space desirable and valuable? How does it take
place? What is it similar to and different from?

While searching for the most adequate theoretical framework to analyse social
life in public space, the first lesson I learnt is that social life in public space is one of
those things in which value does not come from the object, but it comes to existence
thanks to the subject’s effort. While I value an apple because it can be eaten, quite
independently from my disposition, other goods such as ideas, academic papers,
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public art, and more broadly the life in the streets and squares, are valuable because
my activity, and that of the other users, makes it valuable.

Hence, the most adequate framework for the object of analysis of this work could
not be the economic categories of private and public goods. People seem to have a
more central role than that of sovereign consumers, insofar they are an active part
of the value chain. That insight got me to embrace the notions of the commons as it
does justice to the ongoing and shared practices that constitute a public space.

My study of life in public space brought out relational practices. People relate
to each other and to the object, like a square or a statue. Accordingly, I welcomed
the increasing interest among researchers in the relational aspect of commoning as a
practice. However, I missed a clear conceptualisation of the relational elements.Land
commons originate with the aim of solving the problem of depletion, that is inherent
to a natural resource, such as a water basin or a fishery. By the same token, urban
commons have the ambition to secure the provision of a good or service without
the intervention of the State nor the market. In both cases, a well-defined group of
people, the commoners, try to protect the resource constructing excludability on a
non-excludable good. But how, then do relationships matter?

Theorisation of cultural commons, instead, solves the issue of rivalry, including
non-rival collective resources among the extant categories of commons. In any case,
the scholarship emphasises the actions of people as constitutive of the common
resources. Contribution acquires centrality. And with that we perceive a relational
element. Contribution is, like reciprocity, the constitutive action of relationships.

Although social life in public space works like a commons, some differences have
emerged. It appeared not fully feasible to call it an urban or a cultural commons,
because the essence of the resource would have been lost. The specific feature of
social life in public space is that what is an input for some, can be a benefit for
others. And moreover, these inputs and outputs merge. The matter of the commons
is the relations among people, that can be purposive as well as casual, ephemeral
yet recurrent, unexpected but sought. I called this a relational commons.

Relational commons are resource systems in which relations constitute inputs and
outputs. As in the case of shared infrastructures, people may presume their existence,
yet they keep on contributing to them. In the case of social life of public space, the
blended consumptive and productive behaviour are strictly connected to the physical
element of the resource system, that is public space, and with regard to that specific
issues of provision arise. External arrangements with local authorities and other
providers of the physical space and its control are essential to the functioning of the
commons but they are not directly involved in the production and appropriation of
the resource.

In order to understand in more depth how social life in public space works, I
focused on an element of it, public art. This allowed to analyse the object of the
thesis in a privileged way, that of approximation. I pragmatically defined public art
as art in public spaces of cities. Drawing from the previous research, I looked at
public art as a combination of environmental and intellectual infrastructure.

Public art is to be shared, yet it allows for a consumptive behaviour that makes
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it potentially rival. At the same time, its functioning seems to work in a regime
of confusion of roles, where resources are not distinguished from processes, nor
are outputs from practices. Public art generates a flow of activities of social and
economic nature. It is interconnected with its communities, from the local to the
global scale, and it shapes and is shaped by people and over time.

To expand the theoretical endeavour, I scrutinised four experiences of contempo-
rary public art that allowed to define with a fair degree of confidence that social life
in public space is a relational commons. The empirical section shows that public art
works in specific synergy of conditions that depend and evolve around the initiative,
the use of the space, the image, and the intrinsic features of the work of art.

Each of the four experiences offers a particular information about how social
life in public space functions and that it does so as a commons. The relations that
occur around the artworks are specific for the time and the space of the installation
and this has implications for the governance of public art.

Each experience offers a message to take home: Santa Claus teaches a story of
clever adoption, I am Queen Mary gives a lesson of public history, from Carmela we
learn that actions of people are relevant to its functioning, and, finally, Triumphs
and Laments sheds light on the importance of external agreements, confirming the
indissoluble condition of social life and public space.

We learnt that social life in public space is important because of what happens,
can happen, and will happen in there: a lattice of relations. In such a context,
public art plays the role of urban node, thanks to its infrastructural features. The
relations make the space, and the people make the relations, of which some are
shared practices. In the case of the relational commons, the value is created by
the users (the ‘commoners’) in connection with the physical space and its external
providers.

Objectives achieved
This dissertation aspired to achieve a number of objectives. First, offering a

contribution to the analysis of the new commons that is consistent with the spirit
of the ongoing debate. With the focus on social life in public space, the notion of
relational commons has been developed. Second, with specific regard to the case of
public art, a new understanding of its role is proposed. The domain of commons
reveals details of the functioning of public art and explains why relations occurring
in public space are so important. The overarching objective of this dissertation
was based on the idea that the economic science should get back to its root of
understanding the values of things and re-value the importance of culture.

The achievements of this dissertation leave several possibilities open for future
research. If the conceptualisation of the relational commons stands, then more
questions arise that concern what existing practices may fall into that category.

New objectives
With specific regard to social life in public space, it is important to start an inquiry

into feasible possibilities of treating the relational commons as such. Immediate
future research will concern a mapping of extant practices of appropriation of public
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space, that could be possibly described with the umbrella term of urban creativity,
with the purpose of test the notion of relational commons further and to expand its
potential applicability.

Moreover, extant institutionalised endeavours to manage social life in public space
as a commons should be researched and mapped, in order to test the viability of the
concept of relational commons in operational terms and eventually to define what is
the role of external authorities that play an indirect yet crucial role in the commons.
In fact, acknowledging that social life in public space is produced, challenged, and
sustained as a commons, may dramatically change the way urban governance is
thought and implemented. The role of external institutions may become subtler,
in favour of the role played by the well-defined yet highly heterogeneous group
of commoners. New governing systems might be designed, based on cooperation,
contribution, inclusion, and genius loci.

As far as it concerns public art, the notion of relational commons proves to be the
best model to fully understand the way its value is produced and enjoyed, bringing
the relations among people in the spatial dimension of public art’s setting at the
centre of the investigation. As seen, for example, in the experience of Barcelona,
where the artist proved to be able to turn a space into a place, applying the ideas of
relational commons to programmes of public art may be beneficial if we are serious
in maximising the extraction of its values for the different stakeholders.

New insights unveiled in this work with specific regard to art in public space
might be of influence to conventional spaces where art is displayed and enjoyed.
Museums, that are increasingly interested in outreach actions (Krause Knight and
Senie 2018, Bollati and Morea 2020), may benefit from the acknowledgment that
a strong point of public art is its relational feature. Leveraging on the dialogic
characteristic of art may positively influence a re-thinking of the collections setup
inside the museum and in its relation to its surrounding urban environment.

Last considerations
This thesis aimed at explaining social life in public space in a way that is useful

to people, and that in practice can give not just the right to contribute to the city,
but also the accountability in doing so. This thesis participates in an intellectual
discourse that rethinks the economics as embedded into culture, in a way that we do
not see ourselves as wolves to others. When we reduce people to rational consumers,
we start seeing the world as a matter of market-like transactions. Instead, this thesis
claims that what happens from A to B matters; and actually presents the most
enjoyable part.

Recently, I found myself involved in quite a few discussions with my friends
about the hot topic of dating apps. While I am no more than a laggard, my flatmate
adapted easily to the innovation. After a serious break-up, I suggested him to call a
friend and go to a pub. I might be biased in my judgment after three years spent
studying social life in public space, but I think that the right thing to do when
looking for new acquaintances is going out, literally. Instead, he started using Tinder.
He prefers to stay at home and to go out once he finds a match. I saw the end
of public space a tiny bit closer. Tinder is one of those new tools to move fast
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forward.But it also cuts off the unplanned, occasional, meaningful possibilities that
we can only find on our way from A to B, through public spaces.

After some reflection on the topic, I realised that the elements at hand should
not become mutually exclusive, after all. New public digital spaces should not
overshadow the importance of impromptu, unexpected experiences of analogue
public space, precisely because what happens from A to B is irreplaceable and
belongs to the urban public space. However, this is only possible if we acknowledge
the importance of public space and, indispensably, that people are the vital actors
of this process. They contribute to the production of a resource they appropriate
every day. The enjoyable passage from A to B depends on how the other users of
the resource behave both in space and in time. To achieve that, a necessary start
is that local authorities recognise the resource and act as enablers of the relational
commons, designing policies that rethink the right to contribute, and give awareness
and responsibility to the people.
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Glossary

The following section analyses the most problematic words used in the thesis from
a semantic point of view. Throughout the development of the research, certain
concepts have raised doubts and discussions. It is not this glossary’s purpose to halt
the debate. The reader will certainly want to intervene, raise objections, and suggest
references. The aim is to acknowledge the complexity of certain terms, that the
interdisciplinary context of this research has increased, and to show the rationale
behind some necessary choices. The scrutiny of the terms, listed alphabetically,
starts with their entries in the English Oxford Dictionary.

Art

NOUN

1. mass noun The expression or application of human creative skill and
imagination, typically in a visual form such as painting or sculpture,
producing works to be appreciated primarily for their beauty or emotional
power.
a Works produced by human creative skill and imagination.
b Creative activity resulting in the production of paintings, drawings,

or sculpture.
2. the arts The various branches of creative activity, such as painting, music,

literature, and dance.
3. arts Subjects of study primarily concerned with human creativity and

social life, such as languages, literature, and history (as contrasted with
scientific or technical subjects)

4. A skill at doing a specified thing, typically one acquired through practice.

The Parthenon was built by a society whose language did not have a word for art.
In ancient Greek, τεχηvε (téchne) was the word that referred to what today would
be know-how, a concept good for art, craftsmanship, engineering, rhetoric, politics,
medicine, and so on. In addressing the question what is art, philosopher Berleant
(1964) suggests that “the search for a completely demarcated concept, unequivocal
in its denotation, is an ignis fatuus, as impossible to attain as it is undesirable to
possess” (ibidem, 239). Thus, in his belief, defining what is art is rather dependent
on the experience of it, therefore “relative to the experiencer” (ibidem, 240) in the
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sense that the aesthetic experience of art precedes the definition of the concept of
art.

One of the most disturbing definition of art is probably given by Brian Eno, who
contentiously defines art as “everything that you don’t have to do” (Eno 2015, 4).
He underlines the ‘additional’ feature of art, as a creative plus to everyday practices.
For instance, he beliefs eating is necessary, whereas baking a great apple pie is art.
What is art and what is not is a typical ongoing issue among disciplines, such as
the discussion whether architecture and design should be considered art, and within
art critique, as Marcel Duchamp famously made clear submitting his Fountain to
the Society of Independent Artists. A notable comment is given by semiologist
Umberto Eco: “We don’t really know it is so, but it has always been art which has
first modified our mode of thinking, of seeing, of feeling, still long before, sometimes
100 years before, one could understand why” (Eco, 1962).

How does economics deal with such a protean subject? Scholars are interested
in the peculiar way in which utility and externality occur in artistic production and
consumption that allow them to consider cultural goods to be special. They use
the tools given by standard economics, in order to explain why and how culture
deserves a special treatment (Throsby 1994, 2001; Towse 2010; Dekker 2015). A
plausible explanation can be that the arts are a specific realm and as such artistic
products. However, once we acknowledge the intricacy of the answer to ‘what is
art’, the main interest of a cultural economics’ contributor will be the analysis of
the economic, social and symbolic implications of the arts. The problem of defining
what is art is not the cultural economist’s problem. Her problem is to understand
how the multifaceted value connected to art is extracted and further to investigate
and devise ways in which such value extraction could be maximised.

Culture

NOUN

mass noun

1. The arts and other manifestations of human intellectual achievement
regarded collectively.
a A refined understanding or appreciation of culture.

2. The ideas, customs, and social behaviour of a particular people or society.
a with modifier The attitudes and behaviour characteristic of a partic-
ular social group.

3. Biology - The cultivation of bacteria, tissue cells, etc. in an artificial
medium containing nutrients.
a count noun A preparation of cells obtained by culture.

4. The cultivation of plants.

VERB WITH OBJECT
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Biology - Maintain (tissue cells, bacteria, etc.) in conditions suitable for
growth.

In the context of the value-based approach, culture is the overarching domain
within which the logics of home, society, market, and government operate. Culture
shapes people’s values, meaning things they find important in their lives and that
they strive for. Culture allows shared practices. Practice means that there is always
some kind of relation. A relation cannot exist alone, it occurs among a plurality
of actors and, within this relation, meanings are produced, negotiated, and shared.
A conversation is, for example, what lets the arts come into existence. The arts
activate dialogues on several levels (Klamer 2017).

Indeed, the origin of the word ‘culture’ implies an idea of practice. It derives
from the future participle of the Latin verb colo,-is, -ui, cultum, colĕre, and indicates
‘the things that will be taken care of’. As in the case of cell and plants cultures, what
we refer to when using the word culture is an evolving growing substance, that needs
contribution and care to keep on existing. In its broadest anthropological sense,
‘culture’ means the base of a society, its values and shared norms and beliefs. It can
also indicate an elitist sense of civilisation, as in the German Kultur. A subsection
of the broadest culture are the arts.

Cultural economics is increasingly interested in including cultural elements in
its analyses. Cultural goods and services are heterogeneously defined in theory and
in practice, with implications for economists who seek to study the cultural sector
(Snowball 2008; Throsby 2013). Cultural goods have been defined based on the
gradual involvement of creativity in the productions, of intellectual property, and
of symbolic meanings (Throsby 2001, 2008). The present thesis acknowledges the
problems of defining and consistently operating with the notion of culture, and
understands culture in its broad, evolutionary meaning as an overarching context
that shapes what people believe in and strive for, a context of which the economy is
a phenomenon.

Urban fabric

1. Structural parts of a building, as opposed to furniture or movable fittings.
2. Building, including windows, doors, and finishes. Urban fabric means the

streets, buildings, open spaces, etc., making up a town or part of a town.
3. Factory

The Oxford Dictionary of Architecture provides a standpoint on urban fabric
as a second meaning of the less specific fabric. Its understanding of (urban) fabric
is connected to the physical elements that constitute the urban environment, or a
rather local scale: windows and finishes also constitute the urban fabric. By the same
token, Sennett (2018) talks about the fabric of a city in relation to other elements
such as the groin, the nodes, the weave. These elements, altogether, make the city.
Jane Jacobs (1961), who is considered among the precursor of an urban analysis
based on the urban fabric, was instead particularly interested in the people that
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inhabit the city and whose life eventually makes the urban fabric (Sassen 2016). The
presentation of the research theme on design of urban fabric at TUDelft describes
the urban fabric as “the physical urban environment (elements, materials, form,
scales, density and networks), and (. . . ) its psychological, socio-cultural, ecological,
managerial and economic structures”(TUDelft, 2019) . It is this multi-dimensional
understanding of urban fabric the one to which this study refers.

Public

ADJECTIVE

1. Of or concerning the people as a whole.
a Open to or shared by all the people of an area or country.
b Of or involved in the affairs of the community, especially in govern-

ment or entertainment.
2. Done, perceived, or existing in open view.
3. Of or provided by the state rather than an independent, commercial

company.
4. British Of, for, or acting for a university.

NOUN

1. the public treated as singular or plural Ordinary people in general; the
community.

with adjective or noun modifier A section of the community having a
particular interest or connection.
one’s public informal The people who watch or are interested in an
artist, writer, or performer.

2. British short for public bar or public house

Public space, public realm, public funding, public bodies, public art, the public,
a public company. “Public” is a word used to address a variety of subjects and
situation. Nuances of sense can imply differences in legal, social, or perceptual terms,
which are often intertwined. Public can mean ‘open access’ as well as State managed
and/or provided. A hipster cafe can be a public place (social), although privately
owned (legal), and at the same time it may be felt as non-welcoming by non-hipster
people (perceptual) .

The public can be the audience or the consumers of a certain activity of business.
A public company is a firm whose shares can be bought and sold in the stock
exchange market, while a public body is generally the State, that can own or manage
a certain good because of a public interest. What all these differences have in
common is a sense of stake holding, that always play a role in the management of
that public something. The challenge is that whenever such a condition occurs, all
the different – not necessarily public – parties involved in the process have to work
together in order to preserve the public interest, comply with public requirements,
or satisfy the public.
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Public space

Public spaces – including streets – are, and must be seen as, multi-functional
areas for social interaction, economic exchange and cultural expression among
a wide diversity of people. It is for urban planning to establish and organize
these public spaces, and for urban design to facilitate and encourage their use,
in the process enhancing a sense of identity and belonging. (UN-Habitat 2015,
4)

Although neither English Oxford nor the Oxford Dictionary of Architecture and
Landscape Architecture provide a definition for public space, the idea of public
space is increasingly present in the public discourse and most prominently in the
endeavours towards sustainable development as promoted by the United Nations. One
of the Sustainable Development Goals 2030 Make cities inclusive, safe, resilient and
sustainable, addresses, among the others, public space: “By 2030, provide universal
access to safe, inclusive and accessible, green and public spaces, in particular for
women and children, older persons and persons with disabilities” (United Nations,
n.a.)

Public space is seen as expression of public realm and traditionally they are
constitutive elements of the physical city. However, public space can be wherever
public discourse is, and consequently lose their tie to the tangible feature. Online
platforms, although immaterial, can be used to raise public concern and therefore
function as a public space (Zhang 2019). Moreover, it is often and conveniently
defined based on what it is not: private space (Mitchell 2017).

Main axes of definition of public spaces are “ownership, control, access and use”
(Mehta 2014, 54) . Some spaces can be privately owned but publicly accessible, as
many of the plazas built in New York thanks to the “plaza bonus” (Whyte 1980).
Other spaces could be publicly owned but not publicly accessible, such as public parks
in Paris, whose gates commonly close at 18:00, or, in an extensive understanding
of the term, public buildings such as courthouses, city halls, or public hospitals.
Although affected by both legal ownership and practical accessibility, the specificity
of public space is its use. Public space is the space of relations, where specific types
of rules of behaviour apply, such as: making one’s way through crowds, choosing
where to sit in a bus or a bar, avoiding undesired attention, queuing, achieving social
invisibility, assisting a stranger in trouble, avoiding what looks dangerous, paying
civil inattention, exercising sociability (Lofland 1989).

United Nations Habitat defines public spaces as “places which are accessible and
enjoyable by all without a profit motive and take on various spatial forms, including
parks, streets, sidewalks, markets and playgrounds” (UNHabitat, n.a.) Acknowl-
edging the many possible definitions of public space and that their understanding
strongly depends on the discipline of analysis, this thesis considers public space
the open spaces of cities, regardless their ownership and control, and adopts Gehl’s
standpoint of “life between buildings” to exclude, on the one hand, some places
that could figure as public spaces such as the aforementioned courthouses, city hall,
schools, and hospitals, and, on the other hand, to stress that also the uses of public
space are a “dimension of architecture, urban design and city planning to be carefully
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treated” (Gehl 1971, 7). The sine qua non of the adopted understanding of open
public spaces of cities is, in conclusion, the ever changing, both in space and in time,
variety of activities, uses, and possibilities, meaning the relations among people.

Resource

NOUN

1. usually resources A stock or supply of money, materials, staff, and other
assets that can be drawn on by a person or organization in order to
function effectively.
a Resources A country’s collective means of supporting itself or becom-
ing wealthier, as represented by its reserves of minerals, land, and
other natural assets.

b A source of help or information.
c Resources North American Available assets.

2. An action or strategy which may be adopted in adverse circumstances.
a Resources Personal attributes and capabilities regarded as able to

help or sustain one in adverse circumstances.
b dated mass noun The ability to find clever ways to overcome difficul-

ties; resourcefulness.
c archaic mass noun The possibility of aid or assistance.
d dated A leisure occupation.

VERB [WITH OBJECT]

1. Provide with resources.

Economic analysis is to a great extent focused on the management and the
efficient allocation of resources. A resource is typically a general term used to specify
a means, an input, a stock of wealth that enables economic choices of production
and consumption. With this regard, resources can be capital goods, that are used
to produce other goods but differ from means of production insofar they are not
incorporated in the output. Resources can be physical (a screw) or natural (coal,
water basins - in this case they are input, not capital goods). The underlying
economic idea is that they are scarce: “it is one of the characteristics of the world as
we find it that our ends are various and that most of the scarce means at our disposal
are capable of alternative application. This applies not only to scarce products. It
applies still more to the ultimate factors of production. The various kinds of natural
resources and labour can be used for an almost infinite variety of purposes” (Robbins
1932, 35).

Literature identifies several types of resources besides the physical and natural
ones. A socioeconomic perspective concerns the ideas of social, human, and cultural
capital. Human development needs investment, such as education (Becker 1993);
moral resources and shared practices need investment, such as voting in the elections
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or making an effort to build a relationship (Hirschman 1985; Klamer 2017). These
notions identify means, that are not necessarily monetary yet often ascribable with a
monetary measure, acquired and used by individuals and societies to achieve mobility
and distinction (Bourdieu 1979, 1984; Putnam 1993).

Social life

NOUN

1. Public spaces – including streets – are, and must be seen as, multi-
functional areas for social interaction, economic exchange and cultural
expression among a wide diversity of people. It is for urban planning
to establish and organize these public spaces, and for urban design to
facilitate and encourage their use, in the process enhancing a sense of
identity and belonging. (UN-Habitat 2015, 4)

Gehl (1971; 2013) as well as Whyte (Whyte 1980) see social life in relation to
urban planning and design, with a specific interest on what uses people make of the
environment with the aim of finding better ways of building public space. Jacobs
was concerned with the liveliness that dwellers brought in the space and that make
it a place. She was concerned with the human dimension, the urban fabric, the
eye of the street, and diversity (Jacobs 1961; Sassen 2016). This is what in general
concerns social life. Gehl (1971) distinguishes three types of activities that occur
in public space: necessary, optional, and social, or resultant. Necessary activities
concern using public space because of something we have to do, such as going to
school. Optional activities concern additional use of space, when external conditions
are favourable (good weather or good reasons to stay). As a result from that, social
activities occur spontaneously, such as meeting and gathering, and they depend on
the type of space.

In a metropolis, the attitude of a passer-by has been described as blasé (Simmel
1903), whereas parochial spaces (Hunter 1985) induce a more profound involvement
of uses. Simmel conceptualised the notion of sociability, as the (dis)satisfaction
that accompanies individuals when they associate with others, when they experi-
ence a sense of playful, even superficial, togetherness (Simmel and Hughes 1949).
De Certeau (1988) identified in the act of walking a form of communication and
appropriation of the space as an action that generates the city itself. Lofland (1989)
reviewed sociological endeavours in explaining what is social life, and what types of
relations occur there. They are spontaneous yet seem to follow some patterns. Publi
realm is the arena of civil inattention, fleeting, segmental, and bounded/unpersonal
relationships (ibidem). Informed by these concepts, social life is referred to in the
thesis as the bundle of diverse possibilities, a lattice of relations, that concern the
inhabitant of a city.
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Summary

This thesis looks at social life in public space of cities and endeavours in the
conceptualisation of it as a common resource, with a focus on the case of public
art. Social life is the life that takes place in urban public spaces, the life between
buildings (Gehl 1971). What constitutes social life in public space are encounters,
moments, sociability, and even atmosphere (Simmel and Hughes 1949; Lefebvre 1996;
Miles 1997; Borch and Kornberger 2016).

Nonetheless, public space is a controversial realm. It is genuine stage of the
ongoing struggle for the right to the city (Mitchell 2017), a recurring phenomenon that
is increasingly undermined by so-called processes of commodification and extreme
securitisation under the name of the ‘smart city’, as well as by the emergence
of space-less public spaces such as the digital realm. However, public space is
increasingly recognised as a fundamental pillar of sustainable urban development
(United Nations, 2019) that indicates its importance for society.

These considerations allow to interpret public space, and more specifically social
life that takes place in it, as a resource for people. Accordingly, this thesis researches
how social life in public space is produced, challenged, and sustained. It provides for a
theoretical exploration, one that is genuinely interdisciplinary, as it entails economics,
cultural economics, geography, sociology, history of art, and urban planning.

For a considerable time during my postgraduate years I focused on the study of
public art, and precisely of (contemporary) art in public space. But soon enough,
as a trained researcher in cultural economics with a special attention for urban
dynamics, I noticed that the uniqueness of public art is inherently related to the
relations among people taking place around it. These interactions concern not only
proximity, but also public discourse and controversy around the work of art. All
these things considered, the research expands on the case of public art. What can
public art say about social life in public space?

The exploration is developed following four main sub-questions. The first ad-
dresses what the most adequate framework to analyse social life in public space from
a cultural economic perspective is. It appears, certain goods, which are important
to people and also relevant to the economy, have traditionally been relegated as
anomalies by economic theory. According to this view, it seems inappropriate to
position social life in public space under the anomalous category of public goods.
What seems instead pertinent is to frame social life in public space as a commons. It
must be noted, both the notion of traditional commons and the more sophisticated
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cultural and urban commons do not seem to comprehensively applicable social life in
public space. The reviewed scholarship recognises the relational aspects of commons
as crucial, yet a clear relational approach to its study lurks. To begin with, it appears
relevant to analyse what in fact social life in public space is and how it functions.

Accordingly, the second sub-question of this work asks what is social life and what
is public space. Contributions on urban sociology, urban planning, and geography
clarify that what the most relevant feature of social life in public space is the
interconnectedness of the two elements that constitute the resource, meaning social
life and public space. This is a trait that encourages a provisional application of
common pool resources (Ostrom 1990). What emerges from such an association is
that people play a special role in the context. They enjoy the presence or absence
of others, their interactions constitute public space. Social life in public space
shows traits of collective production and appropriation and interdependency of roles.
Moreover, the role of institutions and public action proves essential with respect to
the functioning of the system and its provision and appropriation problems. Simply
put, social life in public space works as a commons. However, a bland application of
traditional commons cannot fit without some adjustments insofar some differences
emerge. For this reason, a new concept is formulated: relational commons, in line
with theoretical framework and the peculiarities of social life in public space. This
novel type of commons addresses the distinctive trait of the resource at hand, that
is the lattice of relations and practices that makes social life in public space.

At this stage, the case of public art becomes relevant in understanding what is a
relational commons. The third sub-questions asks what he role of public art is with
regard to social life in public space. Public art, pragmatically defined in this thesis
as art in public space, is part of the urban fabric, works as an urban node (Sennett
2018) and is genuinely open access. It shapes and is shaped by what people do in
public space. Hence, looking at the relations around public art works as a ‘contrast
agent’, highlights a part of the social life in public space. The most interesting
aspect of public art is probably its transformative power on passers-by, citizens,
tourists, tax payers, who enjoy, or consume it, not always purposively. With this
regard, public art is comparable to infrastructural resources, exerting externalities
that involve both users and non-users.

Four experiences of art in public spaces are considered in order to understand
how public art functions and what it can tell about social life in public space. The
exploration entails: I am Queen Mary (2018) by Jeannette Ehlers and LaVaughn
Belle in Copenhagen, Carmela (2016) by Jaume Plensa in Barcelona, Triumphs and
Laments (2016) by William Kentridge in Rome, and Santa Claus (2005/2008) by
Paul McCarthy in Rotterdam. The four artworks are explored through different
qualitative methods: in situ observation based on Gehl Institute’s public art studies,
purposive sampling and snowball interviews (Bryman 2012), and a comparison with
media press and press releases. The experiences show that what constitutes public
space around a public art piece is crucially the variety of relations that can take
place in there. Tourists, residents, city users, and even pets, find in public space
something important to them, the realisation of which happens often by chance.
This makes finally possible to understand what a relational commons is concretely.
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Therefore, this thesis offers a novel interpretation of social life in public space
and, at the same time, it contributes to the latest developments of the theory of
commons, concerning the relational aspects of these types of resources, stress the
action of making the commons as a social practice (Euler 2018), and yet lurk a
specific conceptualisation of that. Overcoming the economic notion of public goods,
and adopting a value based analysis, the concept of relational commons is developed
in order to grasp the real resourcefulness of social life in public space. Social life in
public space is important for the lattice of relations that can occur, that do occur, or
will occur in there. This and the way these relations are produced and appropriated
by people, and the importance of external agreements, constitute the relational
commons. In this context, the common resource is the relations, and the ‘commoners’
are the users of public space: passers-by, residents, city users, tax-payers. The value
is created by the users of public space in connection with the physical space and its
external providers.

By focusing on public art, this thesis also offers a contribution to the field of
public art studies. The notion of relational commons suites well the peculiar status
of art in public space, and it proves helpful in fully understand how public art’s value
is created and enjoyed. Such conclusions seem promising also for more conventional
artistic settings such as museums, as they are increasingly interested in outreach
actions (Krause Knight and Senie 2018, Bollati and Morea 2020).

The increased attention to new collective ways of governing resources attests for
a general plea, both in the academic field and in practice, to rethink the economics as
embedded in culture and finally overcome the ubiquitous idea of homo oeconomicus.
The overarching objective of this thesis is to contribute to this discourse. As a result,
is seeks to offer an interpretation of social life in public space that is useful to people,
and that in practice can give not just the right to contribute to the city, but also the
accountability to do so. Instrumental reasoning brings loss of values when it reduces
the world to market transactions. Instead, as seen in social life in public space, what
happens from A to B, matters, even if not captured by standard economics, and it
is often the most enjoyable part.
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift onderzoekt het sociale leven in de openbare ruimte van steden en
streeft ernaar het te visualiseren als een gemeenschappelijke hulpbron, met een focus
op openbare kunst. Het sociale leven is het leven dat zich afspeelt in stedelijke
openbare ruimtes, het leven tussen gebouwen (Gehl 1971). Wat het sociale leven in
de openbare ruimte vormt, zijn ontmoetingen, momenten, gezelligheid en zelfs sfeer
(Simmel en Hughes 1949; Lefebvre 1996; Miles 1997; Borch en Kornberger 2016).

De openbare ruimte is echter een controversieel ruimte. Het is een podium van
de voortdurende strijd voor het recht op de stad (Mitchell 2017), een terugkerend
fenomeen dat in toenemende mate wordt ondermijnd door processen van commodifi-
catie en extreme securitisatie onder de naam van de ’slimme stad’, evenals door de
opkomst van ruimtevrije openbare ruimtes zoals het digitale Niettemin wordt open-
bare ruimte steeds meer erkend als een fundamentele pijler van duurzame stedelijke
ontwikkeling (Verenigde Naties, 2019) die het belang ervan voor de samenleving
aangeeft. Deze overwegingen laten toe de openbare ruimte, en meer specifiek het
sociale leven dat zich daarin afspeelt, te interpreteren als een hulpmiddel voor
mensen. Op basis daarvan onderzoekt dit proefschrift hoe het sociale leven in de
openbare ruimte wordt geproduceerd, uitgedaagd en in stand gehouden. Ik geef
hierin een theoretische verkenning. Een verkenning die oprecht interdisciplinair is,
omdat het economie, culturele economie, geografie, sociologie, kunstgeschiedenis en
stadsplanning omvat.

In de jaren na mijn afstuderen heb ik mij een lange tijd geconcentreerd op de studie
van openbare kunst, specifiek (hedendaagse) kunst in de openbare ruimte. Maar al
snel merkte ik - als opgeleid onderzoeker in culturele economie met speciale aandacht
voor stedelijke dynamiek - dat het unieke van openbare kunst inherent verbonden is
aan de relaties tussen mensen die eromheen plaatsvinden. Deze interacties betreffen
niet alleen nabijheid, maar ook publiek discours en controverse met betrekking tot
het kunstwerk. Hieruit volgend, gaat het onderzoek in openbare kunst. Wat kan
openbare kunst ons vertellen over het sociale leven in de openbare ruimte?

De verkenning is ontwikkeld aan de hand van vier deelvragen. De eerste gaat
in op wat het meest adequate kader is om het sociale leven in de openbare ruimte
vanuit een cultureel economisch perspectief te analyseren. Het blijkt dat bepaalde
goederen, die belangrijk zijn voor mensen en ook relevant zijn voor de economie,
traditioneel zijn gedegradeerd tot anomalieën door economische theorie. Vanuit
deze opvatting lijkt het ongepast om het sociale leven in de openbare ruimte te
positioneren onder de afwijkende categorie van publieke goederen. Wat in plaats
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daarvan relevant lijkt, is het sociale leven in de openbare ruimte als een commons
te benaderen. Hierbij moet worden opgemerkt dat zowel de notie van traditionele
commons als de meer verfijnde culturele en stedelijke commons het sociaal leven in
de openbare ruimte niet volledig toepasbaar lijken. De literatuur in dit veld erkent
de relationele aspecten van commons als cruciaal, maar een duidelijke relationele
benadering van de studie mist. Om te beginnen lijkt het relevant om te analyseren
wat het sociale leven in de openbare ruimte eigenlijk is en hoe het functioneert.

Daarom vraagt de tweede deelvraag van dit werk wat het sociale leven is en wat
openbare ruimte is. Bijdragen van stedelijke sociologie, stadsplanning en geografie
maken duidelijk dat het meest relevante kenmerk van het sociale leven in de openbare
ruimte de onderlinge verbondenheid is van de twee elementen die de hulpbron vormen,
namelijk het sociale leven en de openbare ruimte. Dit is een eigenschap die een
voorlopige toepassing van gemeenschappelijke bronnen aanmoedigt (Ostrom 1990).
Wat uit zo’n vereniging naar voren komt, is dat mensen een speciale rol spelen in de
context. Ze genieten van de aanwezigheid of afwezigheid van anderen, hun interacties
vormen openbare ruimte. Het sociale leven in de openbare ruimte vertoont kenmerken
van collectieve productie en toe-eigening en onderlinge afhankelijkheid van rollen.
Bovendien is de rol van instellingen en openbare actie van essentieel belang met
betrekking tot de werking van het systeem de problemen met voorzieningen en
kredieten. Simpel gezegd, het sociale leven in de openbare ruimte werkt als een
commons. Een argeloze toepassing van traditionele commons kan echter niet passen
zonder enige aanpassingen voor zover er verschillen ontstaan. Om deze reden is een
nieuw concept geformuleerd: relationele commons. Dit nieuwe type commons richt
zich op de kenmerkende eigenschap van de beschikbare bron, dat in de structuur
van relaties en praktijken die het sociale leven in de openbare ruimte maakt.

In dit stadium wordt openbare kunst relevant om te begrijpen wat relationele
commons zijn. De derde deelvraag behelst wat de rol van openbare kunst is met
betrekking tot het sociale leven in de openbare ruimte. Openbare kunst, in dit
proefschrift pragmatisch gedefinieerd als kunst in de openbare ruimte, maakt deel
uit van het stedelijke weefsel, werkt als een stedelijk knooppunt (Sennett 2018) en is
oprecht publiek toegankelijk. Het vormt en wordt gevormd door wat mensen doen
in de openbare ruimte. Vandaar dat als we de relaties rond openbare kunstwerken
als een ‘contrastmiddel’ beschouwen, een deel van het sociale leven in de openbare
ruimte wordt benadrukt. Het meest interessante aspect van openbare kunst is de
transformerende kracht ervan voor voorbijgangers, burgers, toeristen, belastingbe-
talers, die - niet altijd doelbewust - ervan genieten, of het consumeren. In dit opzicht
is openbare kunst vergelijkbaar met infrastructurele middelen, met externe effecten
waarbij zowel gebruikers als niet-gebruikers zijn betrokken.

Vier ervaringen van kunst in de openbare ruimte worden onderzocht om te
begrijpen hoe openbare kunst functioneert en wat het kan vertellen over het sociale
leven in de openbare ruimte. De verkenning omvat: I am Queen Mary (2018) door
Jeannette Ehlers en LaVaughn Belle in Kopenhagen, Carmela (2016) door Jaume
Plensa in Barcelona, Triumphs and Laments (2016) door William Kentridge in Rome
en Santa Claus (2005/2008) door Paul McCarthy in Rotterdam. De vier kunstwerken
worden onderzocht via verschillende kwalitatieve methoden: in situ observatie op
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basis van openbare kunststudies van het Gehl Institute, doelgerichte sampling en
sneeuwbal sampling in interviews (Bryman 2012), en een vergelijking met media-pers
en persberichten. De ervaringen laten zien dat de verscheidenheid aan relaties die
kunnen plaatsvinden cruciaal is in de openbare ruimte die rondom een openbaar
kunstwerk vormt. Toeristen, bewoners, stadsgebruikers en zelfs huisdieren vinden in
de openbare ruimte iets belangrijks voor hen, waarvan de realisatie vaak toevallig
gebeurt. Dit maakt het mogelijk om te begrijpen wat een relationele commons
precies is.

Daarom biedt dit proefschrift een nieuwe interpretatie van het sociale leven in de
openbare ruimte en draagt het tegelijkertijd bij aan de nieuwste ontwikkelingen van
de theorie van de commons. Dit heeft betrekking op de relationele aspecten van dit
soort bronnen, en benadrukt de actie van het maken van de commons als een sociale
praktijk (Euler 2018). Op dit moment mist een specifieke conceptualisering daarvan.
Door middel van het voorbijstreven economische notie van publieke goederen, en
het adopteren van een waarde gebaseerde analyse, wordt een concept van rationele
commons ontwikkeld met het doel om de ware vindingrijkheid van het sociale leven
in de publieke ruimte te begrijpen. Het sociale leven in de openbare ruimte is
belangrijk voor de structuur van relaties die zich daarin kunnen voordoen, doen
of zullen voordoen. Dit en de manier waarop deze relaties door mensen worden
geproduceerd en toegeëigend, en het belang van externe overeenkomsten, vormen
de relationele commons. In dit verband is de gemeenschappelijke bron de relaties
en zijn de ‘gewone mensen’ de gebruikers van de openbare ruimte: voorbijgangers,
bewoners, stadsgebruikers, belastingbetalers. De waarde wordt gecreëerd door de
gebruikers van de openbare ruimte in samenhang met de fysieke ruimte en haar
externe providers.

Door zich te concentreren op openbare kunst levert dit proefschrift ook een
bijdrage aan het veld van openbare kunststudies. Het idee van relationele commons
past goed bij de bijzondere status van kunst in de openbare ruimte, en het blijkt
nuttig te zijn om volledig te begrijpen hoe de waarde van openbare kunst wordt
gecreëerd en genoten. Dergelijke conclusies lijken ook veelbelovend voor meer
conventionele artistieke instellingen zoals musea, omdat ze in toenemende mate
geïnteresseerd zijn in outreach-activiteiten (Krause Knight en Senie 2018, Bollati en
Morea 2020).

De toegenomen aandacht voor nieuwe collectieve manieren om middelen te
besturen, getuigt van een algemeen pleidooi, zowel op academisch gebied als in de
praktijk, om de economie als ingebed in cultuur te heroverwegen en uiteindelijk het
alomtegenwoordige idee van homo oeconomicus te overwinnen. Het overkoepelende
doel van dit proefschrift is om bij te dragen aan dit discours. Het doel is om een
interpretatie van het sociale leven in de openbare ruimte te bieden die nuttig is voor
mensen, en die in de praktijk niet alleen het recht kan geven om bij te dragen aan
de stad, maar ook de verantwoordelijkheid om dit te doen. Instrumenteel redeneren
leidt tot waardeverlies wanneer het de wereld reduceert tot markttransacties. In
plaats daarvan, wat te zien is in het sociale leven in de openbare ruimte, is wat
er gebeurt van A tot B van belang, zelfs als het niet wordt vastgelegd door de
standaardeconomie, en het is vaak het leukste gedeelte.
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Sintesi

Il presente lavoro è incentrato sulla vita sociale nello spazio pubblico e ne offre una
concettualizzazione come risorsa collettiva, utilizzando in particolare il caso dell’arte
pubblica. Per ‘vita sociale’ si intende quella che si sviluppa negli spazi pubblici
delle città e il suo costruito (Gehl 1971). Incontri, momenti, sociabilità e persino
l’atmosfera sono ciò che costituisce la vita sociale nello spazio pubblico (Simmel e
Hughes 1949; Lefebvre 1996; Miles 1997; Borch e Kornberger 2016).

Eppure, lo spazio pubblico è un ambito da significati e interpretazioni controversi.
È naturalmente teatro della continua lotta per il diritto alla città (Mitchell 2017), un
fenomeno ricorrente e infiammato da processi come la commodificazione dello spazio
pubblico e l’estrema messa in sicurezza di quest’ultimo nel nome della smart city,
così come l’emergere di spazi pubblici immateriali come quello digitale. Anche per
queste ragioni, lo spazio pubblico resta importante per la società, come confermano
recenti riconoscimenti di questo tra i fondamentali pilastri per uno sviluppo urbano
sostenibile (Nazioni Unite, 2019).

Queste considerazioni permettono di interpretare lo spazio pubblico, ovvero in
maniera più specifica la vita sociale che avviene nello spazio pubblico, come una
risorsa per le persone. Di conseguenza, la domanda di ricerca si interroga su come
la vita sociale nello spazio pubblico sia prodotta, contestata e sostenuta, attraverso
un lavoro esplorativo e teorico e genuinamente interdisciplinare, che attraversa le
discipline dell’economia, dell’ economia della cultura, della geografia, della sociologia,
della storia dell’arte e dell’urbanistica.

Per una considerevole parte dei miei studi post lauream, mi sono concentrata
sull’arte pubblica, e più precisamente sull’arte (contemporanea) nello spazio pubblico.
Ben presto, tuttavia, e coerentemente con il mio ambito disciplinare di appartenenza
di economia della cultura e una predilezione per lo studio delle dinamiche urbane,
dallo studio dell’arte pubblica è scaturita l’idea che l’unicità di questo tipo di
interventi sia profondamente connessa a ciò che accade, ovvero le relazioni tra gli
individui, attorno all’opera. Alla luce di ciò,il caso dell’arte pubblica supporta e
arricchisce la domanda di ricerca: cosa può dire l’arte pubblica della vita sociale
nello spazio pubblico?

L’esplorazione si sviluppa attraverso quattro sotto-domande di ricerca le cui
risposte, insieme, contribuiscono alla risposta per la domanda principale. La prima
di queste è finalizzata all’elaborazione di un quadro teorico di riferimento che perme-
tta di analizzare la vita sociale nello spazio pubblico dalla prospettiva disciplinare
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dell’economia della cultura. Una prima ricognizione evidenzia come la teoria econom-
ica abbia relegato a una residuale categoria di anomalie l’analisi di alcuni beni, che
invece sono importanti per gli individui e rilevanti per l’economia stessa. Secondo
questa prospettiva, risulta inappropriato posizionare la vita sociale nello spazio
pubblico nella anomala categoria dei beni pubblici. Quel che invece sembra perti-
nente, è inquadrarla nell’ambito dei commons. Tuttavia, sia la nozione di commons
tradizionali sia la più specifica classificazione dei commons culturali e urbani non
sembrano essere applicabili in toto alla vita sociale nello spazio pubblico. Sebbene
la dottrina riconosca diffusamente la crucialità dell’aspetto relazionale dei commons,
un approccio chiaro che valorizzi questo aspetto essenziale sembra ancora assente. A
partire da questo, appare fondamentale intraprendere un’analisi che individui innanz-
itutto cosa sia la vita sociale nello spazio pubblico e come funzioni, per comprendere
di che tipo di risorsa collettiva si tratti.

Di conseguenza, la seconda sotto-domanda della tesi approfondisce il concetto di
vita sociale nello spazio pubblico. Contributi da una varietà di discipline, quali la
sociologia urbana, l’urbanistica e la geografia, evidenziano in maniera chiara che la più
importante caratteristica della vita sociale nello spazio pubblico è l’interconnessione
dei due elementi che costituiscono la risorsa stessa, ovvero la vita sociale e lo spazio
pubblico. Tale tratto corrobora l’applicazione, per lo meno in via provvisoria, della
teoria dei commons (Ostrom 1990). Ciò che emerge da tale associazione è che
gli individui giocano un ruolo peculiare in questo contesto. Essi beneficiano della
presenza, così come dell’assenza, di altri e le interazioni tra individui sono di fatto
la ricchezza dello spazio pubblico. La vita sociale nello spazio pubblico mostra,
perciò, tratti di produzione e appropriazione collettive e, inoltre, di interdipendenza
di ruoli. Ancora, il ruolo delle istituzioni e dell’azione pubblica si dimostra essenziale
per il funzionamento del sistema ‘vita sociale nello spazio pubblico’ e i connessi
problemi di appropriazione e fornitura. Semplicemente, la vita sociale nello spazio
pubblico funziona come un commons. Tuttavia, un’applicazione supina della teoria
dei commons tradizionali non risulta adeguata senza aggiustamenti, in quanto alcune
differenze emergono, come già emerso dalla preliminare ricognizione della letteratura.
Per questa ragione, la tesi propone la formulazione un nuovo concetto in linea con il
quadro teorico e le peculiarità della vita sociale nello spazio pubblico: il commons
relazionale. Questo inedito tipo di commons si riferisce alla particolarità della risorsa
in oggetto, ovvero il reticolo di relazioni e pratiche che di fatto costituisce la vita
sociale nello spazio pubblico.

A questo punto, il caso dell’arte pubblica acquista rilevanza ai fini della com-
prensione del concetto di commons relazionale. La terza sotto-domanda, infatti, si
concentra su qual è il ruolo dell’arte pubblica rispetto alla vita sociale nello spazio
pubblico e alla sua lettura in senso di risorsa collettiva. L’arte pubblica, che in
questa tesi è definita pragmaticamente come arte nello spazio pubblico urbano, è
parte del tessuto urbano, funziona come nodo (Sennett 2018) e genuinamente non
presenta barriere all’ accesso. Essa condiziona ed è condizionata dai comportamenti
degli individui che vi si imbattono. Per questo, l’arte pubblica può servire lo scopo
dell’analisi come un ‘agente di contrasto’ in grado di evidenziare una parte della vita
sociale nello spazio pubblico, ovvero quelle relative alle interazioni con l’opera. Il più
interessante aspetto dell’arte pubblica è, probabilmente, il suo potere trasformativo
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su passanti, cittadini, turisti, contribuenti, i quali ne beneficiano, o la consumano, e
non necessariamente di proposito. In questo senso, l’arte pubblica può essere parag-
onata alle risorse infrastrutturali (Frischmann 2012), da cui scaturiscono esternalità
che coinvolgono sia gli utenti sia i non utenti.

Per comprendere in che modo l’arte pubblica possa illuminare la comprensione
del funzionamento della vita sociale nello spazio pubblico, sono state prese in consid-
erazione quattro esperienze di arte nello spazio pubblico. Esse sono: I am Queen
Mary (2018) di Jeannette Ehlers e LaVaughn Belle a Copenhagen, Carmela (2016)
di Jaume Plensa a Barcelona, Triumphs and Laments (2016) di William Kentridge a
Rome e infine Santa Claus (2005/2008) di Paul McCarthy a Rotterdam. Le quattro
opere d’arte sono analizzate attraverso diversi metodi qualitativi: osservazioni in situ
sulla base dei format di studio sulla vita pubblica del Gehl Institute, interviste di
tipo purposive sampling e snowball (Bryman 2012) e un paragone con informazioni
tratte dai media e comunicati stampa sia online sia offline. Le esperienze mostrano
che ciò che davvero costituisce lo spazio pubblico, in questi casi quello attorno a
un’opera d’arte, è la varietà di relazioni che qui possono dipanarsi. Turisti, residenti,
utenti urbani e persino animali trovano nello spazio pubblico qualcosa di importante,
che si realizza spesso in maniera casuale. Questo permette finalmente di comprendere
in maniera concreta il senso della nozione di commons relazionale.

Pertanto, la presente tesi offre un’interpretazione innovativa della vita sociale
nello spazio pubblico e, al contempo, contribuisce allo stato dell’arte della teoria dei
commons, che sottolinea sempre di più gli aspetti relazionali di queste particolari
risorse e stressa l’azione del fare il commons come una pratica sociale (Euler 2018), ma
che pure manca di una specifica concettualizzazione di tale tendenza. Superando la
nozione economica di bene pubblico e adottando un’analisi basata sulla molteplicità
dei valori, il concetto di commons relazionale è sviluppato col fine di afferrare e
valorizzare la capacità dello vita sociale nello spazio pubblico di essere una risorsa per
le persone. Essa è infatti importante grazie al reticolo di relazioni che qui possono
svilupparsi, si sviluppano e si svilupperanno. Questo, assieme al modo in cui le
relazioni sono prodotte e consumate dagli individui e all’importanza di intese con
attori esterni quali le istituzioni, è ciò che costituisce il commons relazionale. In tale
contesto, la risorsa collettiva è costituita dalle relazioni e coloro che compongono
il commons sono gli utenti dello spazio pubblico: passanti, residenti, utenti urbani,
contribuenti. Il valore è creato da chi usa lo spazio pubblico in connessione con il
modo in cui esso è costruito e il modo in cui ne è gestita la fornitura.

Attraverso il caso dell’arte pubblica, questo lavoro offre un contributo anche al
campo d’indagine ad essa relativo. La nozione di commons relazionale si adegua
in maniera calzante al peculiare status dell’arte nello spazio pubblico e si dimostra
utile nel comprendere appieno come avvengono l’estrazione e la fruizione del valore
dall’arte pubblica. Queste conclusioni appaiono promettenti anche nell’ottica di una
possibile applicazione di questi a contesti artistici più convenzionali, quali i musei,
in linea con la tendenza a intraprendere strategie che li portano a ‘uscire’ dal loro
contenitore tradizionale (Krause Knight e Senie 2018, Bollati e Morea 2020).

Il crescente interesse per nuovi modi collettivi di governare alcune risorse combacia
con una generale tendenza, sia in campo accademico sia in pratica, a ripensare la
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scienza economica come naturalmente parte della cultura e, in finale, a superare
l’ubiquità del concetto di homo oeconomicus. Ciò detto, l’obiettivo d’insieme di
questo lavoro è contribuire a questa conversazione. Di conseguenza, esso cerca di
offrire una teorizzazione della vita sociale nello spazio pubblico che sia utile per le
persone e che, nella pratica, possa sostanziarsi nell’attribuzione non soltanto del
diritto di contribuire al commons ma anche della responsabilità di tale contribuzione.
La ragione strumentale porta con sé una perdita di valori quando riduce il mondo a
una questione di transazioni di mercato. Piuttosto, come è possibile denotare per la
vita sociale nello spazio pubblico, quello che accade a un punto a un altro, da A a B,
anche se non catturato dall’economia tradizionale, conta e, molto spesso, è la parte
più bella.
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